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Abstract

Multiagent Systems (MAS) research reached a maturity to be confidently applied to reallife complex problems. Successful application of MAS methods for behavior modeling, strategic reasoning, and decentralized governance, encouraged us to focus on applicability of MAS
techniques in a class of industrial systems and to develop multiagent models, coordination
methods, and decision support tools for this context. We direct attention towards a form
of industrial practices called Industrial Symbios Systems (ISS) as a highly dynamic domain
of application for MAS techniques. In ISS, firms aim to reduce their material and energy
footprint by circulating reusable resources among the participants. To enable systematic reasoning about ISS behavior and support firms’ (as well as ISS designers’) decisions, we saw
the opportunity for marrying industrial engineering with multiagent systems research. This
enabled the introduction of contextualized representation frameworks to reason about the
dynamics of ISS, operational semantics to develop computational models for ISS, coordination mechanisms to enforce desirable ISS implementations, and transaction cost allocation
vii

methods that ensure fairness and stability properties in ISS. In practice, the contributions
presented in this work are proved to aid firms and policy-makers for evaluating, coordinating, and allocating costs in industrial symbiosis. Our formal frameworks lead to practical
tools with commercialization potentials and are validated through various sessions with industrial firms. We argue that this work is the first attempt—and can be a motivation for further approaches—on practical application of MAS technologies in the context of industrial
symbiosis as it presents MAS-oriented methodological foundations for ISS development and
elaborates on various open problems.

viii
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Preface

At the time of this writing, human kind is facing difficult decisions on: how to deal
with environmental challeng , how to ensure that technological advancements are in-line with
the social good, and how to foster global development in a way that technological advancements can be of use for achieving global growth in a sustainable manner. Such questions are
not simple questions for which a fast-thinker or a fast-thinking algorithm (in the sense of
[Kahneman, 2011]) would be sufficient. They call for decision support tools tailored to address the subtleties of the questions. In specific, the third question—on whether technolo
can provide solutions for environmental challenges—is of my interest. Although most of our
current wealth is due to technological advancement, we cannot deny that the way we used
technology also created new problems.
In my view, the way forward would be to use technology itself as a means for solving the
problem. Following this view and the enlightening perspective of [Pinker, 2018], I argue that
unused capacities of formal frameworks and technological advancements in (distributed) artificial intelligence and multiagent systems can be of use as reasoning tools to evaluate the
viability of innovative business models for industrial collaborations and to foster the implementation of environmentally-friendly practices.
In 2015, I applied for a PhD position at the University of Twente, supported by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 funding, to investigate the use of agent-based computing and
game-theoretic methods to foster circular economy practices. Through the last four years, I
studied dynamics of Industrial Symbios as a collaborative concept that aims to reduce the
material and energy footprint of industrial firms by circulating reusable resources. Implementing such practices is distant from the traditional ways that firms (in particular in the
process industry) conduct their business. Thus we need transitional business models and tailored decision support tools for evaluation, coordination, and allocation of costs/benefits in
industrial symbiosis systems. In this book, I will present the research that has been conducted
in the context of the SHAREBOX Project [SHAREBOX, 2019]. But before presenting the
body of the work, I like to thank institutes and individuals who helped me through the process.
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1
Introduction

We begin with presenting the background and a multiagent systems perspective on industrial symbiosis, elaborating on three aspects and decision making problems in this topic,
introducing research objectives, and explaining the set of applied methodologies as well as the
outline of the dissertation.

1

1.1 Background: Industrial Symbiosis from a Multiagent Perspective
As a response to recent environmental concerns on reducing the exploitation and discharge of
(pure) resources, the idea to circulate reusable resources (also known as the practice of circular
economy [Kirchherr et al., 2017]) gained attention in both academia as well as industry1 . Industrial Symbiosis Systems (ISS) are green/waste-free implementations of the concept of the
circular economy in the context of industrial relations [Chertow, 2007; Yazan et al., 2016].
As an example, consider three firms A, B, and C that may have the chance to reuse each
other’s wastes. For instance, A’s excess steam can be used in B’s turbines, B’s waste water
can be used for cooling in C, and C’s sludge can substitute a primary input of A. Exploiting
such an opportunity may lead to financial as well as socio-ecological gains. As ISSs are merely
focused on circulating non-commoditized resources, e.g., waste material and energy, waiting
for traditional market structures to materialize and successfully implement an ISS would be a
guaranteed failure2 . Thus, ISSs have to be well-designed to be sustainable and in some cases
its stability requires the introduction of external monetary incentives [Yazdanpanah et al.,
2018]. As Eric Maskin says: “The market

no god—it cannot solve every problem”.

To substantiate the novelty of the topic, we present a set of low-level characteristic points
of ISS and then elaborate on two high-level aspects—that build upon the first category. In
each part, we show how this topic is related to—but distinguished from—adjoining topics.
1

This section is mainly based on “Vahid Yazdanpanah, Devrim Murat Yazan, Jos van Hillegersberg, and
Mehdi Dastani. An introduction to engineering multiagent industrial symbiosis systems: Potentials and challenges. Presented at 7th International Workshop on Engineering Multi-Agent Systems (EMAS 2019), Montreal,
Canada, 13th–14th May, 2019a” [Yazdanpanah et al., 2019a] and “Vahid Yazdanpanah, Devrim Murat Yazan, and
W. Henk M. Zijm. Self-governing industrial symbiosis. (Working Paper), 2019b” [Yazdanpanah et al., 2019b].
2
In a more concrete sense, given an environmentally desirable collaboration of A, B, and C, the allocation
of collectively obtained benefits could be problematic in case any firm (group) can gain more by defecting the
ISS.

2

1.1.1

Topic Motivation: Low-Level Characteristic Points

Non-Commodity Resources: In an ISS, the resources based on which the firms are
aiming to establish relations are mostly categorized as “resources with no market”. In a sense,
the whole idea behind implementing the concept of circular economy is to circulate—instead
of to discharge—what can be used but has no (traditional) market. In this vein, having no
market categorizes such resources as non-commodity (in the terminology of [Roth, 2015]).
Building a business relation based on a non-commodity makes a great distinction between
ISS and traditional forms of commodity-based relations. Basically, it avoids using price and
price-based techniqu for decision-making problems and directs us towards other operational
parameters (e.g., the quantity of resources or the set of established regulations that may foster/bind the implementation of the relation).
Loosely-Connected Value Chains: Industrial symbiosis is different from value chain
merging as firms remain independent but loosely connected entities. While in the full merging of value chains, the aim is to reach a well-optimized newly-merged entity, the focus of industrial symbiosis is on well-optimized techniques for identification, evaluation, implementation, and governance of the relation(s). In the language of the multiagent systems community, such systems of collaboration can be seen as virtual multiagent organizations/institutions
[Criado et al., 2009; Rodriguez et al., 2011].
Normativity of Outcomes: Normativity of ISS refers to the argument that: “not all
forms and potential implementations of industrial symbios are environmentally/socio-economically
desirable”. And there might be some desirable implementations that are not economically

3

feasible. This on the one hand highlights the need for norm-aware methods to recognize
such implementations and on the other hand, asks for norm-aware coordination techniques
to enforce desirable and suppress undesirable collaborations (see [Andrighetto et al., 2013]
for a comprehensive account on norms and normative multiagent technologies).
Potentially Long-Term and Temporally Evolving Relations: As elaborated
earlier, industrial symbiosis is not merely a merging process but focuses on establishing a
(potentially, long lasting) relation. Note that establishing a new relation requires investments and involves operational costs. So, in most cases, durability of a relation is among
firms’ concerns. Roughly speaking, firms prefer to implement a relation that lasts—aiming
to avoid renegotiating new relations for each and every transfer of reusable resources. Moreover, an ISS operates within the temporally dynamic industrial context (with respect to costs,
demands, and supply). Thus, engineering attempts to ensure ISS strength, stability, and fairness have to take into account the dynamics of such systems over time. In brief, building
upon potentially long-term industrial synergies, such dynamic relations are distinguishable
from single-shot auctioning transactions and have a temporal dimension.
Strategic Aspects and Interdependencies: We explained that—in an ISS—firms
remain separate but become interdependent entities. And ideally such relations are dynamic
and long-lasting. Thus, the initiation and stability of relations in an ISS critically depends
on the dynamics of power and the firms’ strategic abilities. In principle, firms act with respect to their preferences and strategic potentials—which in turn defines their potential for
success3 . Dismissing this aspect leads to (agent-based) models that represent all firms at the
3

See [Miller, 1981] for the interrelations between preferences, power, and success.

4

same (power) level and abstract from the reality of industrial organizations. Such aspects
can be explicitly represented using game forms and semantic structures (e.g., see [Alur et al.,
2002; Van der Hoek and Wooldridge, 2003]) able to capture the dynamics of power, executable plans/strategies, and firms’ potential collaborative outcomes, i.e., to specify and analyze “what strate

ensur what situation for what group of ﬁrms”.

In general, the literature on industrial symbiosis is rich in addressing case-specific issues.
However, we observe that focusing on implementing specific cases hardly results in generalizable solution concepts. E.g., focusing on single-shot 1-1 relations dismisses the temporal
as well as strategic (coalition-formation) dynamics in ISS. Moreover, we observe a lack of
generic methods—able to capture high-level organizational and behavioral aspects—for designing and coordinating ISS.
1.1.2

Topic Motivation: High-Level Characteristic Points

The above-mentioned characteristic points correspond to a perspective in multiagent systems research that: (1) is aware of behavioral semantics of the system (in contrast to syntactic
process optimization approaches) and (2) sees organizational concepts as its first-class system
modeling objects. Below, we elaborate on this perspective and discuss its relevance for industrial symbiosis modeling.
On Behavior-Aware Organizational Economics: In a purely utilitarian perspective in the economic theory, the assumption is that an agent’s choice of action is formed independent of those of others, dismissing the potential interactions among the agents [Dignum,
2018; Johnson et al., 2017]. While the evolutionary perspective [Hamilton, 2017] addresses
temporality of choices and captures the ability of agents to observe the earlier choices of oth5

ers, modeling well-structured organizational settings and the formation of collective decisions
in such virtual entities necessitates an explicit representation of the behavior of the organization and its structural constraints. This resulted in the introduction of behavior-aware
models—inspired by behavioral economic theory [Thaler, 2016]—into the line of research
on organizational economics [Barney and Hesterly, 2006]. In such an integration, models
are both behavior-aware (i.e., able to capture the evolution of the systems) and organizational
(i.e., interaction protocols, collective preferences, and authority structures are well-defined).
Behavior-Awareness in Industrial Symbiosis: In the context of industrial symbiosis, the focus is on design and operation of collaborative relations among traditionally disjoint
industrial enterprises with the aim of keeping reusable resources in their value chains [Chertow, 2007; Yazdanpanah et al., 2019e]. To that end, collaborative clusters form an industrial
organization where each firm on the one hand has the autonomy to operate with respect to its
individual preferences and on the other hand has to comply with organizational rules. Such
a dualism corresponds to the principle of “separation of concerns” and generalizability of the
organizational framework by separating the qualities of agents4 from those of the organization [Boissier and Van Riemsdijk, 2013]. This allows dealing with the preferences of agents
as temporal variables—in contrast to developing the organization with respect to a fixed set
of specific firms with stable preferences.
Then a question—that links this high-level point to a previously-discussed aspect–is: “why
do we need behavior-aware industrial symbios models?”. The short answer is, behavior4

Through the course of this work, we may refer to firms as agents—following the convention in computational economics. Hence, we see any industrial symbiosis organization as an environment that supports the
collaborative interaction of a set of autonomous decision-makers in charge of the involved firms. This way, we
dismiss the decision-making processes within each firm and focus on the inter-firm decision processes.

6

awareness is required because IS organizations are temporally evolving entities. If IS was a
single-shot transaction, one could simply aim for identifying optimal matches and make the
transaction with no need for behavior-aware technologies. Temporality of the IS organization also makes it distinguishable from waste-management frameworks as in the latter, wastes
will be seen—and dealt with—disconnected from the firms while in IS, they will be considered as reusable resources based on which firms are establishing new forms of long-term collaborative relations.
Organizational Aspects of Industrial Symbiosis: Behavior-aware models are required but not sufficient for IS if they dismiss the so-called “sociality” concerns [Dignum
et al., 2014]. Basically, social agents make decisions not only based on their individual preferences but also considering what is expected from them on the collective level. In the context
of industrial symbiosis organizations, sociality can be manifested in terms of protocols for
sharing operational costs, firms’ expectations from a relation, or conditions that limit the
performance of the IS organization as a whole (e.g., in-place monetary instruments such as
taxes or subsidies).
Following the presented topic motivation points, we elaborate on three decision-making
processes in industrial symbiosis—as focal points of this dissertation—and present decision
problems for which we have developed multiagent decision support tools.

1.2 Three Decision-Making Problems in Industrial Symbiosis
Moving from general aspects that characterize multiagent industrial symbios systems as a
field of study with various open problems, challenges, and potentials, here we focus on spe-
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cific operational phases of industrial symbiosis and elaborate on three decision problems in
industrial symbiosis.
1.2.1

Evaluating Industrial Symbiosis

The first phase in the operationalization of industrial symbiosis (IS) is to identify “who can
work with whom”—also known as the industrial symbiosis identiﬁcation problem. To address this, there exist various information systems (e.g., [Gatzioura et al., 2018, 2019]) to recommend to firms that provide/require a resource, a list of opportunities to negotiate IS relations with firms that require/provide the resource in question [van Capelleveen et al., 2018].
Following this phase, industrial firms have to decide whether—and based on what priority—
to negotiate a particular opportunity. This is a complex decision process known as the industrial symbiosis evaluation problem. In brief, the question is: among the set of recommended
opportunities, which are promising for a firm to pursue to the negotiation phase? Given the
multidimensional nature of IS relations and having no traditional market price (for resources
that are mainly a form of non-commodity), decision-makers have to base their decisions on
operational aspects, e.g., on the business model of industries, physical quantity matching, and
possible presence of competitors/regulations. This results in a complex decision problem, in
need of sound and context-aware decision support tools5 .
5

Reducing the material and energy footprint of firms is directly linked to sustainability gains and fits their
business model with respect to Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) goals [Jones, 1980]. But the question is:
will it result in a sufficient cost reduction to compensate the opportunity costs that firms may face to focus on
industrial symbiosis as a novel business model? We observe, in real-life practices, that if firms apply systematically
verified decision support tools for making decisions in various phases of industrial symbiosis, the practice is not
only a sustainable choice but also a profitable one. In other words, they can evaluate such propositions in a
systematic manner. This way, we aim to support the decision processes to motivate firms to spend less time and
resources for implementing the transition of their core business towards a circular economy (see [Burke and
Logsdon, 1996] for a similar approach towards linking CSR and financial viability).
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1.2.2

Coordinating Industrial Symbiosis

While the IS evaluation problem is concerned with how firms can distinguish bad from acceptable and good from better, in coordinating IS we are looking at a network of industries
as a whole. Such a view would be appropriate if one is either in the position of an industrial
cluster manager or a regulatory agent. In both cases, the decision-maker may apply various
policies and is interested to see which policies satisfy her goals (i.e., lead to the implementation of the set of collaborations that she deems desirable). This situation leads to questions
on how, and by what mechanisms, the decision-maker can enforce a given set of desirabilities.
Boundaries, properties, and requirements of such mechanisms characterize the so-called industrial symbiosis coordination problem. Note that the coordination problem in this sense is
closely related to implementability, i.e., to see coordination mechanisms as a means for making some class of IS relations implementable. For instance, a relation that is desirable from
the policy-maker’s point of view might be economically unfeasible from a firm’s perspective.
In such a case, allocating monetary incentives in a wise manner can change the dynamics. In
a general view, who gets what and how6 defines the structure of a potential solution for the IS
coordination problem.
1.2.3 Allocating Costs in Industrial Symbiosis
Finally, we move to the phase that an industrial symbiosis relation or a set of interconnected
relations are already implemented and functional. Then one of the questions, concerned
with keeping the relation(s) stable, is about the allocation of costs such that each firms con6

This is to acknowledge that the phrase we used here is based on the title of a book by Alvin Roth [Roth,
2015].
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tribution is taken into account7 . For allocating costs that are directly linked to physical interactions, e.g., transportation and treatment/recycling costs, we can rely of physical properties
such as the travelled distance or consumed energy. However, one class of transaction costs
has an institutional nature and is not merely a result of physical activities. So, although cost
allocation mechanisms are well-studied in computational economics, their tailoring for the
context of industrial symbiosis calls for methods to capture the physical as well as institutional contributions of involved firms in IS networks. That is the cost allocation problem in
industrial symbiosis.

1.3 A General Review of Research Gaps
Although a detailed motivation and review of the literature—specific to each of the abovementioned decision problems—is presented in the upcoming chapters, a generic discussion
on the current state of the art, and on knowledge and research gaps, is presented here as a
motivational step. In the following, we briefly discuss research gaps in relation to the abovementioned decision problems (see the upcoming chapters for a more detailed review of the
literature and topic motivation). This way, we review the general challenges that are observable in the IS literature and elaborate on the scientific stance upon which our objectives as
well as methodological approach are grounded.
7

Note that we are not claiming that cost allocation in industrial symbiosis is fully independent of the abovementioned problems in IS. Basically, all the three decision problems for which we develop decision support
tools are related but distinguishable. For instance, at the evaluation level there is an outlook towards a cost
allocation scheme that is satisfactory for both the involved firms (without knowing the precise cost allocation).
This is necessary for evaluating whether a potential form of IS implementation is mutually promising. In the
following chapters, such links and relations will be discussed in details.
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Lack of Generic Operations-Oriented IS Evaluation Methods. Having a set
of identified IS opportunities—normally as tuples of potential firm matches—we lack analytical methods for evaluating them. Reviewing the IS literature, we see contributions that
focus on evaluating the efficiency of an already established IS network, e.g., based on energy
consumption or the use of raw material [Berkel et al., 2009; Geng et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2017].
Such approaches are generally based on empirical analysis of a data set, on the flow of energy
or physical material in a given case. While their results may significantly improve the state
of the studied cases [Geng et al., 2014; Karlsson and Wolf, 2008; Soratana and Landis, 2011],
generalizing them for platforms in which various industrial sectors are involved—as a focal
point of the SHAREBOX project [SHAREBOX, 2019]—is not recommended. Basically,
to evaluate potential IS matches and analyze various prospects, such retrospective analysis
methods (in which a data set of network behavior is given) are not applicable in principle. In
brief, we lack prospective IS evaluation techniques that are generally applicable for ranking
collaboration opportunities. We later specify how such an objective can be approached using an operations oriented perspective and by applying decision analysis techniques (and not
data-driven methods).
Lack of Precise and Verifiable IS Coordination and Policy Support Tools.
The need for coordination of a collaborative system implies the aim to suppress some undesirable or enforce some desirable properties—the latter is also referred to as collective goals
[Kling, 1991; Malone, 1988]. This is known in the common language as “enabling to work
together properly” [Merriam-Webster Online, 2019]. It is also the case for IS coordination
that a set of desiderata is expected to be ensured through the coordination mechanisms such
that it can operate properly. The challenging part is the way one specifies what “proper”
11

means. Descriptions of desiderata are well-studied in the IS literature and are even linked to
the coordination problem and to the need for “appropriate” coordination techniques (see
e.g., [Boons and Baas, 1997; Desrochers, 2004; Mirata, 2004]). However, we observe inherited vagueness when one applies natural language for desiderata specification. We argue that
using the terms “fair”, “resilient”, or “eﬃcient” [Chopra and Khanna, 2014; Weidema, 2000;
Wolf et al., 2007] do not convey a precise and verifiable property unless one provides a precise definition in an expressive language. If a coordination method is going to be employed
by policy-makers, they should be able to verify whether the desired properties hold in their
context of application—and necessarily as a result of applying the coordination methods.
We later build on this idea and show how the integration of formal specification, normative
techniques, and verification methods improves the state of art in the IS literature.
Lack of Allocation Methods for Collective Transaction Costs in IS. In
general, the allocation of collective transaction costs, among the involved firms in an IS network, is a dismissed topic in the IS literature. Although the reduction of transaction costs
is identified as one of the drivers behind the implementation of IS practices, they are generally seen as individual costs for which allocation is irrelevant [Chertow and Ehrenfeld, 2012].
However, thanks to technological innovations and the ubiquitous use of web-based e-commerce
systems for IS [Grant et al., 2010; van Capelleveen et al., 2018], transaction costs for IS market
search, negotiation, and monitoring contracts (known as transactional friction [Williamson,
1985]) are aggregated in the costs for establishing and maintaining IS information systems.
Albeit a fraction of transaction costs for IS is still inherently individual, the collective part
is in need of allocation methods. The other aspect that characterizes transaction costs as a
special category, different from other forms of IS operational costs (such as the IS transporta12

tion or treatment costs) is the institutional dimension of transaction costs [Silverman, 1999;
Williamson, 1979]. In principle, transaction costs are intangible costs related to building and
maintaining a relation and not directly linked to physical aspects (like the flow of material
or energy in the case of IS transportation, or the physical process of recycling or filtering a
resource as a form of IS treatment). This gives IS transaction cost a special dual nature—of
being crucial for the flow of the resources but not directly derivable based on the physical
properties of the resource. We later provide more elaboration on our understanding of the
nature of collective IS transaction cost and motivate the applied methodologies for developing mechanisms for its allocation.
In principle, we argue for the use of formal languages to abstract from specific cases, to
enable generalizability and to avoid intrinsic vagueness of descriptive specifications. Moreover, by adopting an agent-oriented viewpoint and employing modeling frameworks as well
as solution concepts from multiagent systems research, agency and autonomy of decisionmakers are captured by design. Industrial symbiosis systems are multiagent systems in nature.
Hence, we consider it a natural choice to apply methods from multiagent research to study
or engineer such systems. In specific, if one is focused on the interaction of micro-level decisions from decision-makers with a degree of autonomy,8 agent-based computing methods
for outcome evaluation, for behavior coordination, and for cost allocation, are advantageous
to other system analysis methods such as factor-based methods from system dynamics modeling [Forrester, 1958] or event-based methods from discrete event systems [Gordon, 1961].
This perspective—on appropriateness of formal methods and agent-oriented methods—is
8
We follow the standard view in agent-based research and see agents as autonomous decision-making entities
with the capacity to observe and react to the environment as well as the capability to communicate with other
entities in order to pursue their goals proactively [Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995].
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a basis for this dissertation, embedded in its research objectives and reflected in the applied
methodologies.
In the following section, we present the focal point of this dissertation as developing multiagent models, methods, and ultimately usable decision support services to guide firm managers and policy-makers through the above-mentioned phases of industrial symbiosis realization.

1.4

Research Objectives

As discussed in previous sections, there are different decision-making procedures involved
in industrial symbiosis realization. In this dissertation, we mainly focus on three of those:
on evaluating industrial symbiosis opportunities, on coordinating industrial symbiosis networks, and on allocating transaction costs in industrial symbiosis. In each of the three problems, decision-making is not straight forward—as it involves various agents and may result
in a spectrum of outcomes—thus requires systematically verifiable support tools to aid the
decision-makers.
In a practical sense, the aim of this work is to provide generic decision support tools that
are not limited to a specific case while at the same time expressive enough to enable a decision
analyst—in an industrial firm or a policy-making unit, say to fill in the required (case-specific)
information and receive support on a given case.
We earlier elaborated on how the three problems (on evaluation, coordination, and cost
allocation) relate to each other and discussed their chronological order. Below, we present
more detailed research objectives that we aim to achieve in each chapter of the dissertation.
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Evaluating Industrial Symbiosis Opportunities (Chapter 2): As sketched earlier, when dealing with non-commodity resources for which price is not a valid determinator,
the evaluation of industrial symbiosis opportunities calls for methods that are able to take
into account multiple operational aspects. Moreover, it is crucial to capture the dynamics
of knowledge and epistemic uncertainties inherited in such decisions. Then, our first step
towards supporting IS evaluation decisions is to capture the operational as well as epistemic
dimensions of the problem.
Research Objective 1. Capture the operational

well

epistemic aspects of the IS opportunity

evaluation problem.
Based on the operational and epistemic dimensions, a formal framework to represent and
reason about the potential outcome of various decisions is required.
Research Objective 2. Tailor a multiagent formal framework for representing and reasoning
about the behavior of industrial symbios relations.
Given such a framework, potential outcomes of different (collective) decisions can be represented (we call each outcome a potential implementation of the IS opportunity). Based on
such a formal structure, we can develop decision support methods that guarantee firms to
reach outcomes that are promising for involved parties.
Research Objective 3. Develop a formal decision support tool for evaluating different implementations of an IS relation.
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Coordinating Industrial Symbiosis Networks (Chapter 3): The focus of the IS
coordination problem is on IS enabling techniques for cases that are collectively desirable
but are not necessarily feasible for all the involved parties, e.g., cases where—to realize the
relation—one or more firms should suffer economically. In such cases, even if collective economic benefits are foreseeable, lack of stability and/or fairness may lead to non-cooperative
decisions. Thus, the first step towards addressing the coordination problem is to model IS
networks in a formalism that enables reasoning about fairness and stability properties.
Research Objective 4. Model industrial symbios networks

multiagent cooperative gam

(which enabl reasoning about fairness and stability properti ).
Then, to enable coordination of IS networks, such a multiagent representation should be
integrated with regulations and policies, as normative instruments that correspond with the
real-life practice of IS.
Research Objective 5. Integrate regulative rul and normative socioeconomic polici with rulebased representation of industrial symbios gam .
Finally, we investigate the properties of applicable regulatory rules that enable policymakers to ensure the implementability of desired IS collaborations in a fair and stable manner.
Research Objective 6. Develop policy-support tools for generating coordinative regulations that
ensure the implementability of desirable industrial symbios networks (in a fair and stable
manner).
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Allocating Transaction Costs in Industrial Symbiosis (met in Chapter 4):
Here, we focus on the nature of collective transaction costs in industrial symbiosis and develop a contextualized allocation mechanism that guarantees game-theoretical fairness and
stability properties. We see collective transaction cost in industrial symbiosis as a dual-nature
concept with physical as well as institutional dimensions. Relying on John Searle’s account
of institutional economics [Searle, 2005] and the literature on graphical cooperative games
(see e.g., [Driessen, 2013; Kearns, 2008]), we state the following research objective.
Research Objective 7. Formulate a realistic game-theoretical model that incorporat the physical

well

institutional dimensions of collective transaction costs in industrial symbios .

While the idea to take into account each agent’s contribution provides a basis for allocating
the costs, we lack methods for defining the value of each and every coalition of firms. Such
an input is crucial for applying standard fair allocation mechanisms.
Research Objective 8. Introduce a quantitative measure that captur the physical and institutional contribution of ﬁrms in industrial symbios networks.
Finally, using the introduced measure and building on a standard cost allocation technique, we present an allocation method that ensures fairness and stability properties, and
that is rooted in the literature on fair division mechanisms.
Research Objective 9. Develop a fair and stable transaction cost allocation mechanism for industrial symbios .
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1.5

On the Main Approach and Applied Methodologies

Due to the interdisciplinary nature of the topic and in order to address various dimensions
of the research objectives, we apply a variety of methodologies—mainly from multiagent systems research, computational economics, industrial organization, institutional theory, and
temporal epistemic logics.
As a basis of our modeling perspective, we follow the idea that the formal representation of
multiagent systems [Wooldridge, 2009] enables systematic reasoning about their evolution
and fosters coordinating their complex behavior9 . Applying this perspective in the context
of industrial symbiosis results in multiagent formal models, coordination methods, and decision support tools for industrial symbiosis systems. We integrate some (not yet integrated)
multiagent methods, showed a new application domain for multiagent techniques, and contextualize them for evaluating, coordinating, and allocating costs, in industrial symbiosis.
Using a Temporal Logic for IS Evaluation: To address research objectives 1–3, we
use (a tailored form of) Concurrent Epistemic Game Structures (CEGS) as a representation
and reasoning framework, rooted in temporal strategic multiagent logics. Using CEGS, we
model the behavior of industrial symbiosis relations and integrate quantitative values—that
represent potential implementations of a relation—into CEGS. This results in a decision support algorithm that we argue to be one of the first cases of real-life application of logic-based
9

It is noteworthy that—as a common practice in most forms of model-based research—in our approach to
address these problems, we assume a level of knowledge about the set of involved agents or their potential acts.
To capture such knowledge, we see that data-driven techniques can be combined with our line of research in
order to come up with an estimation, e.g., of probable actions for agents. We follow Pearl [Pearl, 2018; Pearl
and Mackenzie, 2018] and argue that such a combination is advantageous compared to purely model-free approaches; specifically in the context of decision support tool development.
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techniques in the context of industrial symbiosis.
Cooperative Game Theory and Normative Methods for IS Coordination: To
address research objectives 4–6, we mainly use a rule-based form of cooperative games—
namely Marginal Contribution Nets (MC-Nets)—to enable the integration of industrial symbiosis games with regulative rules and normative policies. So, building on a game-theoretic
foundation, the combination of rule-based normative multiagent techniques [Andrighetto
et al., 2013] leads to a policy-support tool for ensuring the implementability of desirable industrial symbiosis collaborations.
Computational Economics and Institutional Theory for IS Transaction Cost
Allocation: Finally, to address research objectives 7–9, we apply a perspective from institutional economics [Searle, 2005] to reason about the nature of transaction costs and to
motivate the introduction of a quantitative index for integrating its institutional and physical aspects. Building on this foundation, we use a graph-theoretical notion and a gametheoretical concept to capture the institutional and physical aspects, respectively. Building
on this, we apply the Shapley value [Shapley, 1953] as a standard value allocation method in
computational economics to formulate our transaction cost allocation mechanism for industrial symbiosis.

1.6 Outline of the Dissertation
The remainder of this dissertation is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we approach the IS
evaluation problem and meet research objectives 1–3. This results in FISOF and FISOF+ , two
decision support methods for evaluating industrial symbiosis opportunities. In Chapter 3,
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we shift our attention towards the IS coordination problem and meet research objectives 4–
6. In practice, the presented method in this chapter is a policy-support tool which ensures the
implementability of a set of desirable IS collaborations for a regulatory agent (or an industrial
cluster manager). In Chapter 4, we focus on the cost allocation problem in IS and specifically
address the allocation of transaction costs. This results in meeting research objectives 7–9
by introducing a fair and stable allocation method that captures the institutional as well as
physical aspects of firms’ contributions in industrial symbiosis networks. We conclude in
Chapter 5 by: revisiting research objectives and summarizing the contributions, presenting
supplementary research outcomes, elaborating on the application of our methods and the
validation process, and finally discussing open problems and future research directions.
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Intuitive diagnos

reliable when people have a lot of

relevant feedback. But people are very often willing to
make intuitive diagnos even when they’re very likely to
be wrong.
Daniel Kahneman

2
Evaluating Industrial Symbiosis
Opportunities

Industrial Symbiotic Relations (ISRs), as bilaterally cooperative industrial practices,
are emerging relations for exchanging reusable resources among production processes of in-
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dependent firms. In ISRs, firms can enjoy mutual environmental, social, and economic benefits. Due to similarities in aim and functionality of ISRs and the concept of Circular Economy (CE), it is expected that ISRs play a major role in implementing the CE philosophy
in the context of industrial production. However, industrial firms generally lack analytical
tools tailored to support their decisions whether—and based on what priority—to negotiate a particular ISR opportunity, selected from a set of potential alternatives. This question is the main focus of the decision support method developed in this chapter, that we call
the “industrial symbios opportunity ﬁltering” problem. The key economic factor that influences the decision of firms to reject or negotiate an ISR in real-life scenarios, is the total
cost-reduction/benefit that they may enjoy in case the ISR would be implemented. In case
they evaluate that a sufficient benefit is obtainable, they see the opportunity as a promising
one and pursue to contract negotiations. Following this observation, we take an operationsoriented stance and provide a Formal Industrial Symbiosis Opportunity Filtering method
(FISOF in short) that: (1) takes into account the key operational aspects of ISRs, (2) formalizes ISRs as industrial institutions using semantic structures adopted from the multi-agent
systems literature, and (3) enables the evaluation of ISR opportunities using implementable
decision support algorithms1 . In practice, the FISOF method and its algorithms can be integrated into industrial symbiosis frameworks to support firms in the process of ISR evaluation.
We also illustrate how information sharing enables the use of collective strategies to overcome
epistemic limitations and provide a decision support algorithm that is able to capture all mutually promising ISR implementations.
1
The content of this chapter is mainly based on “Vahid Yazdanpanah, Devrim Murat Yazan, and
W. Henk M. Zijm. FISOF: A formal industrial symbiosis opportunity filtering method. Engineering Applications of Artiﬁcial Intelligence, 81:247–259, 2019e” [Yazdanpanah et al., 2019e].
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2.1 Introduction
The concept of Circular Economy (CE) and its application in the industrial context opposes
the traditional linear production approaches that mainly take primary inputs, produce outputs, and dispose wastes. The circular economy is characterized by circulating reusable resources (e.g., waste material and energy) among production processes and maintaining them
in the value chains [Pearce and Turner, 1990; Yuan et al., 2006]. One step further, Industrial Symbiotic Relations (ISRs), as bilaterally cooperative industrial practices, are emerging
relations for exchanging reusable resources among production processes of independent industrial firms [Chertow, 2007; Yazan et al., 2016]. So, due to similarities in aim and functionality of CE and ISR, it is reasonable to expect that ISRs play a major role in implementing
the CE philosophy in the context of industrial production (see [Andersen, 2007; Sertyesilisik
and Sertyesilisik, 2016]). In ISRs, involved firms can enjoy mutual environmental, social, and
economic benefits. Moreover, ISRs have a positive influence on both the resilience of firms
(as they seek alternative resource suppliers) and the efficiency in exploitation of available resources (as they substitute traditional primary inputs with wastes) [Fraccascia et al., 2017b].
As reviewed in [Mannina et al., 2019; van Capelleveen et al., 2018], there exist various
information systems for identifying ISR opportunities. These platforms are mainly platforms that recommend to a firm that provides/requires a resource, the opportunity to negotiate ISRs with firms that require/provide the resource in question. However, industrial
firms generally lack analytical tools tailored to support their decisions whether—and based on
what priority— to negotiate a particular ISR opportunity. Roughly speaking, the question
is which ISR opportunities, identified by a recommender system, are sufficiently promising
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for a firm to pursue to the negotiation phase? This question is the main focus of the decision
support method that we developed to address the “industrial symbios opportunity ﬁltering” problem. Due to the multidimensional nature of ISRs, such a decision support method
has to regard multiple operational aspects, e.g., the business model of industries, physical
quantity matching, and possible presence of competitors/regulations. Although there exist
methods for analyzing each of these dimensions in ISRs2 , filtering ISR opportunities calls
for methods that are able to take into account multiple operational aspects and can also deal
with epistemic uncertainties inherited in such decisions. Then, the first step to support such
decisions is to provide formal methods able to capture both the behavior of such relations
and their potential economic outcomes.
In real ISR scenarios, the key economic factor that influences the decision of firms to reject
or negotiate an ISR is the obtainable cost reduction (or benefit) that they may enjoy in case the
ISR would be implemented [Albino et al., 2016]. Accordingly, in case they evaluate that a sufficient cost reduction is obtainable, they see the opportunity as a promising one and pursue
to contract negotiations3 . Following this observation, we take an operations-oriented stance
and develop a Formal Industrial Symbiosis Opportunity Filtering method (FISOF in short)
that: (1) takes into account key operational aspects of ISRs, (2) formalizes ISRs as industrial
institutions using semantic structures adopted from the multi-agent systems literature, and
(3) enables evaluating ISR opportunities using implementable decision support algorithms.
In practice, the FISOF method and its algorithms can be integrated into industrial symbiosis
2
For instance, input-output analysis is a standard method for investigating interrelations between firms with
respect to the flow and quantity of resources (cf. [Sendra et al., 2007]).
3
We later discuss that such an operational perspective on ISRs is in-line with Alvin Roth’s view on matching markets and the procedure of evaluating the quality of matches in such markets [Roth, 2015; Roth and
Sotomayor, 1992]
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decision-modeling frameworks to support firms in the process of ISR evaluation. We also
illustrate how information sharing enables the use of collective strategies to overcome epistemic limitations (that each firm may suffer from) and provide a decision support algorithm
that is able to capture all the mutually promising ISR implementations (as a basis for ISR
negotiations).
The structure of the chapter is as follows. First we introduce an operational perspective
on ISRs in Section 2.2. It includes the analysis of operational dimensions of ISRs, the role of
epistemic aspects, and main ISR-related costs. The formal preliminaries required for modeling ISRs will be provided in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4, we sketch the FISOF method that
includes a model of the behavior of ISRs as an industrial institution and the decision support
algorithm. Section 2.5 presents an analysis on the occurrence of ISR negotiations in equilibrium, illustrates the fostering role of information sharing, and ends with an algorithmic
method that enables ISR opportunity filtering under distributed knowledge. In Section 2.6,
the applicability and performance of our methods are illustrated using a case study. Finally,
concluding remarks are presented in Section 2.7.

2.2 Conceptual Analysis and Literature Review
In this section, we present an operational perspective on Industrial Symbiosis Relations (ISRs
from now on) and analyze various concepts that play a key role in the evaluation, establishment, and operation of such relations. Accordingly, we introduce operational dimensions of
ISRs that in later sections frame a formal operations-oriented decision support method for
ISRs.
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We describe ISRs as two-member industrial institutions4 that correspond to two-sided
matching markets [Roth and Sotomayor, 1992]. In matching markets, the procedure of allocating resources involves a “match evaluation” stage. The class of matching markets and their
associated economics opposes the traditional category of (merely) price-oriented markets. In
the former the focus is on evaluation of potential matches while in the latter, price forms
the market and explains its dynamics. Following Alvin Roth [Roth, 2015], we distinguish
the situation of standard commodities of which the price can be seen as the main parameter
for decision-making from situations in which the transaction is based on non-standard commodities for which the price negotiation is not the first practical stage to operationalize the
economic practice. In such cases, prior to the negotiation procedure, involved actors consider
whether a given deal, relation, or in general a setting that describes the opportunity for implementing the economic practice, is a reasonable one. This approach, i.e. to model and evaluate
specific classes of economic transitions as matching markets, resulted in successful scenarios in
various contexts such as bilateral kidney exchange and educational student-institute matching [Abdulkadiroğlu et al., 2005; Roth et al., 2005]. As discussed earlier, ISRs are transactions
mainly based on reusable resources, e.g. waste energy and material, which typically do not operate in a commoditized price-driven market. For instance, when a firm manager learns about
an ISR opportunity on a specific reusable waste, in most cases there is no standard market for
that waste; hence no standard market price to rely on during the evaluation phase. In such a
situation, managers seek decision-support tools able to take into account various operational
aspects of ISRs for evaluating and narrowing down the set of available ISR opportunities to
4
We use the term “institution” in a broad sense as a multiagent system that operates under a form of agreement between the involved agents. See [Ossowski, 2012, Part IV] for a comprehensive account on multiagent
organizations and institutions.
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a set of promising ones. Afterwards, firms may pursue negotiations with the most promising
ISR opportunities and (potentially) implement some.
In order to establish a basis for evaluating ISR opportunities5 , in this section we present
an operations-oriented analysis of parameters based on which firms can evaluate an ISR opportunity (Section 2.2.1). Moreover, we address epistemic aspects that influence a firm’s evaluation (Section 2.2.2). Such a classification facilitates the process of formalizing ISRs and
developing the Formal Industrial Symbiosis Opportunity Filtering (FISOF) method. In brief,
FISOF supports a firm’s decision on whether a particular ISR opportunity is a promising one

(to pursue to the negotiation phase) by taking into account the operational as well as epistemic aspects of the relation.
2.2.1

Operational Dimensions of ISRs

In the following, we discuss operational dimensions of ISRs (illustrated in Figure 2.1) and the
structural subtleties that each brings into consideration.
Business-Making Perspective
First, we discuss ISRs from a business point of view. In particular, we distinguish whether
the receiver side of an ISR is going to use the waste as a substitution for one of its traditional
primary inputs or if it is going to build its business (e.g., establishing a new production line)
directly based on the received resource. We call the latter cases Direct ISRs and the former
cases Substitution-based ISRs.
5

As this work is merely focused on the evaluation of ISR opportunities (and not on already implemented
ISRs), we may simply say “ISRs” whenever it is clear from the context that we mean “ISR Opportunities”.
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Industrial Symbiotic Relations
(Operational Dimensions)
Business: Direct,
Substitution-based.
Regulations: No Regulations,
Encouraging Regulations,
Binding Regulations.
Competitors: No Competitor, Presence of Competitors.
Quantity: Matching, Non-matching.
Figure 2.1: ISR’s Opera onal Dimensions

Realizing whether an ISR is direct or based on substitution has both operational and
technical consequences for the process of ISR evaluation and decision support. Firstly, concerning operational aspects, in substitution-based ISRs, the receiver firm will decide about
the profitability of a potential ISR by considering the trade-off between implementing the
ISR and rejecting it. This is basically because the firm is traditionally receiving a primary
input from another source and should analyze whether substituting it with the reusable resource (from the ISR in question) is profitable. Secondly, with respect to technical aspects
of substitution-based ISRs, the benefits of substituting a traditional primary input with a
reusable resource depends on the so-called substitution rate. Intuitively, the substitution rate
is the ratio that determines how much of one resource is needed to replace one unit of the
other one. For instance, in the cement production industry, one unit of an alternative fuel,
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e.g., Municipal Solid Waste (MSW), may substitute one or more units of coal—as the traditional energy source used in cement industries. We refer the reader to [Albino et al., 2011]
for details about the substitution rate and extensive investigations about the use of alternative resources for energy purposes in the cement industry. In further sections, we point out
how distinguishing direct and substitution-based ISRs influences the procedure of ISR evaluation.
Presence of Regulations
While we are dealing with reusable resources such as waste material/energy, various binding
or encouraging regulations may be in place. Such regulations may exist for the provider/supplier
in a potential ISR, the receiver, or both. Moreover, they can be either in the form of binding
regulations, e.g., prohibition of discharge/transportation of a particular type of waste, or in
the form of encouraging regulations, e.g. awarding tax-reductions or subsidies to the firms
that use wastes of other firms as their input.
Some governmental regulations may consider prohibitions for specific resources and bind
up discharge for a resource-provider or compel the use of alternative inputs for a resourcereceiver. There might be cases in which receivers are obliged to realize a certain amount of
substitution which is driven by environmental regulations. For example, as discussed in [Albino et al., 2011], a cement company might be obliged to reduce the CO2 emissions caused by
coal use, which may serve as a motivation to use alternative energy sources—causing less CO2
emissions. Therefore, we need to consider the extra taxes paid for CO2 emissions or any other
sanctions introduced by the government. On the other hand, incentives may be present for
waste reduction on the provider side or on the receiver side for reduced primary resource de-
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pletion. Additionally, incentives may exist to encourage circular economic business models
[Murray et al., 2015; Pearce and Turner, 1990] as the umbrella concept for the practice of industrial symbiosis. For example, bioenergy producers may accept paying a high price for low
energy-density biomass as they receive incentives from governments for producing renewable energy. Similarly, providers can be encouraged for supplying their reusable resources to
a certain sector which is being promoted by governments for sustainability reasons.
As discussed in [Desrochers, 2004; Zhu et al., 2007], encouraging incentives can foster
the emergence of spontaneous industrial symbiotic relations as they compensate the involved
costs (see further sections for a characterization of the main costs in ISRs). Hence, encouraging incentives can improve the profitability level so that involved firms are convinced that
the ISR is a promising one, thus start the negotiations and potentially implement the ISR.
Regulations in favor of ISRs will generally lead to cost reductions whereas regulations against
ISRs may induce additional costs.
Presence of Competitors
The presence of competitors on either or both sides of an ISR affects the ISR evaluation
and choice of involved firms [Johanson and Mattsson, 2015; Kochan et al., 1984]. In basic
cases, an ISR may be established with respect to a resource for which there exists only one
provider and one receiver (in the region, country, or any geographical scope of analysis). On
the other hand, for some resources there may exist more than one provider or receiver. Hence,
in the ISR evaluation phase, firms mostly face a set of ISR opportunities—and not a single
opportunity—to be evaluated. As presented in [Yazan et al., 2012], the dynamics of bargaining power in industrial symbiotic relations is highly dependent on the number of potential
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relations. In general, the higher the number of potential relations, the higher a firm’s bargaining power—hence its risk tolerance. One step further, in established relations, ensuring the
resilience and stability of the relation against the entrance of a competitor may even require
external monetary incentives [Yazdanpanah et al., 2018].
Moreover, in some cases a potential ISR opportunity might be evaluated as “promising” as
long as competitors are not considered but as “non-promising” once these other competitors
are taken into account. For instance, when the quantity of a resource, provided by a firm A,
does not match the amount that firm B requires, B may reject to negotiate the ISR with A
(only) if it observes the possibility to establish another relation with a competitor resourceprovider firm C—that is able to provide the quantity that B requires.
In principle, the presence of competitors leads to more ISR opportunities for firms to
evaluate, potentially negotiate, and implement. Formal representations of these concepts
and methods to rank such a set will be presented in further sections.
Quantity Matching
The other operational dimension that characterizes an ISR opportunity is the relation between the physical quantity of the reusable resources: produced by the provider and required
by the receiver6 . If the quantity of a produced resource matches the need of another firm,
supply meets demand and the ISR (in case of operationalization) experiences a higher level
of stability in comparison to non-matching quantities. Several ISR research contributions
highlight the importance of quantity matching and aim for reducing the resource disposal
by means of finding perfect symbiotic relations in which the produced amount matches the
6

Note that wastes are a form of secondary product—not produced upon demand.
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required amount (e.g., [Standing et al., 2008; Yazan et al., 2016]). In [Yazan et al., 2016],
matching physical quantities in an Industrial symbiotic Network (ISN) is one of the main
conditions for realizing a so called perfect ISN and in [Standing et al., 2008], the authors argue that the unavailability of reliable and consistent quantity data is one of the barriers against
the establishment of sustainable production chains as a step towards the circular economy
[Pearce and Turner, 1990].
In general, when two quantities match, the resource provider firm can enjoy paying no
discharge cost while the receiver firm has no purchase cost for obtaining its traditional input. On the other hand—in non-matching quantities—even after implementing the ISR,
provider/receiver firms have to deal with the remaining discharge/purchase costs to compensate the mismatching quantities.
2.2.2

Epistemic Dimensions of ISRs

In this section, we focus on the availability of information for decision makers faced with an
ISR opportunity7 . Information is crucial in the process of decision-making to get engaged in
an industrial relation. In principle, the more information available for the decision-maker,
the more accurate the decision is. [Chertow, 2000] indicates that in successful industrial
symbiosis cases in Denmark [Grann, 1997] information availability played a key role. However, in industrial practices, the availability of perfect information is not a reasonable assumption. Considering possibly distant firms and also taking into account the diversity of suppliers/receivers may result in cases where firms are not perfectly informed about the presence of
7

In this work, we see each firm as a single industrial agent, autonomous in its decision-making. Moreover,
we abstract from intra-organizational decision processes and also from cognitive/mental aspects of decisionmaking.
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competitors. With respect to the availability of information about the business-making models and the quantities, assuming perfect information is not reasonable as the firms involved in
a potential ISR are independent and autonomous companies that may opt not to fully share
information. Accordingly, in our modeling we consider ISR opportunity evaluation under
imperfect information with respect to (1) business observability, (2) market observability, and
(3) production observability (Figure 2.2). Under imperfect information some potential implementations of an ISR opportunity may be indistinguishable for a firm. For instance, when
a resource-provider firm A is not informed about the business model of a resource-receiver
B, firm A cannot distinguish between a direct implementation of its ISR opportunity with
B and one based on substitution. Similar indistinguishable situations occur when firms lack
information about other epistemic dimensions of an ISR opportunity.
Regarding regulations, we assume that all industrial firms are perfectly informed about
the presence of regulations. This is reasonable since regulations are publicly available and are
introduced by governments8 . Such regulations involve encouraging incentives or binding
rules in favor of, or against a particular ISR opportunity. We later show how firms can reason
under imperfect information and also illustrate the advantages of information sharing.
2.2.3 ISR Costs and Cost Allocation Mechanisms
Implementing ISRs have economic, environmental, and social benefits. Following [Albino
et al., 2016], we believe that economic benefits are the main parameter that affects the decision process of industries to get involved in a potential ISR (see also contributions that
aim for minimizing ISR operational costs, e.g., [Montastruc et al., 2013; Rubio-Castro et al.,
8

Such an assumption can be relaxed in future work by considering multiple epistemic levels for industrial
agents.
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Industrial Symbiotic Relations
(Epistemic Dimensions)
Business Observability: Information about
Business Models.
Market Observability: Information about Competitors.
Production Observability: Information about Quantities.
Figure 2.2: ISR’s Epistemic Dimensions

2011]). In other words, when a firm evaluates whether an ISR opportunity is sufficiently
promising to start the negotiation procedure, it mainly compares the potential case with its
current situation. In such an evaluation, firms compute the amount of cost reduction (or
benefits) they can enjoy thanks to the implementation of the relation. Roughly speaking,
the total cost to operationalize an ISR should be compared with the total cost reductions (or
potential benefits) that it brings about—due to its potential to reduce waste discharge cost
and traditional-input purchase cost. In the following, we first present the two classes of ISR
operational costs: 3T operational costs and proﬁle-speciﬁc costs. Secondly, a Shapley-based
[Shapley, 1953] method for sharing operational costs among the involved firms will be presented.
3T Operational Costs
According to [Esty and Porter, 1998; Sinding, 2000], the three main operational costs that
are involved in an ISR are transportation, treatment, and transaction costs (3T costs in short).
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Transportation Cost: The role of transportation costs in the establishment of ISRs
and potential cost reductions thanks to implementing one is well-studied in the literature
(see [Carpenter and Gardner, 2008; Chen et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015]). For instance, in a
case study in [Carpenter and Gardner, 2008], the transportation costs reduced with 25% due
to closer proximity of the substituting resource. In general, transporting reusable resources
can be done via land vehicles, ships, trains, or even combined transportation modes [Zijm
et al., 2015], depending on the resource type, geographical boundaries, and whether the resource is categorized as a hazardous one. Moreover, potential partners might decide to invest
in implementing new infrastructures, e.g., a pipeline system, and paying the investment cost
together. In this work, we abstract from subtleties in the mode of transportation (as discussed by [Guenther and Farkavcová, 2010]) and assume a standard total cost for resource
transportation.
Treatment Cost: In principle, most reusable resources (e.g., waste material and energy)
as secondary outputs of a production process first need to be treated. Treatment processes
might be sorting, drying, dismantling, liquefaction, gasification, etc, depending on the resource type [Costa et al., 2010; Lovelady and El-Halwagi, 2009; Magram, 2011]. Moreover,
the location of a treatment facility may differ due to the dynamics of treatment costs. For
instance, as studied in [Yazan, 2016], there are various options to locate the treatment facility:
at the provider firm, at the receiver firm, at a third party specialized on recycling, or even at
the initial primary resource provider (that stays in the loop and attempts not to get influenced
by the resource substitution procedure). Together, these aspects determine the total costs of
the treatment process in any given ISR.
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Transaction cost: In general, transaction costs include the costs of: market research,
contract negotiations, coordination, and adaptation to the use of the substituted resource
[Dahlman, 1979; Williamson, 1981]. According to [Andrews, 2000; Sharfman et al., 1997],
industrial symbiotic practices can lead to a reduction in the total transaction cost over time.
As in this work we are focusing on industrial symbiotic relations and not networks with (potentially) diverse sets of transaction costs, we assume a single value for the total transaction
cost per symbiotic relation.
Profile-Specific Costs
The above mentioned 3T costs are general operational costs that are common for different
forms of ISR (e.g., direct or substitution-based ISRs). In the process of ISR evaluation, in
addition to the general 3T operational costs, a profile-specific cost that should be taken into
account for direct ISRs is the total production setup cost that includes the set of costs related to
the initiation of a new production line. These costs involve the monetary investments, related
costs for production licenses, facilitation costs, and all the costs necessary for initiation of a
new production line on the receiver side of a direct ISR.
Moreover, one specific design choice is to formulate the effects of regulations and mismatching quantities in terms of costs. In other words, whenever there exists a regulation that
binds a particular ISR, we add a positive cost to our ISR evaluation equations. Analogously,
we add a negative cost if an ISR takes place in the presence of incentives in its favor. Finally,
the costs due to quantity mismatch will be considered as extra costs for firms. This representation enables a utility-based approach that fosters quantitative analysis of dynamic decisions
in ISRs using the rich literature on game theory [Kreps, 1990; Osborne, 2004].
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ISR Cost Allocation Mechanisms
As discussed earlier, various industrial symbiosis and case-specific studies see economic benefit (or cost reduction) as the main driver behind industrial symbiotic relations [Jacobsen,
2006; Park and Behera, 2014; Van Berkel et al., 2009]. In an ISR, the provider firm may enjoy
cost reductions by shifting from disposing the resource to a novel symbiotic practice while the
receiver firm may enjoy cost reduction in its purchasing cost. The main point is that for an
ISR to be implementable, the total ISR operational costs (after integrating monetary incentives and other extra costs) must be less than the firms’ costs in case they do not implement
the ISR. Thus, methods for allocating the operational costs among firms play a key role in
feasibility and long-term stability of such relations.
Reviewing the mature literature on game-theoretic cost-allocation solution concepts [Lemaire,
1984; Lindroos, 2004; Littlechild and Owen, 1973; Lozano et al., 2013; Young, 1985b], the efficiency and rationality of such mechanisms result in cost-allocation methods able to guarantee
that players have an incentive to collaborate and remain collaborating. In this work, we employ the tailored Shapley-based cost-allocation method in [Yazdanpanah and Yazan, 2017]
which guarantees both fairness and stability of ISRs over time.

2.3 Preliminaries: Formal Definitions and Semantic Machinery
In this section, we first present the formal semantic structure based on which we build the
FISOF method, then define the set of variables that represent an ISR setting, and finally illus-

trate the cost-sharing mechanism that will be employed for allocating costs in our decision
support algorithm.
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2.3.1 Concurrent Epistemic Game Structures
To model Industrial Symbiotic Relations (ISRs) and enable systematic reasoning about their
behavior, we use Concurrent Epistemic Game Structur (CEGS) [Ågotnes et al., 2015] as an
epistemic extension of Concurrent Game Structur (CGS) [Alur et al., 2002]. In general,
CEGS allows modeling any system in which multiple actors/agents are involved and act under imperfect information. Formally, CEGS is a tuple M = ⟨N, Q, Act, ∼1 , . . . , ∼n , d, o⟩
where:
• N = {a1 , . . . , an } is a finite, non-empty set of agents;
• Q is a finite, non-empty set of stat ;
• Act is a finite set of atomic actions;
• ∼a ⊆ Q × Q is an epistemic indistinguishability relation for each agent a ∈ N assuming that ∼a is an equivalence relation (i.e., q ∼a q ′ means that states q and q ′ are
indistinguishable to a);
• multi-function d : N × Q 7→ P(Act) defines the set of actions available for each
agent in each state (we require that the same actions be available to an agent in indistinguishable states, i.e., d(a, q) = d(a, q ′ ) whenever q ∼a q ′ );
• and o is a deterministic transition function that assigns the outcome state q ′ = o(q, α1 , . . . , αn )
to state q and (for αi ∈ d(ai , q)) to an n-tuple of actions α1 , . . . , αn that can be executed by N in q.
Having an ISR modeled in a CEGS-based multi-agent system, one can reason about states
that involved firms can bring about in case they follow specific forms of decision-making
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strategies9 . The following notions enable representing and reasoning about such strategi
and their outcom under imperfect information10 .
Group Epistemic Relations: When agents form groups, their epistemic limitations (in
the collective level) will be represented as follows. Let G ⊆ N be a group of agents. Following [Fagin et al., 1995], we model the notions of distributed knowledge by means of derived
∩
relation ∼D
G=
a∈G ∼a . Intuitively, this notion describes the epistemic limitations of a
group in terms of states that are indistinguishable for all the group members—represented
by the intersection of indistinguishability relations.
Successors and Computations: To represent the relation among possible states, potential chains of states, and their dynamics, we have the following. For two states q and
q ′ , we say q ′ is a successor of q if there exist actions αi ∈ d(ai , q) for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such
that q ′ = o(q, α1 , . . . , αn ), i.e., in q, agents in N can collectively guarantee that q ′ will be
the next system state. A computation of a given CEGS M is an infinite sequence of states
λ = q0 , q1 , . . . such that for all ℓ > 0 we have that qℓ is a successor of qℓ−1 . We refer to a
computation that starts in q by a q-computation. Moreover, for ℓ ∈ {0, 1, . . . }, we denote
the ℓ’th state in λ by λ[ℓ]. Finally, λ[0, ℓ] and λ[ℓ, ∞] respectively denote the finite prefix
q0 , . . . , qℓ and infinite suffix qℓ , qℓ+1 , . . . of λ.
9

In upcoming sections, we present a formal account of such a model. Intuitively, potential implementations
of a given ISR opportunity will be represented by states in Q and firms’ available actions (e.g., to opt for a direct
or substitution-based business model) will shape the set of actions Act.
10
References to elements of M should be seen as elements of a CEGS M that is modeling a particular multiagent system, e.g., we write Q instead of Q in M.
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Strategies and Outcomes: Strategies can be seen as a form of decision-making agenda
for agents. Formally, an imperfect information strate

for an agent a ∈ N is a function

ζa : Q 7→ Act such that, for all q ∈ Q: (1) ζa (q) ∈ d(a, q) and (2) q ∼a q ′ implies
ζa (q) = ζa (q ′ ). For a group of agents G ⊆ N , a collective strate

ZG = {ζa | a ∈ G}

is an indexed set of strategies, one for every a ∈ G. Then, out(q, ZG ) is defined as the set
of potential q-computations that agents in G can enforce by following their corresponding
strategies in ZG .
2.3.2 Industrial Symbiosis Setting
We discussed in Section 2.2 that firms face costs either in case they opt to implement an
ISR (including 3T operational costs) or if they continue their traditional practice (i.e., discharge/purchase costs for the resource-provider/-receiver firms). Moreover, they may enjoy monetary incentives (in the form of subsidies or taxes) in either cases. This results in
a trade-off for each firm when they are reasoning about an ISR opportunity. Accordingly,
a firm considers an ISR promising if it has the potential to bring about a suﬃcient benefit (or cost reduction). That means, if an ISR can lead to cost reductions more than a specific (subjective) value, then the firm opts to pursue to the negotiation phase. To represent the set of above mentioned cost parameters that reflect the so called industrial symbios setting, we employ a value profile structure. Formally, we model an industrial symbiosis setting between resource provider firm A and resource receiver firm B as a tuple S =
⟨O, TA , TB , RA , RB , ϵA , ϵB , EA , EB ⟩ where:
• O is the total 3T operational cost for implementing the ISR;
• TA is the traditional resource discharge cost for firm A;
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• TB is the traditional input purchase cost for firm B;
• for i ∈ {A, B}, Ri is the amount of monetary incentive that i receives for implementing the ISR;
• for i ∈ {A, B}, ϵi is the minimum amount of obtainable cost reduction that i considers sufficient to pursue to ISR negotiations;
• for i ∈ {A, B}, Ei is the summation of i’s extra costs due to mismatching resource
quantities and individual investments.
We highlight that in case an ISR is considered as an “undesired” relation from the legislative point of view (e.g., when an ISR is against environmental standards), the applicable
amount of tax/penalty can be represented as a negative value for Ri .
2.3.3 Shapley-Based Cost Sharing
As discussed in Section 2.2.3, the implementation of ISRs includes various costs that ought
to be shared among the involved firms. Then, one main factor to ensure the long term stability of the relation is the fairness of the employed cost sharing method11 . In the following, we
recall a cost sharing mechanism, developed in [Yazdanpanah and Yazan, 2017], that guarantees the Shapley-based notion of fairness and preserves its desirable properties, i.e., efficiency,
symmetry, dummy player, and additivity [Shapley, 1953].
According to [Yazdanpanah and Yazan, 2017], the allocation of the total 3T operational
cost for implementing an ISR between firms A and B is fair and stable only if it takes into
11

See [Yazdanpanah and Yazan, 2017; Yazdanpanah et al., 2018] for game-theoretic evaluations of this claim
and [Yazan et al., 2017b] for agent-based simulation results on this account. Moreover, see Appendix A for a
brief mathematical derivation, as well as some intuition behind the notion of Shapley-based fairness in allocating
costs in IS relations.
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account the dynamics of their traditional costs (i.e., the costs if they opt not to implement
the ISR)12 . Then, formally, the fair cost share for firm i ∈ N = {A, B} is equal to 12 [O +
Ti − TN \{i} ] where:
• O is the total 3T operational cost for implementing the ISR;
• and Ti is the traditional cost for firm i.
Note that cost sharing only applies to 3T operational costs (and not to firms’ extra costs
Ei ). This is based on the assumption that firms only share the costs related to resources that
are contributing to an ISR and not for the excess resource that should be discharged/purchased
due to mismatching quantities or for a firm’s individual investment (e.g., to purchase a required facility that will become a firm’s property regardless of the ISR).
In the next section, we present the FISOF method and illustrate how the Shapley-based cost
sharing mechanism, values that represent firms’ costs or preferences, and the epistemic game
structure that models the ISR’s behavior can be integrated.
2.4

The FISOF Method

The Formal Industrial Symbiosis Opportunity Filtering method (FISOF) consists of the following components:
• Institutional Behavior Modeling
• Industrial Symbiosis Settings
• Cost Sharing Mechanism
12

In the game-theoretic language, a fair cost sharing considers the marginal contributions of involved agents
to the cost game [Shapley, 1953].
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• Decision Support Algorithm
While the first three components contribute to modeling the ISR as an industrial institution (in Section 2.4.1), the fourth component focuses on practicality by providing a decision
support algorithm (in Section 2.4.2) that generates the ranked list of promising ISR opportunities for a firm.
2.4.1

ISR Modeling

In order to have a realistic representation of a potential ISR, we use (1) Concurrent Epistemic
Game Structures (CEGS) to model its institutional behavior, (2) a set of values that represent
all the potential industrial symbiosis settings, and (3) a cost sharing mechanism that allocates
the operational costs to involved firms. In the following, we first discuss these three elements
in detail and then introduce the ISR model as an industrial institution.
Institutional Behavior Modeling: As discussed in [Yazdanpanah and Yazan, 2017],
industrial symbiotic relations can be seen as games in which involved agents (i.e., industrial
firms) cooperate to materialize benefits collectively but also compete to obtain a larger share
in the total benefit individually. This results in a form of coopetition [Bengtsson and Kock,
2000]. For such a form of industrial institution, we require mechanisms to ensure the fairness of the value-sharing. Otherwise, the stability of the institution will be questionable.
While [Yazdanpanah and Yazan, 2017] addresses this problem under the perfect information
assumption—using solution concepts from cooperative game theory—we relax this assumption, model ISRs’ behavior under imperfect information, and combine solution concepts
from cooperative game theory with concurrent game structures.
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Industrial Symbiosis Settings: Dynamics of costs, regulations, quantities, and type
of business model play a key role in a firm’s decision to consider an ISR as a promising one
(to pursue the negotiation). For example, when a resource-receiver firm aims to start a new
production line based on a waste material, it may have higher expectations than when it simply aims to substitute a traditional input (of its established production line). Therefore, it
is reasonable to allow different ISR settings (as discussed in Section 2.3.2) in different ISR
implementations. We further elaborate how such dynamics can be represented in the FISOF
method by taking into account ISR settings (instead of a unique ISR setting).
Cost Sharing Mechanism: We discussed above that cost values may change with respect to operational dimensions of an ISR. This directly affects the total operational cost of
an ISR and accordingly each firm’s share. Thus, we localize the Shapley-based cost sharing
mechanism with respect to the outcome of agents’ actions and employ our Shapley-based
allocation as the principle solution concept to ensure fairness and stability in ISRs.
Accordingly, we define the ISR model as an industrial institution.
Definition 1 (ISR Model). We say an ISR institution
• M = ⟨N, Q, Act, ∼1 , ∼2 , d, o⟩

a tuple I = ⟨M, q0 , SQ , Φ⟩ where:

a two-person concurrent epistemic game structure;

• q0 ∈ Q a uniquely marked state that represents the initial situation of the institution;
• SQ = {Sq | q ∈ Q \ {q0 }}

the indexed set of industrial symbios settings (

formulated in Section 2.3.2), one for every q ∈ Q \ {q0 };
• and function Φ : N × Q \ {q0 } 7→ R

the Shapley-based cost sharing mechanism

that ensur the fairness and stability of the institution. For any pair i ∈ N and
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q ∈ Q \ {q0 }, we have that Φ(i, q) = 12 [O + Ti − TN \{i} ] where O and Ti are derived
from Sq .
In an ISR institution I, the behavior of the institution is modeled using a two-person
GEGS M = ⟨N, Q, Act, ∼1 , ∼2 , d, o⟩ where: N consists of two agents (representing the
two firms involved in I); Q is the set of all possible institutional states (representing all the
possible implementations of the ISR); Act is the global set of actions that are available to firms
(representing all the possible decisions that firms may take); ∼i is the indistinguishability
relation for agent i ∈ N (representing epistemic limitations of firms with respect to possible
implementations of the ISR); d is the multi-function that determines the local set of actions
that are available to each firm in each state (representing all the possible decisions that each
firm may take in each state); and o is the transition function that determines the next state of
the institution given the current state and the joint action profile of agents in N (representing
the evolution of the ISR institution as the result of agents’ joint decisions).
The following example illustrates a scenario to show how an ISR opportunity can be modeled as an industrial institution. In Section 2.6, we analyze a realistic case study to show how
a more complex ISR opportunity can be modeled and evaluated using the FISOF method.
Example 1 (An ISR Scenario). Imagine a case where an industrial symbiosis platform already
identified the ISR opportunity between firms A and B 13 . In this scenario, A’s discharge cost
is 5 utils14 , B’s traditional purchase cost is 10 utils, and the total 3T operational costs for implementing a direct and a substitution-based ISR are 13 and 10 utils, respectively. Moreover,
according to regional regulations, B enjoys 3 utils of incentive if it implements the relation
13

In principle, when a firm produces a waste that another firm listed as its required resource, industrial symbiosis platforms consider this as a potential ISR and suggest it to both firms.
14
A util can be any form of transferable utility, e.g., say a util is one thousand Euros.
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while A can enjoy no encouraging incentives. With respect to expectations, A prefers to pursue negotiations for implementing either a direct or a substitution-based ISR only if it gains
at least 1.5 utils. But for B, 1.5 utils is only sufficient for a substitution-based ISR while it
expects 2.5 utils for a direct one (as in the latter case B needs to invest in some required facilities which cost 1 extra util). Finally, it is not observable to A whether B uses the resource
to substitute an input or to establish a direct ISR business (in case the two firms do not share
information on the intentions of B).
This scenario can be modeled by the ISR institution I = ⟨M, q0 , SQ , Φ⟩ where in M:
N = {A, B}, Q = {q0 , qdir , qsub }, Act = {dir, sub}, ∼A = {qdir , qsub }, ∼B = ∅,
d(a, q) = Act for a ∈ N and q ∈ Q, and transition function o is as illustrated in Figure 2.3, e.g., the arrow from q0 to qdir with the label ⟨dir, sub⟩ says that the system goes from
q0 to qsub if A and B execute dir and sub, respectively.

dir⟩
⟨dir,
dir⟩
⟨sub,
start

q0

⟨sub,
sub⟩
⟨dir,
sub⟩

qdir

α∗

A
qsub

α∗

Figure 2.3: ISR’s States and Possible Transi ons: State q0 represents the ini al situa on in which the ISR is not
materialized. In qdir and qsub the direct and subs tu on-based ISRs are implemented, respec vely. Moreover, dir
and sub refer to the act of op ng to implemen ng a direct and subs tu on-based ISR, respec vely, while α∗ refers to
any ac on proﬁle possible. Finally, the indis nguishability of states qdir and qsub to A is represented with a labeled
dashed line between the two states.

The other elements of this ISR institution, i.e, SQ = {Sqdir , Sqsub } and Φ, are as follows.
The industrial symbiosis settings Sqdir and Sqsub are equal to ⟨13, 5, 10, 0, 3, 1.5, 2.5, 0, 1⟩
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and ⟨10, 5, 10, 0, 3, 1.5, 1.5, 0, 0⟩, respectively. Finally, with respect to values in these industrial symbiotic settings, we have that Φ(A, qdir ) = 4, Φ(A, qsub ) = 2.5, Φ(B, qdir ) = 9,
and Φ(B, qsub ) = 7.5.
The main purpose behind modeling ISR opportunities as industrial institutions is to enable reasoning about their behavior and to provide operational semantics to managers of the
involved firms15 . For instance, in the above ISR scenario, firms are interested to learn about
ISR states (i.e., potential implementations of the ISR opportunity) that are in-line with their
preferences16 . This can be realized by answering: “which stat in I satisfy ﬁrm i’s minimum
expected cost reduction ϵi ?”.
Definition 2 (Promising States). Let I = ⟨M, q0 , SQ , Φ⟩ be an ISR institution, i ∈ N be
an industrial ﬁrm, and q ∈ Q\{q0 } be a state (representing a potential ISR implementation).
We say q

a promising state for i iff Ti − Φ(i, q) − Ei + Ri ≥ ϵi where Ti , Ei , Ri , and ϵi

are derived from Sq ∈ SQ . Moreover, Πi denot the set of all promising stat for i.
Simply stated, an ISR implementation (i.e., a state in Q \ {q0 }) is a promising one—for a
firm—only if it brings about an amount of cost reduction that the firm considers sufficient17 .
15

Note that our approach differs from Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) cognitive/mental models [Bordini
et al., 2006; Rao and Georgeff, 1995]. In principle, BDI-oriented languages focus on modeling and programming the internal reasoning process of agents—i.e., how an agent plans to reach a desirable situation based on its
(dynamic) internal beliefs and intentions—while the focus of this contribution is mainly on modeling the evolution of multi-agent system’s environment (assuming no access to agent’s internal state of mind). As argued
in [Yazdanpanah et al., 2019c]—for agent-based industrial symbiosis models—it is not reasonable to assume
having access to and control over firms’ intra-organizational decision processes (which is a required input for
BDI-based models). Therefore, instead of using accessibility (belief, desire, intention) relations to represent
the epistemic dynamics of firms, we employ indistinguishability relations and game structures to represent the
limited observability of firms on possible implementations of any given ISR opportunity.
16
Note that a given ISR opportunity may have different potential implementations—represented by CEGS
states. For instance, the direct ISR between A and B in state qdir and the substitution-based ISR in state qsub
are the two possible ISR implementations of the modeled ISR opportunity in this scenario.
17
We highlight that assigning a negative value to ϵi in an ISR setting is valid. Such a value represents a case in
which a firm i opts to negotiate an ISR implementation as long as it loses not more than ϵi .
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For instance, in the ISR scenario (Example 1), qsub is promising for both firms while qdir is
a promising state only for firm B. However, due to A’s epistemic limitations, it can not
distinguish qdir from qsub . Moreover, with respect to A’s available actions in q0 , it has no
strategy to avoid qdir . In other words, although a specific implementation of the ISR (in
qdir ) is a promising one for B, the ISR opportunity is not necessarily a promising one for
A. This is mainly due to epistemic as well as strategic limitations that firm A is facing—in
the process of ISR opportunity evaluation. We later elaborate how information sharing may
resolve such situations.
2.4.2

Promising ISRs and Decision Support Algorithm

In this section, we build on the notion of promising stat and introduce the more general
notion of promising ISRs. While the former merely focuses on possible ISR implementations
that are desirable for a firm, the latter takes into account firms’ epistemic as well as strategic
abilities to enforce such implementations. Accordingly, an ISR opportunity would be seen
promising by a firm only if it can enforce a promising implementation of the ISR in question.
Definition 3 (Promising ISRs). Let I = ⟨M, q0 , SQ , Φ⟩ be an ISR institution and i ∈ N
be an industrial ﬁrm. We say that I
strate

a promising ISR opportunity for i iff there exits a

ζi such that for all λ ∈ out(q0 , ζi ) and ℓ ≥ 1 we have that λ[ℓ] ∈ Πi . Moreover,

the immediate guaranteed value of such a ζi in I

v(ζi , I) :=

min

λ∈out(q0 ,ζi )

({k | k = Ti −

Φ(i, λ[1]) − Ei + Ri − ϵi }) where Ti , Ei , Ri , and ϵi are derived from Sλ[1] ∈ SQ . Finally,
ℑi denot the set of all promising ISRs for i.
Roughly speaking, whether an ISR opportunity (modeled by the ISR institution) I is
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promising for a firm i depends on all the preconditions that guarantee the existence of a strategy to reach to and stay in an ISR implementation in Πi .
Example 2 (A Promising ISR?). In the ISR scenario between firms A and B, the ISR opportunity is a promising ISR for B because by executing a strategy that starts with either dir or
sub, it can enforce a B-promising ISR implementation. On the other hand, the ISR is not
a promising one for A although there exists an specific ISR implementation that is promising for A, i.e., the substitution-based ISR with B. In Section 2.5, we show how firms can
avoid missing such a mutually beneficial opportunity by sharing information with a secure
third-party ISR information system.
The following remark highlights cases where the question whether an ISR opportunity is
promising for a firm, can be answered regardless of the firm’s abilities but mainly with respect
to industrial symbiosis settings.
Remark 1 (Necessarily Unpromising ISR). Let I = ⟨M, q0 , SQ , Φ⟩ be an ISR institution
and i ∈ N be an industrial ﬁrm. If Πi = ∅ then I

necessarily not a promising ISR for i.

Having all the required components for representing an ISR, modeling its institutional behavior, and considering the operational semantics based on which firms can reason about the
promisingness of a given ISR, we next formulate the fourth component of the FISOF method.
The FISOF method is a practice-oriented model-checking algorithm to supports firms’ decisions in the process of filtering ISR opportunities.
Decision Support Algorithm: Using the introduced notion of promising ISR, a particular ISR opportunity can be evaluated. However, this notion is applicable only for cases
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in which no other competing firm exists (i.e., when the evaluation is concerned with a particular ISR opportunity and not a set of opportunities). As we discussed in Section 2.2, in
real-life ISR scenarios, a resource-providing/-receiving firm (mostly) has to evaluate multiple ISR opportunities. This is mainly because there exist competitor resource-providing/receiving firms. Then, the ISR evaluation question has two sides: “which ISR opportuniti
are promising?” and “which are more promising?”. To tackle both parts, we use a straightforward transformation of the evaluation problem (i.e., the check whether an ISR is promising)
in order to answer the ranking problem (loosely speaking, which ISRs are more promising).
We simply incorporate the possibility of having competitors by enabling the decision support algorithm to receive a list of ISR opportunities for a firm (as the algorithm’s input) and
to generate a ranked list of promising ISRs for the firm (as the algorithm’s output). Such a
ranking considers the maximum obtainable cost reduction as the parameter to sort the list of
promising ISRs for the firm in question. In other words, the existence of a promising ISR
I ∈ ℑi for a firm i implies the existence of a nonempty set of strategies that each guarantees
a promising ISR implementation for the firm. Then, within this set, an optimal strategy ζi
would be a strategy that results in the highest value v(ζi , I) for i (in the promising ISR I).
We consider this maximum value, denoted by ϑi (I), as a property of a promising ISR I (for
firm i) and employ it as the ranking factor in the model checking Algorithm 1.
The FISOF algorithm generates a ranked list of promising ISRs available to a particular
firm. Based on such a list, firms can reason about the most-promising ISR opportunities and
strategize about the ISR negotiation process. We later go through a run of this algorithm in
a case study.
Next, we study the conditions for occurrence of an ISR negotiation and discuss how some
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Algorithm 1 FISOF Decision Support Algorithm.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

function FISOF(i, Γ) returns Γ∗i a sorted subset of Γ where i is a firm and Γ = {I | I =
⟨M, q0 , SQ , Φ⟩} is a set of ISR opportunities
Γi ← ∅
for each I ∈ Γ do
if I ∈ ℑi then
v ← ϑ(Ii )
Γi ← Γi ∪ {⟨I, v⟩}
end if
end for
Γ∗i ← sort(Γi = {⟨I, v⟩}) wrt v
return Γ∗i
end function

limitations can be resolved using collective strategies that rely on information sharing.

2.5

Negotiation Equilibrium and Information Sharing

When firms receive a notice about the potential to establish an ISR, e.g., from an ISR platform that matches firms, the execution of the FISOF algorithm—seeing it integrated into the
ISR platform—can show that the ISR is promising: (1) for both, (2) for neither of, or (3)
only for one of, the firms involved in the opportunity. Accordingly, firms opt to negotiate
the ISR opportunity only if it is a promising one for them. In this section, we first present
a game-theoretic analysis on the cases in which the ISR negotiation takes place in a so called
Nash equilibrium and then show a resolution for cases where firms can overcome some strategic/epistemic barriers by means of information sharing.
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2.5.1

ISR Negotiation in Equilibrium

Relying on the FISOF method that filters ISR opportunities using their operational properties
on the micro-level, we now focus on the macro-level with the aim to analyze the occurrence
of the ISR negotiation on a particular ISR opportunity. This is mainly to show when negotiations take place. We assume that, using the FISOF method, firms have sufficient capacities
to negotiate with all the promising ISRs and reject any unpromising ISR. In a game-theoretic
structure, such meta-level decisions can be presented in a two-person non-cooperative game
where firms can either negotiate or reject an ISR opportunity. The following proposition
shows that the ISR negotiation on an ISR opportunity occurs in a Nash equilibrium18 only
if it is a mutually promising ISR.
Proposition 1 (ISR Negotiation in Equilibrium). Let I = ⟨M, q0 , SQ , Φ⟩ be an ISR institution. With no prior communication, ISR negotiation on I occurs in a Nash equilibrium iff
I ∈ ℑi for all i ∈ N .
Proof. “⇒”: In this four state game—as the result of negotiate/reject decisions of two players—
the negotiation (i.e., negotiate-negotiate state) takes place only if both parties opt to negotiate. Assume that the ISR opportunity is not among the promising ISRs for both parties,
then it is either unpromising for both or only for one. In both cases, one or both parties opt
to reject which contradicts with the premise.
“⇐”: Having I ∈ ℑi for all i ∈ N implies that for both forms, ϑ(I)i is larger than zero,
i.e., both can obtain sufficient cost reductions in some implementations of the ISR opportu18

The materialization of a situation, as the result of a mutual decision, in a Nash equilibrium [Mas-Colell
et al., 1995] implies that no party has rational incentives to deviate from the decision that results in the situation.
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nity. Accordingly, both have no incentive to deviate and hence the negotiate-negotiate state
■

would be a Nash equilibrium.

While this result shows the cases where the negotiation takes place19 , it also illustrates that
some mutually beneficial ISRs will not qualify to be negotiated—as a result of epistemic or
strategic limitations of individual firms. To see this, we recall the ISR scenario in Example 2.
In this scenario, A rejects the ISR due to its inability to distinguish the promising state qsub
(which represents a promising ISR implementation for both firms) from qdir (which represents an unpromising ISR implementation for A but a promising one for B). This shows that
although A and B can mutually benefit from the ISR, A rejects the ISR opportunity, hence
an obtainable cost reduction will be dismissed. A natural solution—supported by empirical
results in [Fraccascia and Yazan, 2018]—is to provide a secure information sharing platform
with which all the involved firms can share information. This is mainly to delegate the ISR
evaluation process to automated processes that can enjoy the so called distributed knowledge
[Fagin et al., 1995] among the set of involved delegates.
2.5.2

The Fostering Effect of Information Sharing

As we have shown earlier, there might be promising ISR implementations that firms dismiss
to negotiate merely due to their lack of information. Roughly speaking, firms opt to reject
an ISR opportunity if they cannot individually enforce a promising implementation of it.
While sharing sensitive information with other firms is not always realistic in the industrial
context, sharing information with a secure multi-agent decision-making platform is a feasible
19

Note that this result is about the selection (filtering) of the most promising symbiotic relationships, and
not the coordination of the negotiation process as such.
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resolution to this issue. Such a framework can directly use and explore the set of ISR implementations (i.e., the set of all possible promising states in Q) instead of making the decision
to negotiate under epistemic limitations that firms may suffer from.
The next proposition shows that due to monotonicity of power [Holler and Napel, 2004],
aggregation of firms in the grand coalition empowers them and makes more states (that represent ISR implementations) collectively reachable.
Proposition 2 (More is More). Let I = ⟨M, q0 , SQ , Φ⟩ be an ISR institution and let Snext ⊆
Sq be a set of successors of q0 . Then the set of stat that any a ∈ N can guarantee in Snext
a
(denoted by Snext
)

a subset of the set of stat that N can guarantee in Snext (denoted by

N
a
N
Snext
); formally, Snext
⊆ Snext
.
N
a
, we show that for any individual strategy ζa that guarantees
⊆ Snext
Proof. To prove Snext

a state q ∈ Snext (i.e., for all λ ∈ out(q0 , ζa ) we have that λ[1] = q regardless of what other
agents in N choose to do) there exist a collective strategy ZN able to guarantee the same q.
For any arbitrary ζa that guarantees a q, we can construct a collective strategy ZN in which a
follows ζa in q0 while other agents in N have arbitrary actions. Such a ZN guarantees q. Note
N
a
, does not hold necessarily due to the fact that ∼D
= Snext
that the equality, i.e., Snext
N ⊆∼a

for all a ∈ N .

■

Using Proposition 2, the next theorem illustrates that using distributed knowledge and
collective strategies, firms will be able to recognize and immediately enforce any ISR implementation that is mutually promising.
Theorem 1 (Collectively Enforceable Promising States). Let I = ⟨M, q0 , SQ , Φ⟩ be an ISR
∩
institution. Moreover, let q ∈
Πi be a successor of q0 . If q0 ̸∈∼D
N then there exists a
i∈N
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collective strate

ZN such that for all λ ∈ out(q0 , ζN ) we have that λ[1] ∈

∩

Πi .

i∈N

Proof. As q is a mutually promising state (i.e., ISR implementation of I), we can prove the
theorem by showing the ability of firms to reach q. As illustrated in Proposition 2, having that
the grand coalition’s strategic ability to enforce a successor state is only limited to its epistemic
limitation and given that q0 ̸∈∼D
N , we have that the two firms in N can collectively enforce q
as a mutually promising implementation of I.

■

This result shows that relying on the knowledge that is distributed among firms, they can
collectively make sure that no mutually promising state (i.e., ISR implementation) will be dismissed. Accordingly, we present the FISOF+ algorithm—a variation of

FISOF—that assumes

the availability of distributed knowledge and hence applicability of collective strategies for
evaluating a set of ISR opportunities (Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 2 FISOF+ Decision Support Algorithm.
1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

function FISOF+ (i, Γ) returns a sorted set ∆∗i ⊆

∪
I∈Γ

SQ where i is a firm and Γ = {I |

I = ⟨M, q0 , SQ , Φ⟩} is a set of ISR opportunities
∆i ← ∅
for each I ∈ Γ do
for each q ∈ Q do
if q ∈ Πi ∧ q ∈ ΠN \{i} then
v ← Ti − Φ(i, q) − Ei + Ri − ϵi under Sq
∆i ← ∆i ∪ {⟨q, v⟩}
end if
end for
end for
∆∗i ← sort(∆i = {⟨q, v⟩}) wrt v
return ∆∗i
end function

Note that FISOF+ takes a set of ISR opportunities as its input and generates a sorted list
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of mutually promising ISR implementations as its output. We discussed earlier that (using
FISOF) epistemic limitations of firms result in the occurrence of ISR negotiations only on mu-

tually promising ISRs and illustrated that some mutually promising implementations may
be dismissed accordingly. Then, the question is whether using the extended method, i.e., using FISOF+ , provides the chance of ISR negotiation on implementations that are dismissed in
FISOF. The following theorem shows that using distributed knowledge and collective strate-

gies in FISOF+ , we can capture all mutually promising ISR implementations that FISOF covers
in addition to those that it may dismiss.
Theorem 2 (FISOF vs. FISOF+ ). Let Γ = {I | I = ⟨M, q0 , SQ , Φ⟩} be a set of ISR op∪
portuniti , i be a ﬁrm, and Λi =
{q | q ∈ Πi } be the set of promising ISR
I∈FISOF(i,Γ)

implementations for i under FISOF. We have that the set of possible ISR negotiations (in equilibrium) under

FISOF+

includ the set of possible ISR negotiations (in equilibrium) under
∩
∩
FISOF, formally that
Λi ⊆
FISOF+ (i, Γ).
i∈N

i∈N

Proof. According to Algorithm 2 (line 5), the results of FISOF+ includes any mutually promising ISR implementation (possible in Γ). This shows that possible negotiations under FISOF
are included in the set of possible negotiations under FISOF+ . To prove, we then have to show
∩
∩
the inequality of the two sets (i.e.,
Λi and
FISOF+ (i, Γ)). Relying on Proposition 2
i∈N

i∈N

and Theorem 1, we have that the two sets are not equal (in principle) as firms may face epistemic/strategic limitations that avoid them to negotiate on some mutually promising ISR
implementations. In particular, they may not start negotiations on an ISR that seems unpromising for one firm due to a lack of knowledge, although better information would have
revealed that an implementation might look mutually promising.
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■

This result shows the importance of secure industrial symbiosis information sharing frameworks to support firms during the process of ISR evaluation by taking into account ISRs’
operational as well as epistemic dimensions.

2.6 An ISR Opportunity Filtering Case Study
In this section, we present a case study (adopted from [Andiappan et al., 2016]) to illustrate
the applicability of our method and the way our decision support algorithms perform in practice.
2.6.1

Case Description

The case study that we analyze here consists of three firms active in the Malaysian palm oil
industry as one of the key industries in Malaysia’s developing economy. The first firm is a
Palm Oil Mill (POM) that generates solid biomass waste during the process of palm oil extraction. Although this biomass has the potential to be used for biogas generation, POM
(traditionally) discharges this waste. The other two firms in this case study are a firm owning a Biomass-based Tri-generation System (BTS) and a Palm-Based Biorefinery (PBB). The
biomass waste (generated by POM) can substitute primary inputs of the other two firms and
also can be used directly to establish new production lines (in both PBB and BTS). This shows
the potential to establish ISRs among these firms. In particular, POM would be seen as a firm
on the provider side of two ISR opportunities with PBB and BTS (as potential resource receivers). Then, all the three firms are interested to learn whether such relations are sufficiently
promising to negotiate. E.g., if POM has the potential to reduce its waste discharge cost at a
sufficient level, such that ϵP OM will be met.
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The potential industrial symbiotic relations between POM-BTS and POM-PBB are the
two ISR opportunities that we are aiming to model and analyze using provided values in
the case and some reasonable assumptions about missing values. As each ISR can be implemented either as a direct or substitution-based ISR, we will have four ISR settings illustrated
in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. Note that our focus in this section is to illustrate the applicability of
our decision support algorithms and not to analyze the detailed subtleties of the case neither
methods for estimating cost values.
In the following, we analyze the case assuming that POM has to discharge 1000 Kg of its
biomass waste while PBB and BTS require 1000 Kg and 900 Kg of this waste, respectively.
2.6.2

ISR Modeling and Decision Support Algorithms

In this case study, the potential to establish ISRs between firms results in a set of ISR opportunities Γ = {IP OM −P BB , IP OM −BT S }. To enable the use of

FISOF

and FISOF+ , we

follow Definition 1 and model these two opportunities as ISR institutions. This is I =
⟨M, q0 , SQ , Φ⟩ for I ∈ Γ where M and q0 are identical to Example 1, SQ is presented in
Tables 2.1 and 2.2, and Φ is the Shapley-based cost sharing mechanism (as formulated in Definition 1). Accordingly, in IP OM −P BB , we have that Φ(P OM, qdir ) = Φ(P OM, qsub ) =
¤107.29211 and Φ(P BB, qdir ) = Φ(P BB, qsub ) = ¤146.39211. Moreover, in IP OM −BT S ,
we have that Φ(P OM, qdir ) = Φ(P OM, qsub ) = ¤77.61553 and Φ(BT S, qdir ) = Φ(BT S, qsub )
= ¤112.80553. Considering (1) the traditional costs of resource-receivers/providers, (2) the total costs that firms face with in each of the potential implementations of ISR opportunities
in Γ, and (3) their minimum acceptable cost reductions, we can compute the “excess” cost reduction that firms can enjoy, i.e., (Ti − Φ(i, q) − Ei + Ri ) − ϵi . For instance, in IP OM −BT S ,
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ISR Settings for IP OM −P BB

Sdir

Ssub

Treatment Cost (¤/Kg)

0.24000

0.24000

Transportation Cost (¤/Kg)

0.00100

0.00100

Transaction Cost (¤/Kg)

0.01268

0.01268

Biomass Discharge Cost (¤/Kg)

0.00230

0.00230

Biomass Purchase Cost (¤/Kg)

0.04140

0.04140

Incentive (POM) (¤/Kg)

0.10000

0.20000

Incentive (PBB) (¤/Kg)

0.10000

0.20000

Acceptable Reduction ϵP OM (¤/Kg)

0.01522

0.01522

Acceptable Reduction ϵP BB (¤/Kg)

0.01522

0.01522

POM’s Extra Cost EP OM (¤/Kg)

0.00000 0.00000

PBB’s Extra Costs EP BB (¤/Kg)

0.00100

Table 2.1: ISR Se ngs for IP OM −P BB
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0.00000

ISR Settings for IP OM −BT S

Sdir

Ssub

Treatment Cost (¤/Kg)

0.20000

0.20000

Transportation Cost (¤/Kg)

0.00100

0.00100

Transaction Cost (¤/Kg)

0.01058

0.01058

Biomass Discharge Cost (¤/Kg)

0.00230

0.00230

Biomass Purchase Cost (¤/Kg)

0.04140

0.04140

Incentive (POM) (¤/Kg)

0.10000

0.20000

Incentive (BTS) (¤/Kg)

0.10000

0.20000

Acceptable Reduction ϵP OM (¤/Kg)

0.01269

0.01269

Acceptable Reduction ϵBT S (¤/Kg)

0.01269

0.01269

POM’s Extra Cost EP OM (¤/Kg)

0.00026

0.00026

BTS’s Extra Costs EBT S (¤/Kg)

0.00560

0.00460

Table 2.2: ISR Se ngs for IP OM −BT S
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the firm POM can obtain ¤104.22447 which is ¤92.79921 above its minimum acceptable
cost reduction ϵP OM for implementing the substitution-based ISR with BTS (on 900 Kg of
biomass). In Tables 2.3 and 2.4 we present the value v = Ti − Φ(i, q) − Ei + Ri − ϵi
for each potential implementation and use Definition 3 to determine weather an ISR implementation is a promising one (from a firm’s perspective). Figures 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6, display
the dynamics of value v—as a ranking/evaluation parameter—among all the available ISR
implementations for firms POM, PBB, and BTS, respectively.

IP OM −P BB

v

Promisingness

qdir for POM

¤-20.21316

Unpromising for POM 7

qdir for PBB

¤-21.21316

Unpromising for PBB 7

qsub for POM

¤79.78684

Promising for POM 3

qsub for PBB

¤79.78684

Promising for PBB 3

Table 2.3: ISR Implementa ons of IP OM −P BB

To illustrate how our ISR opportunity filtering algorithms perform in practice, here we
go through a run of each in this case study and compare their results.

FISOF

Algorithm: Using FISOF, firms can learn whether a given ISR is a promising one

(Definition 3). In this case study, FISOF(P OM, Γ) returns IP OM −BT S as the unique promis62

IP OM −BT S

v

Promisingness

qdir for POM

¤2.79921

Promising for POM 3

qdir for BTS

¤-2.01079

Unpromising for BTS 7

qsub for POM

¤92.79921

Promising for POM 3

qsub for BTS

¤88.88921

Promising for BTS 3

Table 2.4: ISR Implementa ons of IP OM −BT S

ing ISR for POM. Accordingly, POM rejects IP OM −P BB due to its epistemic limitations
while PBB and BTS respectively opt to negotiate IP OM −P BB and IP OM −BT S thanks to their
epistemic observability. This leads to (in equilibrium) occurrence of ISR negotiation only on
IP OM −BT S . Note that although there exists a mutually promising ISR implementation of
IP OM −P BB , namely its direct implementation, firms are not able to realize it due to their
strategic/epistemic limitations.
FISOF+

Algorithm: Using FISOF+ , firms can learn about all the mutually promising im-

plementations of ISR opportunities thanks to information sharing. In this case study, FISOF+ (P OM, Γ)
returns a ranked set that starts with substitution-based ISR with BTS (as the most promising implementation for POM) and ends with substitution-based ISR with PBB (as the least
promising implementation for POM). Note that although the direct ISR with BTS is a promis-
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ing implementation for POM, it is not among the generated outputs of

FISOF+

because it

is not mutually promising for both sides of the relation. By applying FISOF+ , we also have
that FISOF+ (P BB, Γ) and FISOF+ (BT S, Γ) both return substitution-based ISR with POM.
Accordingly, we have that thanks to the fostering effect of information sharing, the ISR ne-

v = Ti − Φ(i, q) − Ei + Ri − ϵi

gotiations on all the mutually promising implementations occur in equilibrium.

Figure 2.5:
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v = Ti − Φ(i, q) − Ei + Ri − ϵi
Figure 2.6:
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As illustrated in this case study and following what we formally evaluated in Section 2.5.2,
information sharing enables the use of FISOF+ and accordingly the chance to negotiate all the
mutually promising ISR implementations (that may be dismissed under FISOF). We highlight
that dismissing mutually promising implementations may avoid the occurrence of negotiations to form Industrial Symbiotic Networks (ISNs) [Yazdanpanah et al., 2018]. For instance,
in our case study, POM may opt to implement ISRs with both PBB and BTS. While FISOF
avoids such ISN negotiations, FISOF+ enables it as it relies on collectively available strategies
under distributed knowledge.

2.7 Concluding Remarks
In this section, we highlight different aspects of our contribution, present its applicability
domains, briefly discuss the validity of presented ISR dimensions, and conclude with further
research directions.
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Contributions and Applicability: In this chapter, we presented a formal decision
support method that takes into account operational and epistemic aspects of ISRs for filtering industrial symbiosis opportunities (FISOF). Using this method, firms can evaluate any
particular ISR opportunity with respect to obtainable cost reductions under some observable implementations of the opportunity. This in turn enables ranking the set of promising
ISR opportunities for a firm. Accordingly, firms learn about a spectrum that begins with
the most-promising and ends with least-promising ISR opportunities. Then, a firm may develop strategies how to pursue the contract negotiations with members of this spectrum and
dismisses other (unpromising) ISR opportunities. This results in a quantitative operationsoriented decision support algorithm for ISR evaluation. Moreover, we show that firms’ epistemic limitations may prohibit the learning about all the mutually promising ISR implementations. As a remedy, we developed a method (FISOF+ ) that employs firms’ distributed knowledge and enables learning about all the mutually promising ISR implementations (that may
be dismissed if firms opt not to share information). In addition to the algorithmic account
of these two methods, we introduced new operational semantics for industrial symbiosis research and presented novel concepts for reasoning about ISRs. Such operational semantics
enable systematic reasoning about ISR behavior and foster the computation of ISR properties (e.g. by employing multiagent-based simulation methods [Yazan et al., 2017b]).
The other application of our work is to support policy-making and fine-tuning regarding
regulations that foster the transition to the circular economy. For instance, due to a lack of
regulations, firms may face no prohibition on disposal of some particular (hazardous) wastes
or may receive no incentives in case of substituting some of their raw material with reusable
waste inputs. Using our method, policy-makers can analyze ISRs towards which they can aim
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their encouraging incentives or binding regulations. Moreover, policy-makers can learn if by
means of modifications in regulations or/and incentives, an unpromising ISR implementation can turn to a promising one (if-then analysis).
Validity of ISR Dimensions and Algorithms: The presented ISR dimensions (Figures 2.1 and 2.2) and the ISR 3T operational costs, i.e. transportation, treatment, and transaction costs, are supported by industrial symbiosis research literature (see Section 2.2). In addition, to back-up the theory with expert knowledge, we circulated an earlier version of this
work among our industrial partners in the EU-funded SHAREBOX project [SHAREBOX,
2019], presented the framework as well as various implementations of

FISOF

and FISOF+ to

their representatives in validation sessions, and have taken into account their practice-oriented
feedback.
Future Work: We illustrated that negotiations on an ISR implementation that is not
mutually promising do not occur in an equilibrium even if it is a desirable one (e.g., from an
environmental point of view). Then, as we discussed earlier, policy-makers can learn about
symbiotic relations that are not implementable and introduce monetary incentives to foster
them. This leads to the so called incentive engineering problem. Roughly speaking, “how
a limited amount of incentive can be optimally distributed among unpromising ISRs such
that the outcome meets a policy” would be a question that calls for policy support tools. As
an extension, we plan to address this problem using computational methods for incentive
allocation [Wooldridge et al., 2013] and auction mechanisms in multi-agent systems [Vulkan
and Jennings, 2000].
In this work, we presented ISR opportunity evaluation methods—usable as pre-negotiation
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decision support tools. In future work, we plan to develop an automated procedure that acts
as a middle-ware in between FISOF+ and established negotiation methods. For such a purpose, we aim to build on multiagent-based implementations of Delphi [García-Magariño
et al., 2008] and agent-based methods [García-Magariño, 2013] that enable representing potential transformations of ISR institutions.
We also aim to extend our methods and operational semantics to capture symbiotic relations with more players and evaluate Industrial Symbiotic Networks (ISNs) [Yazdanpanah
et al., 2016]. We emphasize that structural properties and dynamics of power relations in
ISNs result in more complex institutional behaviors, hence calls for (1) representations that
take into account the symbiotic network as a coordinated institution [Yazdanpanah et al.,
2018] and (2) dynamic contracts able to monitor and enforce the commitment of involved
firms to the codes of conduct [Dastani et al., 2017b].
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The market

no god, it cannot solve every problem.
Eric Maskin

3
Coordinating Industrial Symbiosis
Networks

We present a coordinated multiagent framework for implementing a class of collaborative industrial practices called “Industrial Symbiotic Networks (ISNs)” as cooperative
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games. The game-theoretic formulation of collaboration in ISNs enables systematic reasoning about what we call the ISN implementation problem. Specifically, the characteristics of
ISNs may lead to inapplicability of fair and stable benefit allocation methods. Inspired by
realistic ISN scenarios and following the literature on normative multiagent systems, we consider regulations and normative socioeconomic polici as coordination instruments that in
combination with ISN games resolve the situation1 . In this multiagent system, employing
Marginal Contribution Nets (MC-Nets) as rule-based cooperative game representations fosters the combination of regulations and ISN games with no loss in expressiveness. We develop
algorithmic methods for generating regulations that ensure the implementability of ISNs and
as a policy support, present the policy requirements that guarantee the implementability of
all the desired ISNs in a balanced-budget way.

3.1 Introduction
Industrial Symbiotic Networks (ISNs) are collaborative networks of industries with the aim
to reduce the use of virgin material by circulating reusable resources (e.g, physical waste material and energy) among the network members [Chertow, 2000; Lombardi and Laybourn,
2012; Yazan et al., 2016]. In such networks, symbiosis leads to socioeconomic and environmental benefits for involved industrial agents and the society. One barrier against stable
ISN implementations is the lack of frameworks able to secure such networks against unfair and unstable allocation of obtainable benefits among the involved industrial firms. In
other words, although in general ISNs result in a reduction of the total cost, a remaining
1

The content of this chapter is mainly based on “Vahid Yazdanpanah, Devrim Murat Yazan, and
W. Henk M. Zijm. Coordinated multiagent industrial symbiosis systems. Automatica, pages (under–review),
2019c” [Yazdanpanah et al., 2019c].
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challenge for operationalization of ISNs is to tailor reasonable mechanisms for allocating the
total obtainable cost reductions—in a fair and stable manner—among the contributing firms.
Otherwise, even if economic benefits are foreseeable, a lack of stability and/or fairness may
lead to non-cooperative decisions. This will be the main focus of what we call the industrial
symbios implementation problem. Reviewing recent contributions in the field of industrial
symbiosis research, we encounter studies focusing on the necessity to consider interrelations
between industrial enterprises [Yazan et al., 2016; Yazdanpanah et al., 2019e] and the role of
contract settings in the process of ISN implementation [Albino et al., 2016]. We believe that
a missed element for shifting from theoretical ISN design to practical ISN implementation is
to model, reason about, and support ISN decision processes in a dynamic way (and not by
using snapshot-based modeling frameworks).
For such a multiagent setting, the mature field of cooperative game theory provides rigorous methodologies and established solution concepts, e.g. the core of the game and the
Shapley allocation [Borm et al., 2001; Driessen, 2013; Mas-Colell et al., 1995; Osborne and
Rubinstein, 1994]. However, for ISNs modeled as a cooperative game, these established solution concepts may be either non-feasible (due to properties of the game, e.g. being unbalanced) or non-applicable (due to properties that the industrial domain asks for but solution
concepts cannot ensure, e.g. individual as well as collective rationality). This calls for contextualized multiagent solutions that take into account both the complexities of ISNs and the
characteristics of the employable game-theoretical solution concepts. Accordingly, inspired
by realistic ISN scenarios and following the literature on normative multi-agent systems [Andrighetto et al., 2013; Grossi et al., 2013; Shoham and Tennenholtz, 1995], we consider regulative rules and normative socioeconomic polici as two elements that in combination with
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ISN games result in the introduction of the novel concept of Coordinated ISNs (C−ISNs)2 .
We formally present regulations as monetary incentive rules to enforce desired industrial collaborations with respect to an established policy. Regarding our representational approach,
we use Marginal Contribution Nets (MC-Nets) as rule-based cooperative game representations. This simply fosters the combination of regulative rules and ISN games with no loss
in expressiveness. Accordingly, applying regulatory rules to ISNs enables ISN policy-makers
to transform ISN games and ensures the implementability of desired ones in a fair and stable
manner.
In this work, we provide a coordinated multiagent system—using MC-net cooperative
games—for the implementation phase of ISNs. Moreover, we develop algorithmic methods
for generating regulations that ensure the implementability of ISNs. Finally, as a policy support, we discuss the ISN policy requirements that guarantee the implementability of all the
desired industrial collaborations in a balanced-budget way.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 provides a conceptual analysis on ISNs
and allocation problems in such multiagent collaborative networks. Section 3.3 introduces
preliminary formal notions and game theoretic solution concepts required for our ISN implementation framework. Sections 3.4 and 3.5 present our ISN frameworks and illustrate the
verified results on effectivity of the developed coordinated multiagent system for implementing industrial symbiosis. Finally, Section 3.6 concludes the chapter by highlighting the main
contributions and potential extensions of this work.
2
See [Wooldridge, 2009] for multiagent solution concepts in general and [Bussmann et al., 2013; Jennings,
1994] for their application in the industrial domain.
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3.2 Conceptual Analysis
In this section, we (1) present the intuition behind our approach using a running example, (2)
discuss our norm-based perspective for capturing ISN regulations, (3) describe the evaluation
criteria for an ideal ISN implementation framework, and 4) review previous work on tailoring
game-theoretic solution concepts for the industrial symbiosis implementation problem.
3.2.1 ISN as a Multiagent Practice
To explain the dynamics of implementing ISNs as multiagent industrial practices, we use a
running example. Imagine three industries i, j, and k in an industrial park such that ri , rj ,
and rk are among recyclable resources in the three firms’ wastes, respectively. Moreover, i, j,
and k require rk , ri , and rj as their primary inputs, respectively. In such scenarios, discharging wastes and purchasing traditional primary inputs are transactions that incur cost. Hence,
having the chance to reuse a material, firms prefer recycling and transporting reusable resources to other enterprises if such transactions result in obtainable cost reductions for both
parties—meaning that it reduces the related costs for discharging wastes (on the resource
provider side) and purchasing cost (on the resource receiver side). On the other hand, the implementation of such an industrial network involves transportation, treatment, and transaction costs. In principle, aggregating resource treatment processes using refineries, combining
transaction costs, and coordinating joint transportation may lead to significant cost reductions at the collective level.
What we call the industrial symbios implementation problem focuses on challenges—
and accordingly seeks solutions—for sharing this collectively obtainable benefit among the
involved firms. Simply stated, the applied method for distributing the total obtainable ben74

efit among involved agents is crucial while reasoning about implementing an ISN.
Example 3 (Running Example). Imagine a scenario in which symbiotic relations ij, ik, and
jk, respectively result in 4, 5, and 4 utility units of benefit, the symbiotic network ijk leads
to 6 units of benefit, and each agent can be involved in at most one symbiotic relation. To
implement the ijk ISN, one main question is about the method for distributing the benefit
value 6 among the three agents such that they all be induced to implement this ISN. For
instance, as i and k can obtain 5 utils together, they will defect the ISN ijk if we divide the 6
units of util equally (2 utils to each agent). We return to this example through the course of
this chapter.
Note that allocating benefit values lower than their “traditional” benefits—that is obtainable in case firms defect the collaboration—results in unstable ISNs. Moreover, unfair
mechanisms that disregard the contribution of firms may cause the firms to move to other
ISNs that do so. In brief, even if an ISN results in sufficient cost reductions (at the collective level), its implementation and applied allocation methods determine whether it will be
realized and maintained. Our main objective in this work is to provide a multiagent implementation framework for ISNs that enables fair and stable allocation of obtainable benefits.
In further sections, we review two standard allocation methods, discuss their applicability
for benefit-sharing in ISNs, and introduce our normatively-coordinated multiagent system
to guarantee stability and fairness in ISNs.
3.2.2 ISN Regulations as Socioeconomic Norms
In real cases, ISNs take place under regulations that concern environmental as well as societal
policies. Hence, industrial agents have to comply to a set of rules. For instance, avoiding waste
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discharge may be encouraged (i.e., normatively promoted) by the local authority or transporting a specific type of hazardous waste may be forbidden (i.e., normatively prohibited) in
a region. Accordingly, to nudge the collective behavior, monetary incentives in the form of
subsidies and taxes are well-established solutions. This shows that the ISN implementation
problem is not only about decision processes among strategic utility-maximizing industry
representatives (at a microeconomic level) but in addition involves regulatory dimensions—
such as the presence of binding/encouraging monetary incentives (at a macroeconomic level).
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Figure 3.1: At the microeconomic level, A represents the set of all beneﬁt alloca on methods that are preferable
for all the ﬁrms. At the macroeconomic level, due to the introduced coordina on mechanism by the regulatory
agent (respec ng the established socioeconomic policy), we have the alloca on set Â either equal to A or as a
shrunk/extended version of it.

To capture the regulatory dimension of ISNs, we apply a normative policy that respects
the socioeconomic as well as environmental desirables and categorizes possible coalitions of
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industries in three classes of: promoted, permitted, and prohibited. Accordingly, the regulatory agent respects this classification and allocates incentives such that industrial agents will
be induced to: implement promoted ISNs and avoid prohibited ones (while permitted ISNs
are neutral from the policy-maker’s point of view). For instance, in our ISN scenario, allocating 10 units of incentive to ijk and 0 to other possible ISNs induces all the rational agents to
form the grand coalition and implement ijk—as they cannot benefit more in case they defect. We call ISNs that take place under regulations, Coordinated ISNs (C−ISNs). Note that
the term “coordination” in this context refers to the application and efficacy of monetary
incentive mechanisms in the ISN implementation phase, and should not be confused with
ISN administration (i.e., managing the evolution of relations). Figure 3.1 presents a schematic
view on the role of the regulatory agents in C−ISNs.
3.2.3 Evaluation Criteria for ISN Implementation Frameworks
Dealing with firms that perform in a complex multiagent industrial context calls for implementation platforms that can be tuned to specific settings, can be scaled for implementing
various ISN topologies, do not require industries to sacrifice financially, and allow industries
to practice their freedom in the market. We deem that the quality of an ISN implementation framework should be evaluated by (1) Generality as the level of flexibility in the sense
of its independence from agents’ internal reasoning processes (i.e., how much the framework
adheres to the principle of separation of concerns), (2) Expressivity as the level of scalability
in the sense of its independence from size and topology of the network, (3) Rationality as
the level of compliance of the employed allocation mechanisms to the collective as well as
individual rationality axiom (i.e., no agent (group) participates in a cooperative practice if
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they expect higher utility otherwise), and (4) Autonomy as the level of allowance (i.e., nonrestrictiveness) of the employed coordination mechanisms. Then an ideal framework for
implementing ISNs should be general—i.e., it should allow for manipulation in the sense
that the network designer does not face any re-engineering/calibration burden—sufficiently
expressive, rationally acceptable for all firms, and respect their autonomy. The goal of this
chapter is to develop an implementation framework for ISNs that has properties close to the
ideal one.
3.2.4

Previous Work at a Glance

The idea of employing cooperative game theory for analysis and implementation of industrial symbiosis have only been sparsely explored [Chew et al., 2009; Grimes-Casey et al., 2007;
Yazdanpanah and Yazan, 2017]. In [Grimes-Casey et al., 2007], the authors use both cooperative and non-cooperative game theory for analyzing the behavior of firms engaged in a
case-specific industrial ecology. While the analysis is expressive, the implemented relations
are specific to refillable/disposable bottle life cycles. In [Chew et al., 2009], the authors tailor
a mechanism for allocating costs among participating agents that expects an involved industry to “bear the extra cost”. Although such an approach results in collective benefits, it is not
in-line with the individual rationality axiom. In [Yazdanpanah and Yazan, 2017] bilateral industrial symbiotic relations are modeled as cooperative games; the authors show that in such
a specific class, with only two industries involved, the total operational costs can be allocated
fairly and stably. In this chapter, we relax the limitation on the number of involved industries
and use the concept of Marginal Contribution Nets (MC-Nets), which enables a representation that is sufficiently expressive to capture the regulatory aspect of ISNs. We will give a more
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detailed review of previous work in Section 3.3.2 after covering the technical background.
3.3

Preliminaries

In this section, we recall the preliminary notions in cooperative games, the MC-Net representation of such games, and the two principal solution concepts: the Shapley value and the
Core3 . Moreover, we discuss in more detail the technical aspects of previous work that applied
game-theoretical methods for ISN modeling and analysis.
3.3.1 Technical Background
In this work, we build on the transferable utility assumption in multiagent settings. This is
to assume that the payoff to a group of agents involved in an ISN (as a cooperative practice)
can be freely distributed among group members.
Cooperative Gam : Multiagent cooperative games with transferable utility are often modeled
by the tuple (N, v), where N is the finite set of agents and v : 2N 7→ R is the characteristic
function that maps each possible agent group S ⊆ N to a real-valued payoff v(S). In such
games, the so-called allocation problem focuses on methods to distribute v(S) among all the
agents (in S) in a reasonable manner. That is, v(S) is the result of a potential cooperative
practice, hence ought to be distributed among agents in S such that they all be induced to
cooperate (or remain in the cooperation). Various solution concepts specify the utility each
agent receives by taking into account properties like fairness and stability. The two standard
solution concepts that characterize fair and stable allocation of benefits are the Shapley value
and the Core, respectively.
3

The presented material on basics in cooperative games is based on [Mas-Colell et al., 1995; Osborne and
Rubinstein, 1994] while for the MC-Net notations, we build on [Ieong and Shoham, 2005; Lesca et al., 2017].
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Shapley Value: The Shapley value prescribes a notion of fairness. It says that assuming the formation of the grand coalition N = {1, . . . , n}, each agent i ∈ N should receive its average
marginal contribution over all possible permutations of the agent groups. Let s and n, represent the cardinality of S and N , respectively. Then, the Shapley value of i under characteristic
∑
function v, denoted by Φi (v), is formally specified as Φi (v) = S⊆N \{i} s!(n−s−1)!
(v(S ∪
n!
{i})−v(S)). For a game (N, v), the unique list of real-valued payoffs x = (Φ1 (v), · · · , Φn (v)) ∈
Rn is called the Shapley allocation for the game. The Shapley allocation have been extensively
studied in the game theory literature and satisfies various desired properties in multi-agent
practices. Moreover, it can be axiomatized using the following properties.
• Eﬃciency (EFF): The overall available utility v(N ) is allocated to the agents in N , i.e.,
∑
Φi (v) = v(N ).
i∈N

• Symmetry (SYM): Any arbitrary agents i and j that make the same contribution receive
the same payoff, i.e., Φi (v) = Φj (v).
• Dummy Player (DUM): Any arbitrary agent i of which its marginal contribution to each
group S is the same, receives the payoff that it can earn on its own; i.e., Φi (v) = v({i}).
• Additivity (ADD): For any two cooperative games (N, v) and (N, w), Φi (u + w) =
Φi (v) + Φi (w) for all i ∈ N , where for all S ⊆ N , the characteristic function v + w
is defined as (v + w)(S) = v(S) + w(S).
In the following, we refer to an allocation that satisfies these properties as a fair allocation.
Core of the Game: In core allocations, the focus is on the notion of stability. In brief, an
allocation is stable if no agent (group) benefits by defecting the cooperation. Formally, for a
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game (N, v), any list of real-valued payoffs x ∈ Rn that satisfies the following conditions is
a core allocation for the game:
• Rationality (RAT): ∀S ⊆ N :

∑

xi ≥ v(S)

i∈S

• Eﬃciency (EFF):

∑

xi = v(N )

i∈N

One main question is whether for a given game, the core is non-empty (i.e., whether there
exists a stable allocation for the game). A game for which there exist a non-empty set of stable
allocations should satisfy the balancedness property, defined as follows. Let 1S ∈ Rn be the
membership vector of S, where (1S )i = 1 if i ∈ S and (1S )i = 0 otherwise. Moreover,
let (λS )S⊆N be a vector of weights λS ∈ [0, 1]. A vector (λS )S⊆N is a balanced vector if for
∑
all i ∈ N , we have that S⊆N λS (1S )i = 1. Finally, a game is balanced if for all balanced
∑
vectors of weights, we have that S⊆N λS v(S) ≤ v(N ). Finally, based on the standard
results in [Bondareva, 1963; Shapley, 1967] (the Bondereva-Shapley theorem), we have that a
game has a non-empty core if and only if it is balanced.
In the following, we refer to an allocation that satisfies RAT and EFF as a stable allocation.
Marginal Contribution Nets (MC-Nets): Representing cooperative games by their characteristic functions (i.e., specifying values v(S) for all the possible coalitions S ⊆ N ) may become
unfeasible in large-scale applications. In this work, as we are aiming to implement ISNs in a
scalable manner, we employ a basic MC-Net [Ieong and Shoham, 2005] representation that
uses a set of rules to specify the value of possible agent coalitions. Moreover, as we wish to
capture the regulatory aspect of ISNs, employing rule-based game representations appears to
be a natural approach.
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Definition 4 (Basic MC-Net [Ieong and Shoham, 2005] ). A basic MC-Net represents the cooperative game among agents in N

a ﬁnite set of rul {ρi : (Pi , Ni ) 7→ vi }i∈K , where

Pi ⊆ N , Ni ⊂ N , Pi ∩ Ni = ∅, vi ∈ R \ {0}, and K
coalition S ⊆ N , a rule ρi

the set of rule indic . For an agent

applicable if Pi ⊆ S and Ni ∩ S = ∅ (i.e., S contains all the

agents in Pi and no agent in Ni ). Let Π(S) denote the set of rule indic that are applicable
∑
to S. Then for the value of S, denoted by v(S), we have that v(S) = i∈Π(S) vi .
In further sections, we present an MC-Net representation of the ijk ISN scenario and
illustrate how this rule-based representation enables applying norm-based coordination to
ISNs.
3.3.2 Revisiting Previous Work
Chew et al. analyze the interaction of participating companies in an Eco-industrial park seeking to develop a game-theoretic implementation framework for inter-plant water integration
[Chew et al., 2009]. In their cooperative game model, by assuming the compliance of agents
to their commitments, the optimum collective benefit is achievable. As the authors mention, in case the cooperation takes place, their allocation mechanism results in higher collective payoff in comparison to their non-cooperative game scheme. This result is achieved
through adding contextualized interaction protocols that compel the industries to act in a
desired manner. Roughly speaking, it is assumed that the network manager has control over
internal operations and decision processes of involved agents (which may be applicable in
specific case studies but is in contrast with the principle of separation of concerns). For instance, given the availability of an optimal wastewater interchange scheme, it is shown that in
case the agents adopt the scheme and act accordingly, they can benefit both individually and
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collectively. In other words, the focus is shifted towards providing methods for optimizing
the scheme in a specific case.
In a more recent work, Yazdanpanah and Yazan study the modeling and implementation
of industrial symbiotic relations as two person cooperative games [Yazdanpanah and Yazan,
2017]. Their focus is on the allocation of the total operational cost among involved agents
using a tailored version of the Shapley value and the standard notion of core. They show that
for industrial symbiotic relation games, core is non-empty and hence such symbiotic practices
are implementable in a stable manner. Moreover, as the Shapley value will be in the core, it is
rational for industries to implement the Shapley allocation (with no need for interruption by
the regulatory agent). Notice that although their industrial symbiosis implementation satisfies desired properties, e.g., autonomy and rationality, it is not expressive for implementing
symbiotic relations among three or more industries. This is basically because their analysis is
based on properties of two-person games.
Finally, Grimes-Casey et al. [Grimes-Casey et al., 2007] focus on cooperative decisionmaking and heterogeneity of the involved agents (with respect to their epistemic states) in
an industrial symbiosis scenario. They employ cost-based mechanisms to nudge the behavior of manufacturer as well as consumer agents towards using refillable beverage containers.
Although their cooperative management framework is problem-specific, it is expressive and
scalable as they employ profit values that are computable in low complexity. They also state
that in real cases the applicability of most cooperative game solution concepts depends on
government enforcement. This is in-line with our attempt to capture the regulatory aspect
of industrial symbiosis using incentive mechanisms.
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3.4 ISN Games
As discussed in [Albino et al., 2016; Yazdanpanah and Yazan, 2017], the total obtainable cost
reduction—as the economic benefit—and its allocation among involved firms are key drivers
behind the stability of ISNs. For any set of industrial agents S, this total value can be computed based on the total traditional cost, denoted by T (S), and the total ISN operational cost,
denoted by O(S). In brief, T (S) is the summation of all the costs that firms have to pay in
case the ISN does not occur (i.e., to discharge wastes and to purchase traditional primary inputs). On the other hand, O(S) is the summation of costs that firms have to pay collectively
in case the ISN is realized (i.e., the costs for recycling and treatment, for transporting resources
among firms, and finally the transaction costs). Accordingly, for a non-empty finite set of industrial agents S the obtainable symbiotic value v(S) is equal to T (S)−O(S). In this work,
we assume a potential ISN, with a positive total obtainable value, and aim for tailoring gametheoretic value allocation and accordingly coordination mechanisms that guarantee a fair and
stable implementation of the symbiosis.
3.4.1

ISNs as Cooperative Games

Our ijk ISN scenario, see Example 3, can be modeled as a cooperative game in which v(S)
for any empty/singleton S is 0 and agent groups ij, ik, jk, and ijk have the values 4, 5, 4,
and 6, respectively. Note that as the focus of ISNs are on the benefit values obtainable due to
potential cost reductions, all the empty and singleton agent groups have a zero value because
cost reduction is meaningless in such cases. In the game theory language, the payoffs in ISN
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games are normalized. Moreover, the game is superadditive4 in nature (basically because any
firm will only join a coalition if there is something to win, both for that firm and for the
others). So, given the traditional and operational cost values for all the possible agent groups
S (i.e., T (S) and O(S)) in the non-empty finite set of industrial agents N , the ISN among
agents in N can be formally modeled as follows.
Definition 5 (ISN Games). Let N be a non-empty ﬁnite set of industrial agents. Moreover,
for any agent group S ⊆ N , let T (S) and O(S) respectively denote the total traditional
and operational costs for S. We say the ISN among industrial agents in N

a normalized

superadditive cooperative game (N, v) where v(S) :



0,
v(S) =

if |S| ≤ 1



T (S) − O(S), otherwise

According to the following proposition, basic MC-Nets can be used to represent ISNs. In
further sections, this representation aids combining ISN games with normative coordination
rules.
Proposition 3 (ISNs as MC-Nets). Any ISN can be represented

a basic MC-Net.

Proof. We provide a constructive proof by (1) introducing an algorithm for specification of
all the required MC-Net rules and (2) showing that the constructed MC-Net is equal to the
original ISN game. (1) - Let (N, v) be an arbitrary ISN game among industrial agents in N .
4
A game is superadditive when the value of the union of two disjoint sets of agents is no less than the sum
of the values of the individual sets. In the context of industrial symbiosis, superadditivity implies that forming
a symbiotic coalition of industrial agents either results in no value or in a positive value. Implicitly, growth of a
group can never result in decrease of the value.
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Moreover, let S≥2 = {S ⊆ N : |S| ≥ 2} be the set of all agent groups with two or more
members and let K = |S≥2 | denote its cardinality. We start with an empty set of rules. Then
for all agent groups Si ∈ S≥2 , for i = 1, . . . , K, we add a rule {ρi : (Si , N \ Si ) 7→
vi = T (Si ) − O(Si )}. (2) - As in all the constructed rules ρi it holds that Pi ∩ Ni = ∅
∑
and Pi ∪ Ni = N , we have that i∈Π(S) vi is equal to v(S) for all the members of S≥2 .
Moreover, Π(S) for empty and singleton agent groups would be empty, hence reflects the 0
■

value for such groups in the original game.

Note that the proof does not simply rely on the representation power and expressivity of
MC-Nets (as shown in [Ieong and Shoham, 2005]) but provides a constructive method that
respects the context of industrial symbiosis and related cost values to generate all the required
rules for representing ISNs as MC-Nets.
Example 4 (ISN Scenario). Our running example can be represented by the basic MC-Net5
{ρ1 : (ij, k) 7→ 4, ρ2 : (ik, j) 7→ 5, ρ3 : (jk, i) 7→ 4, ρ4 : (ijk, ∅) 7→ 6}.
3.4.2

Benefit Allocation Mechanisms and ISN Games

As discussed earlier, how firms share the obtainable ISN benefits plays a key role in the process
of ISN implementation, mainly due to stability and fairness concerns. Roughly speaking, industrial firms are economically rational firms that defect non-beneficial relations (instability)
and mostly tend to reject ISN proposals in which benefits are not shared with respect to their
contribution (unfairness). In this work, we focus on Core- and Shapley-allocation mechanisms as two standard methods that characterize stability and fairness in cooperative games,
respectively. We show that these solution concepts are applicable in a specific class of ISNs
5

For notational simplicity, we avoid brackets around agent groups, e.g., we write ij instead of {i, j}.
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but are not generally scalable for value allocation in the implementation phase of ISNs. This
motivates introducing incentive mechanisms to guarantee the implementability of “desired”
ISNs.
Two-Person Industrial Symbiosis Games
When the game is between two industrial firms (i.e., a bilateral relation between a resource
receiver/provider couple), it has additional properties that result in applicability of both Core
and Shapley allocations. We denote the class of such ISN games by ISNΛ . This is, ISNΛ =
{(N, v) : (N, v) is an ISN game and |N | = 2}. The class of ISN games with three or more
agents is denoted by ISN∆ . The class of ISNΛ games corresponds to the so called ISR games
in [Yazdanpanah and Yazan, 2017]. The difference is on the value allocation perspective as
in [Yazdanpanah and Yazan, 2017], the authors assume the elimination of traditional costs
(thanks to the implementation of a symbiotic relation) and focus on the allocation of operational costs; while we focus on the allocation of the total benefit, obtainable due to potential
cost reductions.
Lemma 1 (ISNΛ Balancedness). Let (N, v) be an arbitrary ISNΛ game. It always holds that
(N, v)

balanced.

Proof. Based on the line of argument in [Driessen, 2013; Shapley, 1971] we show that any
ISNΛ game is supermodular which directly implies balancedness. For supermodularity, we
need to show that, in (N, v), for any couple of arbitrary agent groups S, T ⊆ N , we have
v(S) + v(T ) ≤ v(S ∪ T ) + v(S ∩ T ). In ISNΛ games, by checking the validity of this
inequality for all the six possible S, T combinations, the claim will be proved. For S = ∅,
we have the following valid inequality v(∅) + v(T ) ≤ v(∅ ∪ T = T ) + v(∅). For S = N ,
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the inequality can be reformulated in the following valid form v(N ) + v(T ) ≤ v(N ∪ T =
N )+v(N ∩T = T ). Finally, when S and T are equal to the only possible (disjoint) singleton
groups, we have v(S) + v(T ) ≤ v(N ) + v(∅) which holds thanks to the superadditivity of
ISN games (see an alternative proof in Appendix B).

■

Relying on Lemma 1, we have the following result that focuses on the class of ISNΛ relations and shows the applicability of two standard game-theoretic solution concepts for implementing fair and stable industrial symbiotic networks.
Theorem 3 (Fair and Stable ISNΛ Games). Let (N, v) be an arbitrary ISNΛ game. The symbiotic relation among industrial agents in N

implementable in a unique stable and fair

manner.
Proof. Stability: As discussed earlier, core allocations guarantee the stability conditions (i.e.,
RAT and EFF). However, the core is only an applicable solution concept for balanced games.
According to Lemma 1, we have that ISNΛ games are balanced. Hence, the core of any arbitrary ISNΛ game is nonempty and any allocation in the core guarantees the stability. Stability
and Fairness: As presented earlier, the Shapley allocation guarantees the fairness conditions
(i.e., EFF, SYM, DUM, ADD). However, it does not always satisfy the rationality (RAT) condition (which is necessary for stability). According to Lemma 1, we have that ISNΛ games are
balanced. Moreover, according to [Shapley, 1971, Theorem 7], in balanced games, the Shapley
allocation is a member of the core and hence satisfies the rationality condition. Accordingly,
for any ISNΛ game, the Shapley allocation guarantees both the stability and fairness.
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ISN Games
In this section we focus on ISN∆ games as the class of ISN games with three or more participants and discuss the applicability of the two above mentioned allocation mechanisms for
implementing such industrial games.
Example 5 (Neither Core Nor Shapley). Recall the ijk ISN∆ scenario from Section 3.2. To
have a stable allocation (xi , xj , xk ) in the core, the EFF condition implies xi + xj + xk = 6
while the RAT condition implies xi + xj ≥ 4 ∧ xi + xk ≥ 5 ∧ xj + xk ≥ 4. It is easily
checked that these conditions cannot be satisfied simultaneously, hence we can conclude that
the core is empty and there exists no way to implement this ISN in a stable manner. Moreover, although the Shapley allocation provides a fair allocation (13/6, 10/6, 13/6), it is not
rational for firms to implement the ISN. E.g., i and k obtain 30/6 in case they defect while
according to the Shapley allocation, they ought to sacrifice as they collectively have 26/6.
As illustrated in this example, the Core of ISN∆ games may be empty which implies the
inapplicability of this solution concept as a general method for implementing ISNs. We generalize the exemplified idea in the following corollary about the implementability of ISN∆
games in general.
Corollary 1 (Unimplementability of ISN∆ Games). Let (N, v) be an arbitrary ISN∆ game.
The symbiotic relation among industrial agents in N

not generally implementable in a stable

manner.
Although all ISN∆ games are superadditive and hence result in a positive obtainable benefit, they may be unbalanced (as illustrated in the running example). Accordingly, for any
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unbalanced ISN∆ game, the Core is empty. In such cases, the symbiotic relation is not implementable in a stable manner.
Note that the fair implementation of ISN∆ games is not always in compliance with the
rationality condition. In fact, we lack general methods that guarantee stability and fairness
of ISN implementations. So, even if an industrial symbiotic practice could result in collective
economic and environmental benefits, it may not last due to instable or unfair implementations. One natural response which is in-line with realistic ISN practices is to employ monetary
incentives as a means of coordination.

3.5 Coordinated ISN
In realistic ISNs, the symbiotic practice takes place in the presence of economic, social, and
environmental polici and under regulations that aim to enforce the policies by nudging the
behavior of agents towards desired ones. In other words, while the policies generally indicate
whether an ISN is “good (bad, or neutral)”, the regulations are a set of norms that—in case
of agents’ compliance—result in a spectrum of acceptable (collective) behaviors. Note that
the acceptability, i.e., goodness, is evaluated and ought to be verified from the point of view
of the policy-makers as community representatives. In this section, we follow this normative
approach and aim for using normative coordination to guarantee the implementability of
desirable ISNs in a stable and fair manner6 .
6

In the following, we simply say implementability of ISNs instead of implementability in a fair and stable
manner.
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3.5.1

Normative Coordination of ISNs

Following [Grossi et al., 2013; Shoham and Tennenholtz, 1995], we see that during the process
of ISN implementation as a game, norms can be employed as game transformations, i.e., as
“ways of transforming existing games in order to bring about outcomes that are more desirable from a welfaristic point of view”[Grossi et al., 2013]. To this end, given the economic,
environmental, and social dimensions and with respect to potential socioeconomic consequences, industrial symbiotic networks can be partitioned in three classes, namely promoted,
permitted, and prohibited ISNs. Such a classification can be modeled by a normative socioeconomic policy function ℘ : 2N 7→ {p+ , p◦ , p− }, where N is the finite set of industrial firms.
Moreover, p+ , p◦ , and p− are labels—assigned by a third-party authority—indicating that the
ISN among any given agent group is either promoted, permitted, or prohibited, respectively.
The three sets P℘+ , P℘◦ , and P℘− consist of all the ℘-promoted, -permitted, and -prohibited
agent groups, respectively. Formally P℘+ = {S ⊆ N : ℘(S) = p+ } (P℘◦ and P℘− can be
formulated analogously). Note that ℘ is independent of the ISN game among agents in S, its
economic figures, and corresponding cost values—in general, it is independent of the value
function of the game. E.g., a symbiotic relation may be labeled with p− by policy ℘—as it
is focused on exchanging a hazardous waste—even if it results in a high level of obtainable
benefit.
Example 6 (Normative ISNs). In our ijk ISN scenario, imagine a policy ℘1 that assigns p−
to all the singleton and two-member groups (e.g., because they discharge hazardous wastes in
case they operate in one- or two-member groups) and p+ to the grand coalition (e.g., because
in that case they have zero waste discharge). So, according to ℘1 , the ISN among all the three
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agents is “desirable” while other possible coalitions lead to “undesirable” ISNs.
As illustrated in Example 6, any socioeconomic policy function merely indicates the desirability of a potential ISN among a given group of agents and is silent with respect to methods
that enforce the implementability of promoted or unimplementability of prohibited ISNs7 .
The rationale behind introducing socioeconomic policies for ISNs is mainly to make sure that
the set of promoted ISNs are implementable in a fair and stable manner while prohibited ones
are unstable. To ensure this, in real ISN practices, the regulatory agent (i.e., the regional or national government) introduces regulations—to support the policy—in the form of monetary
incentives8 . This is to ascribe subsidies to promoted and taxes to prohibited collaborations
(see [Kakhbod, 2013] for an implementation theory approach on mechanisms that employ
monetary incentives to achieve desirable resource allocations). We follow this practice and
employ a set of rules to ensure/avoid the implementability of desired/undesired ISNs among
industrial agents in N via the allocation of incentives. Such a set of incentive rules can be
represented by an MC-Net ℜ = {∂i : (Pi , Ni ) 7→ ιi }i∈K in which K is the set of rule
indices. Let ℑ(S) denote the set of rule indices that are applicable to S ⊆ N (see the notion
of applicability in Definition 4). Then, the incentive value for S, denoted by ι(S), is defined
∑
as i∈ℑ(S) ιi 9 . The following proposition shows that for any ISN game there exists a set of
incentive rules to guarantee the implementability of the ISN in question.
Proposition 4 (Implementability Ensuring Rules). Let G be an arbitrary ISN game among
industrial agents in N . There exists a set of incentive rul to guarantee the implementability
7

Note that ISNΛ games are always implementable. So, ISNs’ implementability refers to the general class of
ISN games including ISN∆ games.
8
See [Meir et al., 2011; Zick et al., 2013] for similar approaches on incentivizing cooperative agent systems.
9
This is, a set of incentive rules can be represented also as a cooperative game ℜ = (N, ι) among agents in
N.
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of G.
Proof. Recall that according to Proposition 3, G can be represented as an MC-Net. To prove
the claim, we provide Algorithm 3 that takes the MC-Net representation of G as a starting
point, including a given set of rules, and generates a set of additional rules that guarantee the
implementability of G.
Algorithm 3 Generating rule set ℜ for ISN game G.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

Data: ISN game G = {ρi : (Pi , Ni ) 7→ vi }i∈K among agents in N ; K the set of rule
indices for G.
Result: Incentive rule set ℜ for G.
n ← length(K) and ℜ ← ∅
for i ← 1 to n do
if i ∈ Π(N ) then
ℜ ← ℜ ∪ {∂i : (Pi , Ni ) 7→ 0}
else
ℜ ← ℜ ∪ {∂i : (Pi , Ni ) 7→ −vi }
end if
end for

By allocating −vi to rules that are not applicable to N , any coalition other than the grand
coalition will be faced with a tax value. As the original game is superadditive, the agents will
have a rational incentive to cooperate in N and the ISN is implementable in a stable manner
■

thanks to the provided incentive rules.

Till now, we introduced socioeconomic policies and regulations as required (but not yet
integrated) elements for modeling coordinated ISNs. In the following section, we combine
the idea behind incentive regulations and normative socioeconomic policies to introduce the
concept of Coordinated ISNs (C−ISNs) as a multiagent system for implementing industrial
symbiosis.
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3.5.2

Coordinated ISNs

As discussed above, ISN games can be combined with a set of regulatory rules that allocate
incentives to agent groups (in the form of subsidies and taxes). We call this class of games,
ISNs in presence of coordination mechanisms, or Coordinated ISNs (C−ISNs) in brief.
Definition 6 (Coordinated ISN Games (C−ISN)). Let G be an ISN and ℜ be a set of regulatory incentive rul , both modeled

MC-Nets among industrial agents in N . Moreover,

for each agent group S ⊆ N , let v(S) and ι(S) denote the value of S in G and the incentive
value of S in ℜ, respectively. A cooperative game (N, c) with c(S) = v(S) + ι(S) for each
agent group S

called a Coordinated ISN game (C−ISN).

Note that as both the ISN game G and the set of regulatory incentive rules ℜ are MCNets among industrial agents in N , then for each agent group S ⊆ N we have that c(S) is
equal to the summation of all the applicable rules to S in both G and ℜ. Formally, c(S) =
∑
∑
i∈Π(S) vi +
j∈ℑ(S) ιj where Π(S) and ℑ(S) denote the set of applicable rules to S in
G and ℜ, respectively, and vi and ιj the value of applicable rules i and j in Π(S) and ℑ(S),
respectively. We sometime use G + ℜ to denote the game C as the result of incentivizing
G with ℜ. The next proposition shows the role of regulatory rules in the enforcement of
socioeconomic policies.
Proposition 5 (Policy Enforcing Rules). For any promoted ISN game G under policy ℘, there
exist an implementable C−ISN game C.
Proof. To prove the proposition, for any arbitrary promoted G, we require a set of regulatory
incentive rules ℜ such that its combination with G results in a stable C implementation. The
procedure for generating such an ℜ is presented in Algorithm 3.
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Analogously, similar properties hold for avoiding prohibited ISNs or allowing permitted
ones. Avoiding prohibited ISNs can be achieved by making the C−ISN (that results from introducing regulatory incentives) unimplementable. On the other hand, allowing permitted
ISNs would be simply the result of adding an empty set of regulatory rules. The presented
approach for incentivizing ISNs, is advisable when the policy-maker is aiming to ensure the
implementability of a promoted ISN in an ad-hoc way. In other words, an ℜ that ensures the
implementability of a promoted ISN G1 may ruin the implementability of another promoted
ISN G2 . This highlights the importance of some structural properties for socioeconomic policies that aim to foster the implementability of desired ISNs. As we discussed in Section 3.2,
we aim for implementing ISNs such that the rationality axiom will be respected. In the following, we focus on the subtleties of socioeconomic policies that are enforced by regulatory
rules. The question is, what are the requirements of a policy that can ensure the rationality of
staying in desired ISNs? We first show that to respect the rationality axiom, promoted agent
groups should be disjoint. We illustrate that in case the policy-maker takes this condition into
account, industrial agents have no economic incentive to defect an implementable promoted
ISN.
Proposition 6 (Mutual Exclusivity of Promoted ISNs). Let G1 and G2 be arbitrary ISNs,
respectively among promoted (nonempty) agent groups S1 and S2 under policy ℘ (i.e., S1 , S2 ∈
P℘+ ). Moreover, let ℜ1 and ℜ2 be rule sets that ensure the implementability of G1 and G2 ,
respectively. For i ∈ {1, 2}, defecting from C−ISN Ci = Gi + ℜi not economically rational
for any agent a ∈ Si iff S1 ∩ S2 = ∅.
Proof. “⇒”: Suppose S1 ∩S2 ̸= ∅. Accordingly, we have an agent a which is both a member
of S1 and S2 . For a it is rational to defect either S1 or S2 as both are among the promoted
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agent groups under ℘ (see that the procedure for ensuring implementability goes through
the introduction of penalizing rules).
“⇐”: Suppose S1 and S2 are disjoint promoted agent groups under ℘. As ℜ1 and ℜ2 can
respectively ensure the implementability of these two groups and based on Proposition 3, we
have that ISNs among firms in S1 and S2 are both implementable in a stable manner. Hence,
they satisfy the rationality axiom. Moreover, as the two agent groups share no agent, there
will be no economic incentive to deviate between the two stable ISNs.

■

Accordingly, given a set of industrial agents in N and a socioeconomic policy ℘ we directly
have that:
n
∩

Proposition 7 (Minimality of Promoted ISNs). For n = |P℘+ | if

Si ∈ P℘+ = ∅ then

i=1

any arbitrary Si ∈ P℘+

minimal (i.e., Si′ ̸∈ P℘+ for any Si′ ⊂ Si ).

Roughly speaking, the exclusivity condition for promoted agent groups entails that any
agent is in at most one promoted group. Hence, deviation of agents does not lead to a larger
promoted group as no promoted group is part of a promoted super-group, or contains a
promoted sub-group. In the following, we show that the mutual exclusivity condition is
sufficient for ensuring the implementability of all the ISNs that take place among promoted
groups of firms.
Theorem 4 (Conditioned Implementability). Let G be an arbitrary ISN∆ game under policy
℘ among industrial agents in N . If S ∩S ′ = ∅ for any arbitrary S, S ′ ∈ P℘+ , then there exists
a set of regulatory rul ℜ, such that all the promoted symbiotic networks are implementable
in the coordinated ISN deﬁned by C = G + ℜ. Moreover, any ISN among prohibited agent
groups in P℘− will be unimplementable.
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Proof. To prove Theorem 4, we provide a method to generate such an implementability ensuring set of rules. We start with an empty ℜ. Then for all n promoted Si ∈ P℘+ , we call
Algorithm 3. Each single run of this algorithm results in an ℜi that guarantees the implementability of the industrial symbiosis among the set of firms in the promoted group Si . As
the set of promoted agent groups comply to the mutual exclusivity condition, the unification
n
∪
of all the regulatory rules results in a general ℜ. Formally, ℜ =
ℜi . Moreover, as the ali=1

gorithm applies taxation on non-promoted groups, no ISN among prohibited agent groups
■

will be implementable.

Example 7 (ijk as a Normatively Coordinated C−ISN). Recalling the ISN scenario in Example 6, the only promoted group is the grand coalition while other possible agent groups
are prohibited. To ensure the implementability of the unique promoted group and to avoid
the implementability of other groups, the result of executing our algorithm is ℜ = {∂1 :
(ij, k) 7→ −4, ∂2 : (ik, j) 7→ −5, ∂3 : (jk, i) 7→ −4}. In the C−ISN that results from
adding ℜ to the original ISN, industrial symbiosis among firms in the promoted group is
implementable while all the prohibited groups cannot implement a stable symbiosis.
3.5.3 Realized ISNs and Budget-Balancedness
As we mentioned in the beginning of Section 3.5, regulations are norms that in case of agents’
compliance bring about the desired behavior. For instance, in Example 7, although according
to the provided tax-based rules, defecting the grand coalition is not economically rational, it is
probable that agents act irrationally—e.g., due to trust-/reputation-related issues—and leave
the promoted group. This results in possible normative behavior of a C−ISN with respect to
an established policy ℘. So, assuming that based on evidences the set of implemented ISNs are
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realizable, we have the following abstract definition of C−ISN’s normative behavior under a
socioeconomic policy.
Definition 7 (C−ISN’s Normative Behavior). Let C be a C−ISN among industrial agents
in N under policy ℘ and let E be the set that includ all the implemented ISNs among agents
in N . E

called the evidence set. We say the behavior of C compli to ℘ according to E iff

E = P℘+ ; and violat it otherwise.
Given an ISN under a policy, we introduced a set of regulatory rules to ensure that all
the promoted ISNs will be implementable. However, although providing incentives makes
them implementable, the autonomy of industrial agents may result in situations that not
all the promoted agent groups implement their ISN. So, although we can ensure the implementability of all the promoted ISNs, the real behavior may deviate from a desired one.
As our introduced method for guaranteeing the implementability of ISNs among promoted
agent groups is mainly tax-based, if a C−ISN violates the policy, we end up with collectible tax
values. In such cases, our tax-based method can become a balanced-budget monetary incentive mechanism (as discussed in [Guo and Conitzer, 2008; Li et al., 2003; Phelps et al., 2010])
by employing a form of “Robin-Hood” principle and redistributing the collected amount
among promoted agent groups that implemented their ISN. In the following, we provide an
algorithm that guarantees budget-balancedness by means of a Shapley-based redistribution
of the collectible tax value among agents that implemented promoted ISNs.
The correctness of Algorithm 4 is established in Proposition 8.
Proposition 8 (Budget Balancedness and Fairness). Let C = G + ℜ be a C−ISN among
industrial agents in N under policy ℘ such that all the ISNs among promoted groups are implementable (using the provided method in Theorem 4) and let E be the set of implemented
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Algorithm 4 Tax Redistribution for C−ISN game C.
Data: C = G + ℜ the C−ISN game among industrial agents in N under policy ℘
such that all the ISNs among promoted groups in P℘+ are implementable; E the set of
implemented ISNs; The collectible tax value τ .
2: Result: Ωi (C, ℘) the distributable incentive value to i ∈ N .
∪
3: S + ← E ∩ P℘+ , Su+ ←
S
1:

S∈S +

for all i ∈
sub-game of G do
k ← Φi (v) the Shapley value of i in (Su+ , v)
Ωi (C, ℘) = v(S1+ ) .τ.k
u
7: end for

4:
5:
6:

(Su+ , v) the

ISNs. For any C−ISN, the incentive valu returned by Algorithm 4 ensur budget balancedness while preserving fairness (i.e., EFF, SYM, DUM, and ADD).
Proof. To have budget balancedness, we have to show that the total collectible10 tax value
(using the provided method in Theorem 4) is equal to allocated subsidies. If the C−ISN is
℘-compliant, this is obvious as τ is equal to zero (thanks to the implementation of all the
promoted ISNs). When the C−ISN is ℘-violating, we use the Shapley value of each agent
that contributes to the sub-game of implemented promoted ISNs. As we employ a Shapleybased method, the monetary incentive is budget-balanced thanks to the EFF property and in
addition preserves the other three properties (i.e., SYM, DUM, and ADD).

■

Note that the redistribution phase takes place after the implementation of the ISNs and
with respect to the evidence set E. Otherwise, there will be cases in which the redistribution
process provides incentives for agent groups to defect the set of promoted collaborations.
Moreover, we highlight that the use of an MC-net representation of games enables calculating
the Shapley value in a scalable manner—in Algorithm 4 (see [Ieong and Shoham, 2005] for
10

Considering a disposal account—under control of the regulatory agent—for each firm, it is reasonable to
assume that collectible τ is equal to collected τ .
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complexity results). In particular, the Shapley value of an agent in MC-nets is equal to the
summation of its Shapley values in each MC-net rule. Accordingly, as in each rule the value
can be computed in linear time (in the pattern of the rule), the Shapley value computation
for the whole game will be linear in the size of the input.

3.6 Concluding Remarks
This chapter provides a coordinated multiagent system—rooted in cooperative game theory—
for implementing ISNs that take place under a socioeconomic policy. The use of rule-based
MC-Net representation of cooperative games enables combining the game with a set of policies and regulations in a natural way. This work also provides algorithms that generate regulatory rules to ensure the implementability of “good” symbiotic collaborations in the eye of
the policy-maker. This extends previous work that merely focused on operational aspects of
industrial symbiotic relations–as we introduce the analytical study of the regulatory aspect
of ISNs. Finally, it introduces a method for redistribution of collectible tax values. The presented method ensures the budget-balancedness of the monetary incentive mechanism for
coordination of ISNs in the implementation phase.
In practice, such a framework supports decision-makers in the ISN implementation phase
by providing operational semantics as a toolset for reasoning about the implementability of
a given ISN in a fair and stable manner. Moreover, it supports policy-makers aiming to foster
socioeconomically desirable ISNs—by providing algorithms that generate the required regulatory rules. Finally, it shows that MC-Net is an expressive representation framework for
applying normative coordination mechanisms to multiagent systems.
This chapter focuses on a unique socioeconomic policy and a set of rules to ensure it.
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In this regard, one question that deserves investigation is the possibility of having multiple
policies and thus analytical tools for policy option analysis [Mehryar et al., 2017] in ISNs.
Such a framework assists the ranking and investigation of the applicability of a set of policies
in a particular ISN scenario. Along this line, we aim to generate a regulation toolbox for
ISN policy-makers—since a single regulation may be incapable of ensuring all the desired
collaborations under potentially conflicting policies. In that case, possible conflicts among
regulations can be resolved using prioritized rule sets (inspired by methods for dealing with
potential extensions in argumentation theory [Kaci and van der Torre, 2008; Modgil and
Prakken, 2013]). Accordingly, we will have distinguishable potential ISN worlds such that in
each a maximal set of promoted ISNs is implementable.
In future work, we also aim to focus on administration of ISNs. Then, informationsharing issues [Carter et al., 2002; Fraccascia and Yazan, 2018] and compliance of involved
agents to their commitments will be main concerns for automated trading and business implementations in multiagent industrial symbiosis systems [Ash, 2004]. For that, we plan to
model ISNs as normative multiagent organizations [Boissier and Van Riemsdijk, 2013; Yazdanpanah et al., 2016] and integrate data-driven coordination techniques [Wardi et al., 2018].
Thence, we can rely on norm-aware organization frameworks that focus on operation of normative organizations [Aldewereld et al., 2007; Dastani et al., 2017a,b] to monitor the organization’s behavior. Finally, we aim to illustrate the validity of our formally verified framework
using realistic case studies and multiagent-based simulations [Fraccascia et al., 2017a].
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With great power com great responsibility.
(the exact origin is unknown)

4
Allocating Transaction Costs in Industrial
Symbiosis

This chapter discusses the role of Transaction Cost (TC) economics in Industrial Symbiosis Institutions (ISI) and provides a fair and stable mechanism for TC allo-
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cation among the involved firms in a given ISI. In principle, industrial symbiosis—as an implementation of the circular economy paradigm in the context of industrial relation—is a
practice aiming at reducing the material/energy footprint of the firm. The well-engineered
form of this practice should also decrease the transaction costs at a collective level. This can be
achieved using information systems for: identifying potential synergies, evaluating mutually
beneficial ones, implementing the contracts, and governing the behavior of the established
relations. Then the question is “how to distribute the costs for maintaining such an information system in a fair and stable manner?” We see such a cost as a collective transaction cost and
employ an integrated method rooted in cooperative game theory and multiagent systems research to develop a fair and stable allocation mechanism for it1 . The novelty is twofold: in
developing analytical methods for capturing the dynamics of transaction costs in industrial
symbiosis and in presenting a novel game-theoretic mechanism for its allocation in multiagent industrial symbiosis institutions. While the former contributes to the theories of industrial symbiosis (methodological contribution), the latter supports decision makers aiming to
specify fair and stable industrial symbiosis contracts (practical contribution). In a broader
perspective, such an approach contributes to the intersection of multiagent technologies, industrial engineering, and institutional economics.

4.1

Introduction and Motivation

Industrial symbiosis is a transitional business model to shift from linear economy paradigms
towards implementing the concept of circular economy—in the context of industrial rela1

The content of this chapter is mainly based on “Vahid Yazdanpanah, Devrim Murat Yazan, and W. Henk M.
Zijm. Dynamics and allocation of transaction cost in multiagent industrial symbiosis. Computers & Industrial
Engineering, page (submitted), 2019d” [Yazdanpanah et al., 2019d].
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tions/networks. In principle, the aim is to facilitate the circulation of reusable resources
among the network members [Chertow, 2007; Yazan et al., 2016]. Realizing such a form
of collaboration requires methods for identifying potential matches [van Capelleveen et al.,
2018], evaluating them to generate mutually beneficial instances [Yazdanpanah et al., 2019e],
implementing the cost-sharing schemes in bilateral contracts [Yazdanpanah and Yazan, 2017],
and decentralized governance of the established relations [Yazdanpanah et al., 2016]. As
elaborated in [Yazdanpanah et al., 2018] problematic situations occur when we move from
bilateral relations to multilateral forms in multiagent industrial symbiosis. Dealing with
such problems requires: (1) developing practical methods able to capture collective-level concepts, such as collectively realized transaction costs, (2) practice-oriented semantics to reason
about the link between individual (firm-level) concerns and the collective (institution-level)
attributes, and (3) implementable mechanisms to guarantee desirable collective attributes
with no harm to firm-level concerns. This work aims to address this gap by focusing on the
nature of collective transaction costs in industrial symbiosis and developing a contextualized
allocation mechanism that guarantees game-theoretical fairness and stability properties.
4.1.1

Conceptual Analysis: On the Nature and Dynamics of TC in IS

As originally introduced by [Williamson, 1979], transaction costs play a key role in the establishment and stability of different forms of contractual relations. This is also the case for
industrial symbiosis relations, both in bilateral and multilateral forms. For instance, when an
industrial cluster manager aims to share the collective costs for maintaining the shared environments among the cluster members, she should take into account the firm-level concerns.
One general approach is to see the contribution of each firm to the collective as a measure
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for making such cost/benefit allocation decisions [Billera and Heath, 1982]. In the case of
IS, while we have such contribution-aware tools for allocating costs in bilateral IS relations
[Yazdanpanah and Yazan, 2017], they fail to guarantee some basic properties such as collective rationality (related to whether firms have any incentive to leave the collaboration) on a
multilateral network level [Yazdanpanah et al., 2018]. In practice, such a disadvantage results
in inefficient deployment of an IS management platform in real-life industrial symbiosis networks.
To develop an efficient technique for dealing with this problem, it is crucial to understand
the context and see what are transaction costs in IS. In multiagent industrial symbiosis, the
main elements that contribute to the transaction cost are costs involved in market/partner
searching, negotiation costs, and the relation enforcement cost [Chertow and Ehrenfeld, 2012;
Fraccascia and Yazan, 2018]. We argue that in modern industrial symbiosis, and thanks to (online) IS information systems/platforms, the total IS transaction cost boils down to costs for
establishment and maintenance of the information system that is responsible for handling
the searching/matching process, for supporting/automating the negotiations, and for synthesizing the required enforcement measures. Then the question is about finding methods
to distribute this total cost among the involved firms, such that it would be fair with respect
to each firm’s contribution. That means that, after a basic payment for getting involved in
a platform, firms that may gain more in a given network, are expected to pay more for upcoming transaction costs. In other words: “with great power com great responsibility”. This
perspective supports the so called fairness notions—proposed in cooperative game theory—
that agents’ individual benefit/cost share oughts to reflect their contribution to the collective
benefit/cost [Deng and Papadimitriou, 1994; Young, 1985a].
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While the idea to take into account each agent’s contribution provides a basis for allocating the costs in multiagent industrial symbiosis, we lack methods for defining the value of
each and every coalition of firms, involved in the network2 . Such an input is crucial for applying standard fair allocation mechanisms (e.g., the notion of the Shapley value [Roth and
Verrecchia, 1979; Shapley, 1953]). In response, developing a method that characterizes IS as
a game is the first objective of this chapter. The result of this first step will be a game-form
that in turn enables the application of game theoretic solution concepts for allocating the
transaction cost. Technical details will follow in Section 4.2. To formulate a realistic game—
based on which the transaction cost can be allocated—one question that is crucial to address
is “what

the nature of transaction cost in IS practic ?”. In the IS literature [Fraccascia and

Yazan, 2018; Yazdanpanah et al., 2019e], costs for operationalizing IS are categorized as costs
for transporting the resource, for treating them by means of recycling/preparation processes,
and finally transaction costs as discussed above. In principle, transportation and treatment
costs are based on the realization of physical facts and interactions3 . For instance, the physical distance between the firms is one of the key measures that determines the transportation
cost and hence can be a fair basis for allocating the collective transportation cost among the
involved firms. For treatment costs—as the total cost that results from recycling, drying, and
categorizing—we also have physical processes that consume resources (e.g., electricity and
2
In the game-theoretic language, the characteristic function of the cooperative multiagent industrial symbiosis is not well-defined with respect to the context of industrial symbiosis and its constraints.
3
To reason about the essence of transaction costs, we use the terminology of [Searle, 2005] and form our
perspective based on the categorization of physical and institutional facts and their corresponding acts. In brief,
physical facts are about the valuation of a variable in the observable world (e.g., the quantity of a resource or
the distance between two firms) while institutional facts are about the invisible world of concepts, definable in a
given context (e.g., the fact that a resource needed or that a firm powerful). In turn, physical acts may change
the value of physical facts while institutional acts affect the institutional facts. We abstract from the reasoning
structures that relate the two disjoint sets of facts/acts. See [Yazdanpanah et al., 2016] for further elaborations
on such a conceptualization in the context of industrial symbiosis.
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diesel cost of a recycling plant). However, the transaction cost is not based on physical facts,
but mainly is the aggregation of costs of institutional acts, e.g., negotiation costs and corresponding costs for establishing monitoring/enforcement mechanisms. These acts are on the
one hand required to enable or keep track of physical processes (hence have a physical connotation) and on the other hand are related to the structure of interfirm connections (hence have
an institutional nature). Therefore, it would be reasonable to consider a form of dual-nature
physical-institutional IS value as a basis for allocating the collective transaction cost among the
involved firms. This way of capturing the institutional dimension of the transaction cost is
in-line with the original studies on this notion, as presented in [Silverman, 1999; Williamson,
1979, 1993]. Although the line of reasoning is straightforward, capturing such a perspective in
a practical tool for allocating the collective transaction costs in multiagent industrial symbiosis is an open problem4 . Next, we elaborate on our approach on tailoring formal multiagent
organizational methodologies [Horling and Lesser, 2004] for modeling industrial symbiosis as an institution and for developing an operationally feasible transaction cost allocation
mechanism.
4.1.2

Institutional Approach: On How to Address the Problem

We see multiagent industrial symbiosis as a practical manifestation of (well-designed) industrial institutions and aim to model it using game-theoretic methods, able to capture both the
physical and the institutional contributions of involved firms5 . Such a formal approach en4

As highlighted by [Yazdanpanah et al., 2018], some standard allocation mechanisms are inapplicable for IS
implementation due to operational complexities—embedded in real-life multiagent industrial relations.
5
We use the term institution as a general reference to a collective of entities behaving in a systematic manner,
under an emerged or established coordination mechanism. Then a well-designed institution is one in which
the mechanism is engineered such that some (collectively desirable) properties hold [Rubino et al., 2005]. This
would be distinguishable from the stronger notion of organization where we have an explicit representation
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ables employing institutional economics methods for guaranteeing desirable properties at the
collective level, e.g., see [Yazdanpanah et al., 2018] for how a regulatory agent can influence the
feasibility of multiagent industrial symbiosis by means of incentive engineering techniques.
In relation to the focus of this chapter, i.e., the collective transaction cost and its allocation among the involved firms, the fairness property is concerned with capturing the contributions of firms as a basis for cost allocation. While physical acts/facts (e.g., distance and
quantifiable used energy) determine a base for computing fair allocation of (physical) transportation/treatment costs, a fair allocation of the collective transaction cost calls for a notion
to capture the institutional contribution of agents as well. To that end, we provide a formal
account of the transaction cost economics in industrial symbiosis (based on computational
organization theory and industrial institutions). This results in the introduction of the notion of industrial symbios index as a measure for capturing the physical and institutional
contribution of firms. In turn, this notion will be a base for developing a fair and stable
transaction cost allocation mechanism—rooted in the literature on fair division mechanisms
[Pratt and Zeckhauser, 1990; Thomson, 1983]. Finally, we elaborate on potential questions
to be solved using the provided methodological foundation.

4.2

Modeling Industrial Symbiosis Institutions

To model IS institutions, we build upon a graphical representation of cooperative games—
also known as graphical games [Kearns, 2008] or graph-restricted games [Myerson, 1977].
Such a representation is a natural choice as it reflects the established relations among the firms
and allows the application of standard fair division methods for sharing the collective transof rol , organizational goals/preferenc , organizational structur , and interaction protocols [Baldoni et al., 2010;
Van den Broek et al., 2005].
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action cost, among the members of the institution6 . As a first step, we use graph-theoretic
notions to determine a realistic characteristic function for the game-theoretic representation
of industrial symbiosis. Then, adding an allocation mechanism results in our formal notion
of industrial symbiosis institution.
4.2.1

Preliminary Notions and Definitions

We recall basic game theoretic notions and the definition of graphical games based on [Chalkiadakis et al., 2011; Mas-Colell et al., 1995; Myerson, 1977].
Cooperative Games: A (transferable utility) cooperative game on a finite set of agents Γ is a
tuple ⟨Γ, f ⟩ where the game’s characteristic function f : 2Γ 7→ R is such that f (∅) = 0.
Graphical Games: A graphical (transferable utility) cooperative game on a finite set of agents/vertices
Γ is a triple ⟨Γ, W, f ⟩ where W is a |Γ| × |Γ| real-valued weight matrix (representing the
weights of edges between vertices in Γ) and the game’s W -restricted characteristic function
f W : 2Γ 7→ R is such that f (∅) = 0. We say f is restricted to W as it determines the value
of any coalition S ⊆ Γ \ ∅ with respect to W . Such a general formalization allows further
tailoring in the context of industrial symbiosis.
Allocation Mechanisms: For a given cooperative game G = ⟨Γ, f ⟩, a (single-point) allocation mechanism M maps a real-valued tuple M(G) ∈ R|Γ| to the pointed game. The i-th
element of the allocation tuple M(G) = ⟨a1 , a2 , . . . , a|Γ| ⟩ is the share of agent i ∈ Γ according to M and with respect to G. The term share can be interpreted—with respect to the
context—as the amount to be paid or gained by i. We later discuss various properties that
6

Through the course of this work, we may refer to firms as agents—following the convention in computational economics. This would be to see any industrial symbiosis institution as an environment that supports
the collaborative interaction of a set of autonomous, rational decision-makers in charge of the involved firms.
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such a mechanism can hold or bring about.
4.2.2

From Weighted Connectivity Graphs to Cooperative Graph Games

To determine how the transaction cost can be allocated among the firms based on their physical and institutional contributions, we take the graph that represents the established 7 symbiotic relations and obtained cost reductions as an input. Given such a graph, we formulate
a game-theoretical representation that in turn results in inducing the physical as well as the
institutional contribution of individual firms.
Definition 8 (IS Graph). An IS graph
resenting |Γ| ﬁrms and W

a tuple ⟨Γ, W ⟩, where Γ

the set of vertic , rep-

the symmetric |Γ| × |Γ| matrix of positive real valued weights,

representing the cost reduction valu . There exists a weighted undirected edge between distinct
ﬁrms i, j ∈ Γ, representing their established symbiotic relation, only if Wi,j ̸= 0. Moreover,
∑
for any i ∈ Γ we have that
Wi,j > 0 (connected) and that Wi,i = 0 (loop-free).
j∈Γ

To have a concise and contextualized representation, we do not require an explicit set of
edges as it could be derived based on W . The same holds for requiring the graph to be loopfree and connected. Basically, loops and disconnected firms can be excluded as in such cases
the transaction cost (hence its allocation) is meaningless. This results in a realistic representation in which unfeasible relations/edges (which otherwise could be represented by negative
or zero weights) are excluded.
7

Note that the reasoning about such a cost allocation takes place in a retrospective manner and after the
establishment of industrial symbiosis relations. It is important to note that, other than in the former chapters,
we now speak of an in principle realized collaboration. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the graph W can
be derived from such a realized IS.
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In the context of IS, Wi,j (= Wj,i ) reflects the realized net benefit—in terms of collectively obtained cost reductions—of the symbiotic relation between firms i and j on a given
(quantity of) resource r. As discussed in [Yazdanpanah et al., 2019e], such a collective benefit
can be computed by deducing the total operational cost of the relation (for treatment and
transportation of r) from the total traditional costs (for discharging r on the provider side
of the relation and purchasing traditionally-used inputs—substituted by r in the realized
relation—on the receiver side). In principle, matrix W would be the basis for formulating
both the physical IS game (reflecting obtainable benefits) and the institutional game (modeling the institutional power of firms in the cluster).
Definition 9 (Physical IS Game). A graphical physical IS game

a triple ⟨Γ, W, v⟩, where

G = ⟨Γ, W ⟩

an IS graph and for any group of ﬁrms S ⊆ Γ with |S| > 1, the charac∑
teristic function v(S) equal to 12 i,j∈S Wi,j . By convention, for any S with |S| ≤ 1,
v(S) = 0. Then in the normalized characteristic function, denoted by v̄, we have that
v̄(S) = v(S)/v(Γ).
Intuitively, in a physical IS game, the value of a group S is equal to the summation of the
weights of the edges that connect the group members. Note that in the symmetric matrix
W , the weight of the edge between arbitrary group members i and j appears both at Wi,j
and Wj,i (both representing the obtained cost reduction as a result of the IS relation between
∑
firms i and j). Hence, v(S), the value of a group S, is equal to 21 i,j∈S Wi,j .
Example 8. To demonstrate the applicability of our approach, we use a case study (adopted
from a realistic industrial cluster8 ). See Figure 4.1 for an illustration of the IS graph. In this
8

The adopted case is one of the successful implementations of industrial symbiosis networks in the SHAREBOX project [SHAREBOX, 2019]. Due to confidentiality concerns, we omitted the company names and modified some values.
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graph, the value on each edge reflects the benefit (in terms of cost reductions) that resulted
from the symbiotic relation, realized between the nodes that it connects. While such values
represent the physical dimension of an IS practice, the structure of the graph is what we later
use to formulate the institutional importance of each node/firm.
1

4

2
3

8

2

6

2

4

4

5

8
6
Figure 4.1: Connec vity graph of the involved ﬁrms in the IS cluster. Each node represents a ﬁrm and the value on

each edge represents the amount of cost reduc on, obtained as a result of the collabora on between the ﬁrms that
the edge connects. Values are presented as u ls. A u l can be interpreted as any form of transferable u lity, e.g., a
u l me be equal to 100 Dollars.

The value of any singleton or empty coalition is 0 while for any S with |S| > 1, we calculate the value by simply adding up the weights of the edges that connect any two member
of S. For instance, v({1, 2, 3, 4}) = 22 and v(Γ = {1, . . . , 6}) = 34. For the same coalitions, the normalized values are respectively 22
and 34
. These normalized values will be later
34
34
employed for aggregation of the physical game with a game that represents the institutional
power of firms in such clusters.
Below, we present game theoretic properties of the physical IS games.
Proposition 9 (Properties). Let G = ⟨Γ, W, v⟩ be a physical IS game. Then:
(1) for any coalitions S ⊂ T , we have that v(S) ≤ v(T ) (monotonicity).
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(2) for any disjoint coalitions S and T , we have that v(S ∪ T ) ≥ v(S) + v(T ) (superadditivity).
(3) for any coalitions S and T , we have that v(S ∪ T ) + v(S ∩ T ) ≥ v(S) + v(T )
(convexity/super-modularity).
Proof. (1) imagine a firm i in T \S. If i is connected to a member of S or T \S, it contributes
to the value of T . Otherwise, it has the added value of 0. In both cases, part (1) is true. (2)
if there exist a direct edge connecting a member of S to a member of the disjoint coalition
T , then v(S ∪ T ) increases; otherwise, it is equal to v(S) + v(T ), thanks to non-negative
weights. (3) In case the two sets are disjoint, it follows from part (2). Otherwise, the two
coalitions have nonempty intersection with either positive or zero value. Note that, thanks
to non-negative weights, potential edges from the intersection to either S \ S ∩ T or to
T \ S ∩ T are not destructive to the claim. The same holds for the fact that the edges in the
intersection are counted twice, both in v(S ∩ T ) and in v(S ∪ T ).

■

These properties result in the following practical result that the collective value of the
grand coalition Γ can be shared among the firms such that no coalition has an incentive to
defect the collaboration.
Theorem 5 (Nonempty Core). Let G = ⟨Γ, W, v⟩ be a physical IS game. Then there exists an
∑
allocation mechanism M such that in M(G) = ⟨a1 , a2 , . . . , a|Γ| ⟩, we have (1)
ai = v(Γ)
i∈Γ
∑
(Eﬃciency) and (2) for any S ⊆ Γ,
ai ≥ v(S) (Coalitional Rationality).
i∈S

Proof. The two clauses in this theorem axiomatize the notion of core-nonemptiness [Shapley
and Shubik, 1969]. Then, the convexity property (in Proposition 9) in combination with
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the well-established Bondareva-Shapley theorem [Bondareva, 1963; Shapley, 1967] ensures
the nonemptiness of the core, and accordingly the existence of a mechanism to generate the
■

allocation.
4.2.3

From Cooperative Games to Industrial Institutions

In addition to the physical game—based on which we can induce the physical contributions
that firms can bring about through a bilateral exchange of resources—the next step is to
present a basis for capturing the institutional contribution of firms. For such a purpose, we
cannot rely on cost reduction values (obtained thanks to operationalizing the relations) basically because transaction costs are non-operational, but have an institutional nature. Therefore, we employ the notion of closeness centrality adopted from the literature on communication networks [Bavelas, 1950] to capture the institutional power of firms, and as the basis
for defining the characteristic function of the IS institutional game. Basically, using the notion of closeness centrality, we can capture the intuition that firms that interact with many
other firms should contribute relatively more to the collective transaction costs than firms
that interact with only a few (or just one other) partner(s). In a graph on the set of vertices
Γ, the closeness centrality of a vertex i ∈ Γ, denoted by C(i), is equal to

|Γ|−1
∑
d(i,j)

where

j∈Γ\{i}

the distance function d : Γ × Γ 7→ N+ returns the shortest distance between i and j. More
explicitly, d(i, j) = d(j, i) returns the minimum number of edges passed to reach j from i.
Recalling the presented IS graph in Figure 4.1, we have that C(1) = 75 , C(2) = C(3) = 58 ,
C(4) = 55 , and C(5) = C(6) = 59 .
Then based on this notions, we formulate the institutional IS game as follows.
Definition 10 (Institutional IS Game). A graphical institutional IS game a triple ⟨Γ, W, ι⟩,
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where G = ⟨Γ, W ⟩

an IS graph and for any group of ﬁrms S ⊆ Γ with |S| > 0, the
∑
characteristic function ι(S) equal to i∈S C(i). By convention, ι(∅) = 0. Then in the
normalized characteristic function, denoted by ῑ, we have that ῑ(S) = ι(S)/ι(Γ).
Due to the additive formulation of ι, we have the following properties for institutional IS
games.
Proposition 10 (Properties). Let G = ⟨Γ, W, ι⟩ be an institutional IS game. Then G

(1)

monotonic and (2) convex/super-modular (deﬁned analogously to Proposition 9).
Proof. Given that C(i) is non-negative for all i ∈ Γ and the formulation of ι(S) as the summation of C(i) for all i ∈ S, monotonicity is trivial. For convexity, it suffices to decompose
∑
∑
∑
ι(S ∪ T ). We have that ι(S ∪ T ) is equal to i∈S∪T C(i) = j∈S C(j) + k∈T C(k) −
∑
l∈S∩T C(l), hence ι(S ∪ T ) + ι(S ∩ T ) = ι(S) + ι(T ), which satisfies the convexity
■

condition.

Immediate to this, we have the existence of an efficient and coalitionally rational allocation
mechanism for any institutional IS game (parallel to Theorem 5 for physical IS games).
Having both the physical and the institutional aspects of IS formalized in the game-theoretic
language, we present the aggregated IS game as the summation of the normalized form of the
two games.
Definition 11 (IS Game). Let G = ⟨Γ, W ⟩ be an IS graph, GP = ⟨Γ, W, v⟩ a physical IS
game on G, and GI = ⟨Γ, W, ι⟩ an institutional IS game on G. Then the graphical IS game
a triple ⟨Γ, W, σ⟩, such that for any group of ﬁrms S ⊆ Γ, the characteristic function σ(S)
equal to v̄(S) + ῑ(S).
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Then, as a corollary to Propositions 9 and 10 and Theorem 5, we immediately deduce
that any graphical IS game (from now on, IS game) preserves the properties presented in
Proposition 10, hence has a non-empty core (analogous to Theorem 5).
Corollary 2. For any IS game ⟨Γ, W, σ⟩, the set of eﬃcient and coalitionally rational allocation
mechanisms

non-empty.

In other words: the normalized versions of both games satisfy the presented properties
and linear aggregation preserves them.
In some application domains, one may opt for various forms of linear aggregations, i.e.,
to employ σ = αv̄ + βῑ (for integer-valued positive α and β). We later highlight that due to
the linearity of the allocation mechanism that we employ, our results remain valid in such a
generalization of the problem.
Following the presented perspective in [Yazdanpanah et al., 2019e], an industrial symbiosis
institution consists of a group of firms, a structure that specifies the outcome of collaboration
among potential coalitions (in the group), and mechanism(s) responsible for coordinating
the institution. Such mechanisms are basically in charge to guarantee some desirable properties in the institution. In our case—in industrial symbiosis institutions—the aim could be
to ensure the stability of the institution (i.e., that no firm or group of firms has an incentive
to defect the collaboratively profitable institution), the fair allocation of the collectively obtained benefits (such that the contribution of firms is reasonably reflected in their individual
shares), or ideally to bring about both fairness and stability. In a general form, an industrial
symbiosis institution is defined as:
Definition 12 (Industrial Symbiosis Institution). Let Γ be a set of ﬁrms, G an IS game among
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ﬁrms in Γ, and M a set of value allocation mechanisms. Then an industrial symbios institution

deﬁned

triple I = ⟨Γ, G, M⟩.

In brief, this is to see an IS institution as an IS game under mechanisms in charge of distributing the collective values9 . This would be to distribute collectively obtainable benefits as
well as collective operational costs for establishment and maintenance of the institution. The
latter category corresponds to the focus of this chapter on allocating transaction costs in industrial symbiosis. In the next section, we present an allocation mechanism—corresponding
to the notion of Shapley value and the Myerson value in graph-restricted games [Myerson,
1977; Shapley, 1953]—that satisfies both fairness and stability properties. We also elaborate on
its computational complexity and tractability results.

4.3 A Fair Allocation Mechanism for IS
The main idea behind the fair allocation of values is to take into account the contribution of
each agent to the collaborative group [Mas-Colell et al., 1995]. In industrial symbiosis management platforms, the collective transaction cost reduces to costs for establishment and maintenance of the framework—as a dynamic e-market environment10 . This calls for dynamic cost
allocation methods, able to grasp the physical as well as institutional nature of each agent’s
contribution. Roughly speaking, following an initial payment for a basic membership (to
get involved in this e-market framework) it is expected that a “fair” allocation of costs for
9

Note that we do not fix the allocation mechanism but take a set M.
Note that there may exist other forms of individual transaction costs when starting an IS relation. For instance, some investments to calibrate the production process in order to enable accepting a waste-based resource
would be categorized as a transaction cost. However, as the equipment remains property of the firm—and can
be potentially used in its further relations—it is not reasonable to consider such a cost as a collective (to be
shared) transaction cost.
10
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further improvements, takes into account the contribution of each participant—in terms of
their role/function in the formed industrial network.
Having the game-theoretic formulation of an IS game (as an aggregation of the physical
and institutional IS games), any proportion of the transaction cost that oughts to be shared
among the firms—e.g., the total cost for updating the IT platform—can be distributed based
on each firm’s contribution to the IS game. A standard notion in computational economics,
capturing the contribution of each agent in a cooperative setting, is the Shapley value [Roth
and Verrecchia, 1979; Shapley, 1953]. Shapley’s allocation method uniquely satisfies the so
called fairness properties, which has high relevance for our domain of application in industrial
organizations. In IS games, as a combination of normalized physical and institutional games
among the firms, the Shapley value of a firm determines the extent of its power and influence
in the institution. This value would be defined as what we call the firm’s IS index.
Definition 13 (IS Index). Let G = ⟨Γ, W, σ⟩ be an IS game. Then for any arbitrary i ∈ Γ,
∑ |S|!(|Γ|−|S|−1)!
(σ(S ∪ {i}) − σ(S)).
the IS index, denoted by Φi (σ), equal to
|Γ|!
S⊆Γ\{i}

Due to the characteristics of σ (as a reflection of both the physical as well as institutional
aspects of IS) the introduced notion of IS index is a measure that reflects the power of a firm
based on its connectivity to other firms in the network and also its operational contributions
by bringing about cost reductions11 . This index forms a basis for allocating transaction costs
such that a higher contribution determines a higher share (i.e., “with great power com great
responsibility” ). This approach relies on the standard rationale in cooperative cost-sharing
games that agents with higher potentials ought to pay the larger share of the costs in the
11

We later show that due to the graphical representation of the problem, the IS index can be formulated in a
non-factorial manner. This results in lower computational complexity for calculating the IS index of each firm.
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collaborative practice [Borm et al., 2001; Marden and Wierman, 2013]. Accordingly, given an
external cost function τ (Γ) (equal to τ (S) for all S ⊆ Γ with |S| ≥ 2), determining the (to
be shared) transaction cost12 among the members of Γ, we present the following transaction
cost allocation mechanism for IS institutions.
Definition 14 (TC Allocation for IS). Let G = ⟨Γ, W, σ⟩ be an IS game, Φi (σ) the corresponding IS index for any arbitrary i ∈ Γ, and τ (Γ) a given transaction cost value for Γ.
We deﬁne the cost share of agent i ∈ Γ

Ti (σ, τ ) :=

Φi (σ)·τ (Γ)
.
σ(Γ)

Allocation T (σ, τ ) =

⟨a1 , . . . , a|Γ| ⟩ with ai = Ti (σ, τ ) denot the TC allocation for IS game G with respect to τ .
This allocation, tailored and contextualized for the specific class of structured, graph-restricted
industrial symbiosis games, (1) captures both the physical as well as the institutional aspects
of this practice, (2) satisfies desirable fairness and stability properties (to be discussed in Section 4.3.1), and (3) is computationally tractable thanks to the graphical representation of the
games (to be illustrated in Section 4.3.2).
4.3.1

On Fairness and Stability

Having an industrial institution, stability and fairness are two properties that can be ensured
by means of well-designed mechanisms. In the case of the transaction cost allocation mechanism, stability is about (1) sharing the exact amount of the cost and (2) sharing such that
no firm can benefit by defecting from the institution. On the other hand, fairness is a more
12

Such a cost may consist of initial platform development costs, ongoing IT infrastructure maintenance,
or extra personnel recruitment costs for updating the platform. τ is defined in a functional way merely to
allow further extensions on dynamic formulations of the transaction cost function, e.g., as a temporal function
of some required resources for maintaining an IS information system. In other words, τ (S) is undefined for
|S| ≤ 1 and is equal to a given value τ (Γ) otherwise. Note that our main question is on how to distribute this
collectively defined value.
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complex property, concerned with (1) the symmetric contribution of firms to the institution,
(2) the share of firms whose involvement are non-contributory, (3) the possibility to aggregate
various institutions, and finally (4) the sharing of the exact total cost. Below, we provide a formal account of these properties in axiomatic forms—based on [Mas-Colell et al., 1995]—and
investigate whether they are valid in case of our suggested cost allocation mechanism.
Proposition 11 (Fairness Axioms). Let I = ⟨Γ, G, M⟩ be an industrial symbios institution
where Γ the set of ﬁrms and G = ⟨Γ, W, σ⟩ the IS game. For any transaction cost τ (Γ) > 0
we have that M = {T (σ, τ )} (Deﬁnition 14) guarante the following fairness axioms:
(1) The collective transaction cost eﬃciently allocated among the ﬁrms, formally,

∑

Ti (σ, τ ) =

i∈Γ

τ (Γ) (Eﬃciency).
(2) The identiti of the ﬁrms do not affect their share of the total transaction cost, formally,
for i, j ∈ Γ, Ti (σ, τ ) = Tj (σ, τ ) if for all S ⊆ Γ \ {i, j} we have that σ(S ∪ {i}) =
σ(S ∪ {j}) (Symmetry).
(3) Any ﬁrm of which its contribution to any coalition

equal to its individual value,

pays a transaction cost share proportional to its individual value, formally, for i ∈ Γ,
Ti (σ, τ ) =

σ({i})·τ (Γ)
σ(Γ)

if for all S ⊆ Γ \ {i} we have that σ(S ∪ {i}) = σ(S) +

σ({i})(Dummy Player).
(4) For two IS gam , an agent’s transaction cost share in the a regated game equal to the
summation of its share in each, formally, given an industrial game G ′ = ⟨Γ, W ′ , σ ′ ⟩
and a corresponding transaction cost τ ′ (Γ) > 0, we have that Ti (σ + σ ′ , τ + τ ′ ) =
Ti (σ, τ ) + Ti (σ ′ , τ ′ ) (Additivity).
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Proof. Our notion of IS index measures the Shapley value of each firm i. Following the linearity of this Shapley-based value, we have that the allocation mechanism preserves all the
■

four properties that the Shapley value uniquely possesses [Hart, 1989].

In general, fairness and stability are orthogonal. In other words, an allocation might be fair
but not stable or the other way around. Below, we present an axiomatic account of stability
and show their validity for the presented transaction cost allocation method.
Proposition 12 (Stability Axioms). Let I = ⟨Γ, G, M⟩ be an industrial symbios institution
where Γ the set of ﬁrms and G = ⟨Γ, W, σ⟩ the IS game. For any transaction cost τ (Γ) > 0
we have that M = {T (σ, τ )} (Deﬁnition 14) guarante the following stability axioms:
(1) The collective transaction cost eﬃciently allocated among the ﬁrms, formally,

∑

Ti (σ, τ ) =

i∈Γ

τ (Γ) (Eﬃciency).
(2) No subgroup fac an economic incentive to deviate from the grand coalition and beneﬁt
by paying a lower share of the transaction cost, formally, for any coalition S ⊆ Γ with
∑
|S| ≥ 2, we have that
Ti (σ, τ ) ≤ τ (S) (Coalitional Rationality).
i∈S

Proof. The first part is valid (using Proposition 11). For the second part, the current formulation of the collective transaction cost requires that τ (S) = τ (Γ) which if combined with
the first clause, immediately satisfies the claim13 .

■

Thanks to the adoption of a Shapley-based index—and its linearity property—the fairness
and stability properties will be preserved in the presented aggregated form of IS institutions
13

In the generalized form, where the transaction cost function is defined for all potential coalitions, the convexity of τ would be required for coalitional rationality. Note that in case such a function is available, the mere
problem on “how to distribute the collective cost among the ﬁrms” will evaporate, as its solution requires a single
call to this function.
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and any general linear aggregation forms in which the importance of the physical and institutional contributions are weighted.
Theorem 6 (Generalizability). Let I = ⟨Γ, G, M⟩ be an industrial symbios institution
where σ = αv̄ + βῑ

the characteristic function of G in terms of v and ι, the corresponding

characteristic functions in the physical and institutional IS gam , respectively. We have that
M = {T (σ, τ )} (Deﬁnition 14) guarante fairness and stability in I.
4.3.2

Reductions and a Tractable Algorithm

Although the presented Shapley-based IS index has the above-mentioned desirable properties, its standard formulation leads to computationally expensive algorithms. Below, we
present reductions that result in an alternative formulation for computing the IS index.
Lemma 2. In a graphical physical IS game GP = ⟨Γ, W, v⟩, for any i ∈ Γ we have that
∑ |S|!(|Γ| − |S| − 1)!
∑ Wi,j
(v(S ∪ {i}) − v(S)) =
.
|Γ|!
2

S⊆Γ\{i}

j∈Γ\{i}

Proof. Based on the formulation of v, we have that the value of any singleton coalition S is
zero and for any coalition T with more than two members, the value is computed based on
the summation of values that bilateral relations (established within T ) bring about. In other
words, the average marginal contribution of any firm to any T with more than two members
is zero. The only set of coalitions to which a firm may have a contribution are two-member
coalitions for which we have the results of [Yazdanpanah and Yazan, 2017] that the middle
point of the core corresponds to the average marginal contribution. In our graph-restricted
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games, this value is equal to the Myerson value [Myerson, 1977] and is equal to half of the
∑ Wi,j
summation of the values on the edges that are directly connected to i, i.e.,
. ■
2
j∈Γ\{i}

Next, we present a reduction for computing the contributions in the institutional game.
Lemma 3. In a graphical institutional IS game GI = ⟨Γ, W, ι⟩, for any i ∈ Γ we have that
∑ |S|!(|Γ| − |S| − 1)!
(ι(S ∪ {i}) − ι(S)) = C(i).
|Γ|!

S⊆Γ\{i}

Proof. In the institutional game, each firm i’s contribution to any coalition is equal to its
degree of closeness centrality. Then, the dummy player property implies the claim.

■

Based on these reductions we have that the transaction cost allocation is computationally
tractable.
Theorem 7. Let I = ⟨Γ, G, M⟩ be an industrial symbios institution where Γ
ﬁrms and G = ⟨Γ, W, σ⟩

the set of

the IS game. For any transaction cost τ (Γ) > 0, employing

M = {T (σ, τ )} to compute the allocation T (σ, τ ) = ⟨a1 , . . . , a|Γ| ⟩

polynomial in time

and space.
Proof. We present a constructive proof by providing an algorithm (see Algorithm 5) that generates the allocation, of which we verify its correctness and subsequently prove the complexity
claims.
Correctness: In Algorithm 5, we have that for each firm i ∈ Γ, the IS index Φi (σ) is equal
to the Shapley value of i in the aggregated game (of the normalized physical and institutional
games). Thanks to the additivity property, this would be equal to the aggregation of Shapley
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Algorithm 5 TC Allocation in IS
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Input: IS Graph G = ⟨Γ, W ⟩ with Γ as the indexed set of firms and W as the |Γ| × |Γ|
weight matrix, Transaction Cost τ (Γ).
% Initialization
n ← |Γ|
∑
Sum(G) ← 12
Wi,j
∑i,j∈Γ
Cent(G) ←
C(i)
i∈Γ

6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

T ← [T1 , . . . , Tn ] % n-Member Allocation Array
% Allocation
for i ∈ Γ do
Sum(i) ← 0
for j ∈ Γ \ {i} do
W
Sum(i) ← Sum(i) + 2i,j
end for
% Compute IS Index Φi (σ)
Sum(i)
Φi (v̄) ← Sum(G)
C(i)
Φi (ῑ) ← Cent(G)
Φi (σ) ← Φi (v̄) + Φi (ῑ)
% Compute Individual Transaction Cost Ti (σ, τ )
(Γ)
Ti (σ, τ ) ← Φi (σ)·τ
2
T [i] ← Ti (σ, τ )
end for
return T
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values in each game. Then, we rely on Lemma 2 and 3 for calculating the two values. Finally,
v(Γ)
for computing individual transaction costs, we have that σ(Γ) = 2 as it is equal to v(Γ)
+ ι(Γ)
.
ι(Γ)

Space Complexity: The required matrix of weights (representing the set of obtained cost
reductions) is in O(n2 ) where n is the size of Γ.
Time Complexity: For computing the IS indices, we have O(n) on the big loop. Then in the
physical game component, Sum(i) is in O(n) (a pass on the i-th row in W ) and Sum(G) is
in O(n2 ) (a pass through the whole W ). For the institutional part, we have that computing
C(i) is reducible to finding the shortest paths [Eppstein and Wang, 2001] which is well-known
■

to be in O(n3 ) [Floyd, 1962].

4.4

Method Application in the Case Study

To show the applicability of the developed method for allocating collective transaction costs
among a cluster of firms Γ, we use the presented case in Example 8 and assume a total value
τ (Γ) as the collective transaction cost, realized for an updating round in Γ’s industrial symbiosis information system. Assuming τ (Γ) = 100 simply results in percentage calculation
for individual shares.
Following the steps in Algorithm 5, we have that Sum(G) = 34 and Cent(G) =

1027
.
252

Then for each firm i ∈ {1, . . . , 6}, to compute Φi (v̄) (as the physical component of Φi (σ)),
we calculate the summation of the weights on all the edges connected to i and divide it by
Sum(G). Thus we have: Φ1 (v̄) =
2
,
34

Φ6 (v̄) =

4
.
34

7
,
34

Φ2 (v̄) =

For each firm i, adding

13309 4218 9463 11473 3407 4434
,
,
,
,
,
34918 17459 34918 17459 17459 17459

C(i)
Cent(G)

3
,
34

Φ3 (v̄) =

4
,
34

Φ4 (v̄) =

14
,
34

Φ5 (v̄) =

to Φi (v̄) results in its IS index Φi (σ) =

(respectively for firms 1 to 6). Finally, the transaction

cost allocation T could be generated based on Φi (σ). We have that: T1 (σ, τ ) = 19.06,
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T2 (σ, τ ) = 12.08, T3 (σ, τ ) = 13.55, T4 (σ, τ ) = 32.86, T5 (σ, τ ) = 9.76, and T6 (σ, τ ) =
12.70. Note that as we employ generic graph-/game-theoretical solution concepts as a basis
for the developed algorithm, our results are neither sensitive to the distribution of the cost
reduction values nor to the structure of the connectivity graph.

4.5

Practical Contributions and Open Research Directions

Amid the institutional nature of transaction costs, to our knowledge, this work is the first proposal that translates Searle’s well-established philosophy on institutional theory for the context of IS, takes it into practice for fair transaction cost allocation, and introduces a tractable
algorithm for such a purpose. As a managerial decision support tool, the presented algorithm
can be integrated into smart IS contracting and management frameworks to enable the automation of cost allocation procedures. For instance, as a suggested business model for IS
clusters, firms would be expected to pay an initial membership fee and then be charged for
further collective transaction costs based on the presented method—reflecting their operational as well as institutional contributions.
As presented, this work has immediate applicability to support IS management by means
of providing a fair and stable TC allocation mechanism. In addition, it opens new research
directions to study: different IS class , various forms of TC functions, applicable notions of
fairness and toolbox of mechanisms, and governance mechanisms able to observe the collective
behavior of IS.
IS Classes and Graphical Constraints. While we focused on generic IS, an interesting line of research is to investigate sub-classes of IS with respect to their graphical structures.
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For instance, in most bio-based IS practices, bio-refineries are in the center of the cluster due
to their crucial role as a resource treatment/recycling facility. This results in tree-like structures or in clusters of star graphs such that no two firms can implement an IS relation in
the absence of a third-party refinery. This calls for tailored methods able to capture such
contextual properties. To this end, tree-like graphical games [Nisan et al., 2007] would be a
suggested formal foundation.
Transaction Cost Functions. An immediate extension to this work is to study transaction cost functions, formulated in terms of the operational dimensions of IS (see [Yazdanpanah et al., 2019e] for such dimensions). This results in cases where—in addition to the
grand coalition—the collective transaction cost for some (but not all the) other coalitions
is well-defined, through a functional formulation of TC. In such a case, we see that satisfying the coalitional rationality, by means of an allocation mechanism, calls for integrating the
properties of such a function and requiring restrictions on the characteristic functions of the
physical and institutional IS games.
Notions of Fairness and Toolbox of Mechanisms. We plan to relate the presented
Shapley-based fair allocation to other axiomatic notions of fairness [Lan et al., 2010]. This
results in a toolbox of mechanisms, each satisfying a set of desirable properties, hence admissible in a related domain of application. Implementing such a mechanism toolbox in IS
information systems enables the firm managers to opt for a relevant set of decision support
services, tailored with respect to their managerial strategies and preferences.
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Norm-Aware IS Governance. Finally, a line of focus for future work is to develop governance frameworks for IS. This is to enable monitoring of the organizational behavior and
enforcing normatively desirable behaviors. For such purpose, we rely on the rich literature
on norm-aware coordination [Dastani et al., 2017b; Sikora and Shaw, 1998; Singh, 2013] and
address open problems related to organizational characterization of industrial symbiosis. To
that end, cost allocation techniques can be employed as a financial instrument for nudging
the collective behavior and to ensure the compliance of firms to contractual commitments
[Anderson and Dekker, 2005].
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Unsolved problems, that’s one of the great signs of progress
in my opinion.
Kenneth Arrow

5
Review of Contributions, Supplementary
Work and Future Research

In this concluding chapter, we (1) present a summary of thesis objectives and contributions, (2) review supplementary publications that either contribute to the core of this
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thesis or address related problems, (3) discuss application of the work and elaborate on the
validation process, and (4) propose future research directions and open questions.

5.1

Synthesis: Revisiting Objectives and a Summary of Contributions

Multiagent Systems (MAS) research reached a maturity to be confidently applied to real-life
complex problems. Successful application of MAS methods for behavior modeling, strategic reasoning, and decentralized governance, encouraged us to focus on the applicability of
MAS techniques in industrial symbiosis systems and resulted in method development, integration/contextualization of techniques, and deployment of usable services in this context.
In this section, we revisit the general objectives of the thesis and present a summary of contributions.
5.1.1

Revisiting Objectives

We have directed our attention towards a form of industrial practices called Industrial Symbios Systems (ISS) as a highly dynamic domain of application for MAS techniques. In
ISS, firms aim to reduce their material and energy footprint by circulating reusable resources
among the members. To enable systematic reasoning about ISS behavior and support firms’
(as well as ISS designers’) decisions, we linked industrial engineering with multiagent systems
research. In this view, the objective was to support industrial symbiosis decision processes by
introducing (1) representation and reasoning frameworks to enable a systematic evaluation of
industrial symbiosis opportunities, (2) coordination and control techniques to foster the implementation of desirable industrial symbiosis relations, and (3) cost allocation methods that
capture institutional as well as economic contributions of firms in an implemented industrial
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symbiosis network.
Each of the three above-mentioned goals were the main focus of a chapter in this thesis.
In chapter 2, we focused on the industrial symbiosis evaluation, in Chapter 3 coordination
was the focal point, and Chapter 4 aimed for a cost allocation method tailored for industrial
symbiosis. Below, we review the contribution of each chapter to see whether the achieved
outcomes meet the envisaged objectives.
5.1.2

Summary of Contributions

Evaluating Industrial Symbiosis Opportunities (Chapter 2): The main contribution of this chapter is a formal decision support method that takes into account operational and epistemic aspects for filtering industrial symbiosis opportunities. Using this, firms
can evaluate various opportunities and see a spectrum of most-promising to least-promising
cases. Moreover, to address potential epistemic limitations, we developed a method that employs firms’ distributed knowledge and enables learning about all the mutually promising
relations. In addition to the algorithmic account of these two methods, we introduced novel
concepts for reasoning about industrial symbiotic relations.
Coordinating Industrial Symbiosis Networks (Chapter 3): This chapter provides a coordinated multiagent framework for implementing ISNs. It presents algorithms to
generate regulatory rules for ensuring the implementability of desirable symbiotic collaborations. In practice, such a framework can be used by policy-makers aiming to foster socioeconomically desirable symbiotic collaborations.
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Allocating Transaction Costs in Industrial Symbiosis (Chapter 4): This chapter proposes a translation of Searle’s account of institutional economics in the context of industrial symbiosis and introduces a tractable algorithm for fair transaction cost allocation in
industrial symbiosis networks. As a managerial decision support tool, the presented algorithm can be integrated into smart IS contracting and management frameworks to enable
the automation of cost allocation procedures.
Multiagent Industrial Symbiosis Systems: In general, this dissertation on Multiagent Industrial Symbios Systems is an attempt to address evaluation, coordination, and
cost-allocation as three decision-making aspects—to realize industrial symbiosis—that require
decision support tools. Through the course of this PhD project, we also focused on other dimensions of the topic (presented in Section 5.2). However, there are still various interesting
aspects of the topic, each revealing open research problems to study.

5.2

Supplementary Research

This thesis benefited from supplementary publications: on cooperative and coordinated industrial symbiosis games [Yazdanpanah and Yazan, 2017; Yazdanpanah et al., 2018], on normaware industrial symbiosis [Yazdanpanah et al., 2016, 2019b], on emergence and evolution of
fair industrial symbiosis [Yazan et al., 2017a, 2019], on requirements for agent-based industrial
symbiosis modeling [Fraccascia et al., 2019], and on energy-based industrial symbiosis [Fraccascia et al., 2019]. In the following, we elaborate on this body of work. Some parts directly
contribute to the core of the thesis while others address related research questions—raised
through the course of the PhD research.
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5.2.1

Cooperative and Coordinated Industrial Symbiosis Games

The research work presented in [Yazdanpanah and Yazan, 2017; Yazdanpanah et al., 2018]
introduces a formal account of industrial symbiosis using cooperative game theory. In [Yazdanpanah and Yazan, 2017], the focus is on two-player games while [Yazdanpanah et al., 2018]
discusses the multi-player case.
Industrial Symbiotic Relations as Cooperative Games [Yazdanpanah and Yazan,
2017]: In this work, we introduce a game-theoretical formulation for a specific form of collaborative industrial relations called “Industrial Symbiotic Relation (ISR) games” and provide
a formal framework to model, verify, and support collaboration decisions in this new class
of two-person operational games. ISR games are formalized as cooperative cost-allocation
games with the aim to allocate the total ISR-related operational cost to involved industrial
firms in a fair and stable manner by taking into account their contribution to the total traditional ISR-related cost. We tailor two types of allocation mechanisms that firms can use to
implement cost allocations that result in a collaboration that satisfies the fairness and stability properties. Moreover, while industries receive a particular ISR proposal, our introduced
methodology is applicable as a managerial decision support tool to systematically verify the
quality of the ISR in question and check whether the implemented allocation mechanism is
stable and fair. The results of [Yazdanpanah and Yazan, 2017] are used as fair and stable cost
allocation mechanisms in Chapter 2.
Industrial Symbiotic Networks as Coordinated Games [Yazdanpanah et al.,
2018]: This paper reports an overview of the presented work in Chapter 3. It discusses the idea
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and requirements for implementing a specific form of collaborative industrial practices—
called Industrial Symbiotic Networks (ISNs)—as MC-Net cooperative games and addresses
the so called ISN implementation problem. This is, the characteristics of ISNs may lead to inapplicability of fair and stable benefit allocation methods even if the collaboration is a collectively desired one. Inspired by realistic ISN scenarios and the literature on normative multiagent systems, it uses regulations and normative socioeconomic polici as coordinative elements for ISN games.
5.2.2

Normative Industrial Symbiosis

The presented research in [Yazdanpanah et al., 2016, 2019b] aims to capture the normativity of industrial symbiosis and proposes a norm-aware perspective for governing industrial
symbiosis. These papers relate to the presented approach in Chapter 3 as they suggest a normbased perspective but are methodologically distinguishable as they are based on commitmentbased organizational models [Dastani et al., 2017b; Telang and Singh, 2012]. Moreover, they
correspond to the presented approach in Chapter 4 as they apply Searle’s perspective on institutional economics.
Normative Industrial Symbiotic Networks: A Position Paper [Yazdanpanah
et al., 2016]: In this position paper, we introduce a normative, multi-agent perspective on the
field of industrial symbiosis research and propose normative institutions as a key technology
for operating Industrial Symbiotic Networks (ISNs), both as a framework to represent and
reason about dynamic behaviour of ISNs and as a platform for design and maintenance of
such networks. We discuss the requirements of normative agent-based frameworks for ISNs
with respect to agent interactions, joint commitments, and the organization to monitor in136

teractions in ISNs. A comprehensive account of the presented norm-aware perspective in
[Yazdanpanah et al., 2016] appears in [Yazdanpanah et al., 2019b].
Self-Governing Industrial Symbiosis [Yazdanpanah et al., 2019b]: In this paper, we
develop a normative multiagent framework for self-governing Industrial Symbiosis (IS) systems. In contrast to traditional centrally-managed approaches that aim for an equilibriumoriented optimality, the proposed framework captures behavioral, institutional, and normative aspects of IS. To achieve this, we introduce operational agent interaction protocols, tailor
a model of joint commitment dynamics, and introduce interaction monitoring mechanisms
for IS. Such a framework can be the basis for implementing decentralized administration
technologies and smart contracting systems able to observe the behavior of IS systems and
for governing the evolution of commitments.
5.2.3

Emergence and Evolution of Fair Industrial Symbiosis

The work presented in [Yazan et al., 2017a, 2019] is focused on the dynamics of collaborative
(in contrast to opportunistic) strategies in industrial symbiosis relations. Preliminary results
are presented in [Yazan et al., 2017a] while [Yazan et al., 2019] addresses the topic in a comprehensive manner. On the one hand, this work relates to the body of the thesis as it employs
game-theoretical concepts to study the emergence of collaborative strategies. On the other
hand, it is complementary due to the use of methods from enterprise input-output analysis
as well as simulation-based techniques for modeling the evolution of the relations.
Cooperation Decisions in Industrial Symbiotic Relations [Yazan et al., 2017a]:
This work focuses on dynamics of benefit-sharing in industrial symbiosis (IS) relations as a
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determinator of firms’ business strategy in such relations. As a cooperative industrial practice, IS is expected to play a major role in implementing the circular economy paradigm.
Firms involved in Industrial Symbiotic Relations (ISRs), i.e.,emerging relations for waste
exchanges among production processes of distinct firms, can enjoy mutual environmental
and economic benefits. Moreover, ISRs have a positive influence on both the resilience of
firms and the efficiency in exploiting available resources. Although IS takes place between
the production processes of firms, it makes indirect and induced impacts on the physical and
monetary flows through their traditional supply chains. Hence, firms need analytical tools
tailored to support their decisions whether to cooperate in, and operationalize a particular
ISR proposal measuring such impacts. Such a decision support tool has to regard multiple
operational aspects like the presence of competitors and regulations. Although methods for
analyzing each of these dimensions separately exist, analyzing the cooperation decisions in
ISRs calls for joint methods able to take into account multiple aspects. To this end, we apply
Enterprise Input-Output (EIO) analysis for modeling the physical flows of resources and exploit game-theoretic schemes for reasoning about cooperation decisions. Moreover, we study
the macro-behavior of ISRs regarding the cooperation decisions using multiagent-based simulations. Our empirical context is based on a circular business case from the process industry.
Our study provides practical insights for firm managers facing the cooperation decisions in
potential ISRs. Furthermore, a methodological advance in studying IS is provided by bridging input-output analysis, game theory, and agent-based simulation.
Strategic Cooperative Behavior in Industrial Symbiosis: A Game-Theoretical Approach Integrated with Agent-Based Simulation [Yazan et al., 2019]:
This paper investigates the competition phase of industrial symbiosis relationships, where
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companies exchange wastes for inputs and negotiate how to share the additional costs to operate the waste exchange. In our game-theoretical model two strategies that companies can
adopt for sharing costs are considered: a fair strategy and an opportunistic strategy. Then, an
agent-based model is used to simulate the game iterated over time and to investigate how the
agents (firms) adapt their strategies according to their experience and observing the actions
of their counterparts in previous periods. Simulation results show that agents learn that applying the fair strategy is beneficial in the long run, despite the fact that in the short period
they can gain more by following the opportunistic strategy.
5.2.4 Requirements for Agent-Based Industrial Symbiosis Modeling
A Framework of Industrial Symbiosis Systems for Agent-based Simulation
[Fraccascia et al., 2019]: In this work, we review the requirements for agent-based Industrial
Symbiosis (IS) modeling by performing a literature review on drivers and barriers for implementing industrial symbiosis and on actors involved in such a process. The Agent-Based
Modeling (ABM) approach has been recently adopted to advance the knowledge in the IS
field, in particular to explore the extent to which the establishment of IS relationships can
be affected by policy measures, benefit-sharing contracts, information-sharing tools, or social factors. The agent-based models proposed in the literature are mostly case-specific and in
some cases contradict one another in terms of agents considered crucial, their key attributes,
available actions, and decisional rules. The aim of this paper is to propose a generic framework on how to model IS systems with ABM in a comprehensive way. The paper provides a
literature review on IS to identify the set of involved agents in IS, their attributes, and their
potential actions. Based on the results of the literature review, a general framework is pro-
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posed and discussed. The outcome of this work is complementary to the thesis as it provides
a systematic method for adoption of agent-based simulation in the context of IS modeling.
5.2.5 Energy-Based Industrial Symbiosis
Energy-based Industrial Symbiosis: A Literature Review for Circular Energy Transition [Fraccascia et al., 2019]: This paper provides a systematic literature
review on approaches for energy-based industrial symbiosis (IS), i.e., IS synergies aimed at
reducing the amount of energy requirement from outside industrial systems or the amount
of traditional fuels used for energy production. Energy-based IS cases are identified among
682 papers published between 1997 and 2018. Three categories of symbiotic synergies are
discussed: (1) energy cascade, (2) fuel replacement, and (3) bio-energy production. Through
the review, different strategies to implement energy-based IS synergies are identified for each
of the above-mentioned categories. Furthermore, drivers, barriers, and enablers of business
development in energy-based IS are highlighted from a technical, economic, regulatory, and
institutional perspective. Accordingly, future research directions are recommended. This
work is complementary to the thesis as it presents insights on a specific class of industrial
symbiosis systems by discussing aspects related to IS practices focused on energy. One way
to use the results of this work is to define well-justified behavioral rules for energy-specific
agent-based IS models. In such a model, the set of drivers, barriers, and enablers (for each
category of agents) can be the basis for rules that express how that type of agent acts—e.g.,
seeing the set of drivers and in response to changes in the environment (reactive behavioral
rules) or considering the enablers and in pursue of its motives/preferences (proactive behavioral rules).
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5.3 Application and Validation Process
In this section we first elaborate on the application of two decision support tools—resulting
from this PhD research—in the SHAREBOX project [SHAREBOX, 2019]. Secondly, we expand on the validation process. To respect SHAREBOX’s grant agreement, non-disclosure
agreements and other confidentiality concerns, we change the name of the decision support
tools and generally refer to them as T OE (an IS decision support tool for opportunity evaluation) and T OC (an IS decision support tool for cost allocation). Moreover, we avoid mentioning the name of involved parties in validation workshops, omit exact dates, and merely
refer to the general insights we gained through the process.1 In a nutshell, we can highlight
that the two decisions support services are preliminarily evaluated as “with commercialization
potential”.
5.3.1

Application: From Decision Support Algorithms to Implemented Tools

The main focus of the developed tools is on (1) the evaluation phase of industrial symbiosis
(i.e., when potential symbiotic partners are identified and firms seek to know about a ranking
of the options) and (2) the implementation phase (i.e., when firms have selected a partner and
are going to establish a feasible contract). For the former, we developed T OE while the latter
is addressed by T OC.
TOE: As discussed in Chapter 2, evaluating industrial symbiosis opportunities can be a
complex task considering that each relation can be implemented in various ways (e.g., using
1

We thank our partners at IRIS Technology Solutions [IRIS, 2019] for their collaboration in implementing the decision support tools and all our SHAREBOX partners [SHAREBOX, 2019] for their constructive
comments.
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different modes of transportation or recycling/treatment technologies). Based on the results
of [Yazdanpanah et al., 2019e], we developed T OE, a practical decision support algorithm
that allows firms to compare potential implementations of a relation.
TOC: For the implementation phase of industrial symbiosis—where operational aspects
such as the allocation of costs/benefits are the main concern—we developed T OC. This tool
follows the presented cost allocation techniques in [Yazdanpanah and Yazan, 2017] which in
turn rely on standard solution concepts in computational economics. Using this tool, firms
receive support on a cost/benefit allocation that reflects their contributions to the collective
cost/benefit.
5.3.2

Validation: From Naive Tools to Usable Services

The two decision support tools were presented to and scrutinized by SHAREBOX partners—
from industry and academia—in various validation workshops. The outcome of validation
workshops and the validation process as a whole resulted in (1) having a better understanding
of the needs of different users and developing various modes that suit their requirements, (2)
improvements in usability of the services, and (3) addressing privacy-related concerns of firms
as the main group of our final users.
Different Modes for Different Users: As a result of the feedback we received on
earlier versions of the tools, we realized that some firms like to use the tools individually (e.g.,
in order to have some pre-negotiation support) while others are interested in using them
together with their potential partners. Considering this, we integrated new modes into both
tools. Although the basis of the algorithms remained untouched, adding new modes and
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differentiating on the number of users that provide information to the tools resulted in new
functionalities.
Improving Usability and Privacy: Having a minimum viable product, users had the
chance to test the tools and check how they perform in extreme cases (e.g., by entering out of
range values and checking the results). As a result, we received comments on the lack of clarity and also notes on whether the privacy is respected when firms use the tools with a partner.
To improve the usability, we introduced brief manuals, step-by-step instructions to guide
the user, and mouse-over helps on the type of expected input/output for each tool. To respect privacy-related concerns, we implemented a mechanism that allows users to collaborate
during the data-entry process but prevents them to access the private bits of the data.

5.4

Future Research Directions

In this dissertation, we focused on multiagent decision support tools for industrial symbiosis
systems (ISS). Below, we elaborate on some open problems and highlight the relation to
relevant multiagent techniques2 .
Incentive Engineering: To support the implementation of an ISS—with the aim to
guarantee its resilience and stability—legislative bodies may introduce external support in
terms of monetary incentives. This is either by providing subsidi to support socio-environmentally
desirable ISS implementations or by imposing tax to suppress undesirable practices. To
2

The set of presented research directions in this section is mainly based on “Vahid Yazdanpanah, Devrim Murat Yazan, Jos van Hillegersberg, and Mehdi Dastani. An introduction to engineering multiagent
industrial symbiosis systems: Potentials and challenges. Presented at 7th International Workshop on Engineering Multi-Agent Systems (EMAS 2019), Montreal, Canada, 13th–14th May, 2019a” [Yazdanpanah et al., 2019a,
Section 3].
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have a successful allocation of incentives, we lack policy-support tools, aware of the structure
and dynamics of ISS. To tackle this problem3 , we see that involved firms can be modeled
as resource-controllers in an ISS game. This approach enables the applicability of incentive
engineering methods for ensuring properties in boolean games [Wooldridge et al., 2013].
Governance: In an ISS, firms will get involved in commitments (at the institutional
level) and can affect the state of resources (at the physical level). To be able to specify, monitor,
and maintain a well-behaving ISS, we need multiagent commitment governance frameworks
and interorganizational communication protocols. Following [Singh, 2013], we see norms as
a basis for “administration of stakeholders by stakeholders” and for offering coordination as a
service [van Hillegersberg et al., 2012] in ISS. While we elaborated on norm-based coordination approaches, specifying ISS communication languages, identifying their properties, and
developing norm-based governance platforms for ISS are still open problems. Moreover, ISS
are expected to be long-term and to evolve over time. Then to capture their dynamics over
time and accordingly update the governance models, participation and feedback of industrial
symbiosis practitioners are among the key requirements. For such a purpose, integrating participatory policy analysis models [Mehryar et al., 2017] with norm-aware models [Alechina
3

It is noteworthy that incentive engineering for supporting IS—and environment-friendly industrial practices in general—is not only of importance in academia but also has extreme practical significance; as legislative
bodies are often struggling with developing supportive policies in this context. Such policies are not only to
cover tangible operational costs but should also address the intangible external costs. For instance, costs and
damages related to resource depletion, hazardous particle emission, and other forms of environmental pollution that are proved to be among the causes for global warming. Note that such emissions in the end translate
in (often substantial) costs to mitigate the consequences, and that are partly costs legislative bodies in the long
run will face. This shows the practical relevance of the topic and its clear links to methods for addressing the
drivers behind global warming [Poschen, 2017; Wysokińska, 2016], to the body of work on climate change mitigation policies [Michaelowa and Michaelowa, 2017; Newell, 2010], and to analytical tools for securing policy
effectiveness [Filatova et al., 2009; Mehryar et al., 2017, 2019]. This calls for a long-horizon approach in which
the governments (and in the end, the public) are one of the game players.
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et al., 2013; Kaponis and Pitt, 2006; Tinnemeier et al., 2010] are a welcome direction for further research.
Organizational Characterization: For design and coordination of ISS, a critical
point is to understand, model, and reason about the dynamics of roles, relationships, and authority structures. For example, in some forms of ISS the role of facilitating firms (i.e., broker
agents) is crucial while in others, resource recycling plants play a key role. In our proposed
ISS model, we simply reason about action-based dynamics of ISS, thus abstract from organizational structures and notions such as roles, obligations, permissions, and prohibitions.
However, in complex multi-agent ISS scenarios, it is more natural to introduce high-level organizational notions (1) for capturing the complex dynamics of ISS and (2) for coordinating
its behavior accordingly. This is to move from “ ISS

a multiagent system” to “ISS

a

multiagent organization”. To this end, one may develop a mapping between multiagent organizational paradigms [Horling and Lesser, 2004] and different forms of ISS. This calls for
identifying the set of roles in various forms of ISS—with respect to firms’ control on resources
and their strategic position—and accordingly verifying the appropriateness of organizational
structures. For instance, while hierarchical structures seem applicable for material-based ISS
(due to geographical proximity of firms in an industrial cluster), a coalition-based structure
might be appropriate for service-based ISS (due to involvement of potentially distant clusters).
Social Aspects, Trust, and Openness: While an ISS designer provides a secure platform (to nurture stable relations), the stability of relations also depends of the dynamics of
trust and firms’ socially-bounded autonomy—in the sense of [Conte and Castelfranchi, 1995].
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Note that in ISS, we are dealing with (semi)autonomous firm managers who act with respect
to (not only) the economic analysis on obtainable benefits (but also) the set of subjective
preferences—that may be affected by social practices or trust dynamics [Dignum et al., 2015].
Thus, capturing agents’ preferences and trust in reasoning about the behavior of ISS might be
an interesting attempt for applying available trust formalizations [Huynh et al., 2006; Pinyol
and Sabater-Mir, 2013; Wang and Singh, 2007] in a practical domain. A practical way forward would be to capture firms’ subjective preferences—on the list of potential symbiotic
coalitions— and employ it as a filtering measure on the feasibility of economically profitable
instances [Yazdanpanah et al., 2019e].
Finally, while most frameworks for modeling organizations focus on a closed system, there
is a lack of open multiagent models to specify ISS4 . Following [Dignum et al., 2007; Ostrom,
2015], we believe that allowing the ability to leave/join an ISS (as an industrial institution) calls
for a new form of dynamic stability/resilience analysis. To capture openness in ISS, one may
employ financial incentives [Kumar and van Hillegersberg, 2000], use social bounds [Huynh
et al., 2006], or apply expectation-aware methods [Klein et al., 2003].

4

Formal modeling of open MAS is still an open problem. This motivates limiting the attention to a specific
class, e.g., multiagent ISS, and aiming to tackle the problem under its boundaries. For instance, in an established
ISS, partners have often jointly invested in the set-up of the network. Then, if new partners want to join,
without the burden of the exploration of the many possibilities (because they can learn from, and often are
motivated by, the existing practice) it may be relevant to investigate whether new-comers need to pay some
extra “entrance fee”. Similarly, the leave of a firm may damage the remaining partners and again the question is
whether a penalty should be in place. As elaborated, openness in IS has links to coordination methods and to
incentive/penalty schemes for governing the behavior of ISSs.
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A
Shapley-Based Cost Sharing for ISRs

In this appendix, we present a brief mathematical derivation, as well as the intuition behind the Shapley-based cost sharing for IS (in Chapter 2).
Consider two firms A and B and suppose that implementing the ISR leads to 3T operational costs O. Also, suppose that TA and TB were the traditional costs for A, respectively B.
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Obviously, we assume that O < TA + TB otherwise there would not be any deal.
Cost sharing of O means that A is taking a part βO of O and similarly B is taking (1 −
β)O. Then—considering economic rationality—players are only willing to accept their share
if βO < TA and (1 − β)O < TB which together gives
exists if

1−TB
O

<

TA
O

1−TB
O

<β <

TA
.
O

Such a β only

which is equivalent to O < TA + TB which was our premise, so there

indeed is a choice of β values. This relates to what [Yazdanpanah and Yazan, 2017] shows as
the non-emptiness of the core and stability of a cost allocation.
Then, roughly speaking, what the Shapley value defines as a fair cost allocation in this
form of two-person game is taking the β value halfway the two extremes, i.e.,
1
TB
1 TA
1 O + TA − T B
β = (1 −
)+
= (
)
2
O
2O
2
O
leading to a fair cost share for firm A of βO = 12 (O + TA − TB ) and a fair cost share for B
equal to (1 − β)O = 12 (O + TB − TA ) which is the formula we show in Section 2.3.3 (based
on [Yazdanpanah and Yazan, 2017]).
The intuitive reasoning of is that, if A had the larger traditional costs, it is reasonable that
she also takes a larger part (than B) of the new (reduced) costs, and vice versa.
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B
Balancedness of ISNΛ

In this appendix, we present an alternative proof for Lemma 1. In this proof, we avoid
going through the notion of supermodularity by merely building on the definition of balancedeness and using the superadditivity of ISNΛ .
Denote the two firms by a and b, and hence the grand coalition is {a, b}. Note that the
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definition of a balanced vector basically applies to all sets (of players), except to the empty set.
Now, a balanced vector (λa , λb , λ{a,b} ) satisfies λa + λ{a,b} = 1 and λb + λ{a,b} = 1.
The game is balanced (apply the definition) if such a vector satisfies:
λa v(a) + λb v(b) + λ{a,b} v({a, b}) ≤ v({a, b})

which follows from

λa v(a) + λb v(b) + λ{a,b} v({a, b})
≤ (1 − λ{a,b} )v(a) + (1 − λ{a,b} )v(b) + λ{a,b} v({a, b})
≤ (1 − λ{a,b} )(v(a) + v(b)) + λ{a,b} v({a, b})
≤ (1 − λ{a,b} )v({a, b}) + λ{a,b} v({a, b}) = v({a, b})
where in the last inequality we used superadditivity, i.e., v(a) + v(b) ≤ v({a, b}).
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